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A NOIE OU READING THE ITD REPORT

The report form is a style which evolved to meet the needs of the

general readers as well as those interested in specific cL. _a and

nical information. Without reading any of the mqterial in the Appendix

or Addendum sections, a casual reader can pick up information about the

types of changes (and experiences which caused them) that middle class

college students mu3t under go if they are to become oriented toward

social chan.ce. He can also delve into SOM2 praztical learning theory

and gain a clear picture of a middle class perspective of social problems

without wading through too many technicalities.

We have used Appendix and Addendum sections to keep the flow of

the body of the report and maintain a reasonable length. Important,

relevant data is included in the Appendix, however, so please don't avoid

it just because you might consider yourself a casual reader. In fact,

should you be confused about something, check references to the Appen-

dix and the situation should be clarified.

The Interim Report to 0E0 on the ITD, included in the Addendum,

covers most of the information not included in this report. We would

like to advise you to read it before getting very far along in this

report since it can add insight to the training.

Susan and Tom Isgar

a 1968

11. Tutorial Assistance Center, U.S.N.S.A.

2115 S Street, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20008
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ITD REPOaT

IN1RODUCTION

College students have been doing fantastic jobs administering

tutorials enco,2parising over 200,000 volunteer tutors and affecting at

lease 350,000 tutees every year. Considering the lack of experience

and time, of project directors' and staff, the mere existence of tu-

torials is a major achivement.

In its effort to improve and facilitate the operation and in-

crease the impact of tutorials as change agents, the Tutorial Assis-

tance Center undertoolr a major training program for tutorial directors

and staff through a contract with 0E0; the ITD. The goal was to create

stronger, more capable leadership for tutorials through a program of

cognitive input and "real world41 experience that would cause socio-

political attitude change and personal growth. (The proposal is in-

cluded as Addendum I.)

The ITD emphasized developing leadership qualities, since

working with volunteers reciuires that tutorial directors be leaders

as well as administrators. Without the ability to attract and keep

tutors, the most brilliant planners are helpless. Thus, one of the

primary goals of the training was to have the Interns improve their

awareness of how groups function and to strengthen their ability to

facilitate group interaction. Awareness of the.individual is com-

plimentary to awareness of the group, so the training also emphasized

the importance of the individual in and outside of the functioning

work group.

The training was based on learning, theory evolved through the

training program director's experience, evaluation of causes of his
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own growth, aud study ef recent literature about learnins, growth, and

training. (A full account of the theory is included as Addendum II).

Essentially, the theory assumcs that the best leaders are those who

are aware of themselves...their strengths, weaknesses, etc...as well

as those of others. They are people who can afford to take personal

risks and make decisions, be candid and innovative without feeling

threatened. They are honest with themselves and trust their ability

to meet challenges. This realistic attitude and confidence allows

them to deal with the full complexity of problems with courage and

originality. The best leaders do not live with the delusion that they

must 6r do know everything about their work; instead, they know where

to find and draw uponr,asources that can. provide them with the informa-

tion needed. They also know how to work with people.

Since the thirty Interns involved in the training program would

collectively have more cognitive knowledge of tutorials than had ever

been assembled before, the staff was not as concerned about working

with the "facts and figurbs" of tutorials as we were with developing

the Interns' ability to use their own knowledge effectively and with

helping them find a realistic perspective from which to view their

work as part of a social change movement.

Our decision to favor this emphasis was based on the results

of an "Evaluation of Needs" completed by the Interns and returned to us

before the training and their responses. to questions on their final

applications, as well as our own inclinations. (A sample evaluation

is included as Appendix I).

A combination of field work, seminars, community housing and

intense group and personal interaction was formulated to give the



Interns a structure in which to grow during the eight-week session.

The first week was devoted to orientation to the program and to Detroit;

the next six weeks concentrated on seminars and field work; and, the

last week was to have been spent on synthesis and re-entry (trans-

ference) problems.

Monday and Tuesday were seminar days during the middle period;

Wednesday was 'project' day and, Thursday and Friday were devoted to

field work. Weekends were free for the Interns who were encouraged

to get to know their communities during this time. (A detailed listing

of seminars and topics is included in Appendix II.)

The seminars generally emphasized building personal skills and

ability in the dealing with people. This was done in the contexts of

the community and the tutorial, so, while cne week the Interns were

learning how to work more effectively with people, (tutees) in tutorials,

would be working with people in the community. In all seminars practi-

cal application of what was learned was emphasized.

Sparse or elaborate, the structure would have been useless for meeting

the goal of building leaders if it did not provide real challenge. So,

the Interns were challenged with the responsibility of direction their

actions and activities within the structure and, several times, with

reforming the structure. They had to actively participate, make per-

sonal and group decisions and implement those decisions or have no

program. The staff adamantly refused to 'do the job' and forced the

Interns into taking responsibility for their own lives.

This report is really not a report at all, but an autobiography of

the Institute which has been written by the Interns in their journals.

It is a biography because the ITD had no Ekistence existence except in

the people who lived it. The journals they wrote are extremely personal



records of th2ir training eperieuce; a period of intenae stress aad

trer, groyth. Interns' wod. ciAoLu the ....:scnce of the In-

stitut-:, far wore dynapically thnn auy second-hd report could eve( do.

And, since it is impL,csible to write "about' growth and successfully

prove that it occurred, we have chosz.n to let it reveal itsclE thiough

the Intc-rnsf thoughts and reflections on their e:,perionces.

Allilost all of the Interns mad entries in their journals and two-

thirds did so quite extensively. They were asked to keep the journals

for their own benefit as well as to aid the staff in evaluating the

training, since the journals would give them a pe.rmr.nenL record of their

own growth. Entries were collected every feTJ days in.order to curtail

the urge to edit and modify first versions into more "polite" language.

In the beginning we collected the material with the understanding that

we wouldn't read the journals until the end of the training, but we dis-

covered after several days that. the Interns expected and wanted us to

read what they had written as we received it. The wanted the staff to

know the problems they wer.e working through even though they didn't

want to talk about them directly.

Editing has been a challenge, and, in many instances, perhaps too

many of the Interns' comments about a particular situation are included,

but the variety of attitudes, reactions and thoughts is too great to be

adequately represented by only one or two quotes.

A flyer announcing the ITD was sent to 1000 tutorial projects and

campu5 work-study directors in early April 1967 (Appendix III). Interest-

ed students returned a request for the final application (Appendix IV).

Those uhose interest held up through the long application uz-re consieelW,

for training. About 200 were received.

It was not possible to personally interview the applicants, so
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they were selected on arbitrary criteria: experience, age, sex, area of

the U. S. from which they came, the quality of their answers on some

questions about tutorials, and their reasons for wanting to attend

the Institute. The selection was geared toward obtaining a cross-

section of Interns in each of these areas. The applicants selected

had experience ranging from none to three or four years, with the

average being ar ad one or two years. The average age was 19.5 years,

inarangeof 17-26. They were divided evenly bet-reen male and female.

Orgins were scattered from Hawaii to New York City (Appendix )),

A number of Interns came as members of teams representing

individual campuses with the teams ranging in experience from one

which was working with a well established tutorial n one which would

be going back to set up a new project, (AppendixV).

Before the actual train.ifig. began, the Interns received a short

paper about the ITD. ("Notes on the ITD" is included as Addendum III.)

This explained the purpose of the summer and the non-directive format:

We hoped that they would. reduce Intern frustration with the non-

directive element of the'program by shaping their expectations some-

what toward expecting it. At the same time we requested the Interns to

begin their journals.

Since the quantity of quoted ,material is so great, it has been

differentiated from the rest of the body by being single-spaced. In-

dividual Intern's quotes are separated by two spaces and quoted material

separated from descriptive material by three spaces.

Editing of quotes has been minimized; it has been limited

mainly to correction of spelling and grammatical errors that would

have made comprehension difficult. In:most cases, names of people
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and specific places have been deleted as a matter of discretion.

Please keep in mind thn fact that the young people arriving at

the Detroit airport are average students with a wide range of variety

within that catagory. Only a few have questioned the value of tutor-

ials and examined their "helping" role or seriously doubted that progress

was being made.



ARRIVAL IN DETROIT

For a lot of the Interns, the trip to Detroit was their first plane

ride, and they were excited about it. The prospect of spending almost a

whole summer away from home while being paid for working with tutorials

had put them in a mood of happy anticipation. Despite their excitement,

they looked more apprehensive than anything else when they came into the

Detroit air terminal from the planes. Each little group that had traveled

together showed visible relief at finding someone there to meet them --

that there really was ay ITD.

I guess I had the normal apprehensions about meeting new people --
I wondered if I measured up, whether everyone would be taller, bigger,
smarter, etc. When I arrived in Detroit, I was pleased to find a highly
diversified and extremely friendly group of people. I forgot to mention
that I was pleased to know there was someone seventeen in the group. It

gives you a certain sense of confidence to know someone is younger than
you.

I am frightened about my lack of experience, but I don't think
they will expect more than I am capable of giving. I am trying to keep
an open mind and take things as they come so I will not have to change
any preconceived notions. 'I picture this program as a means for me to
develop my own leadership ability. But primarily, as a means to devel-
oping my program to its highest potential.

.01

I now have some feelings of inadequacy when I think of the other 29
Interns whom I expect will have either greater experience or intellect.
I'm afraid to bring myself to contribute a fair share to group discussions.
Many of my fears were calmed after meeting and talking with my fellow
interns, as I found out some had no more experience or training than I,
and I like them all so far.

The first reaction the Institute for Tutorial Development noticed
immediately by myself was relief! The large and hawking staff with the
old supervisor and his usually closed mind, which I totally expected,
just wasn't around. I was also surprised by the ages of the staff per-
sonnel, the raring cross grade of differential representation of thought
and cultures exhibited by the well-chosen group of interns, and the man-
ner in which the director accepts the general ideas of all tutors pre-
sent. Last of all, I was very relieved to.know that everyone seemed to



have a great deal in .common., this being (that) no one knew exactly what

we were actually gOing to do for the forthcoming weeks.

I arrived at the airport and was greeted by two of the interns; I

thought that this in itself was very tmpressive because this was the first

step to get people knowing each other.
I

When I came out here, I had no definite expectations; I wanted to

learn, but I was scared, really scared. I didn't realize how scared I

was until after that first session in the Casino (Ed.'s Note: The base-

ment of the Earle Hotel where group meetings were held during orientation.)

when everyone defined their needs and expectations; kids were speaking

about Harlem, big city slucqs and problems, and I didn't have any expz;ii-

ence. Some kids looked so absolutely sure of themselves. They had a

certain air of superiority that seemed superhuman to m2. I felt very in-

adequate to say the least.
Oa

I'm not positive to what the duties and plans are for the work. I'm

very ambiguous as to the responsibilities and problems I will face. To

be truthful, I wonder whether I am capable to handle the work.

Apprehensions extended beyond personal adequacy to wondering if the

goals of the training were adequate.

Croup's general attitude: To make tutorials perfect working spokes

in what? In a beat up, worn out wheel. Prod us to cause catalytic change

agents. Do I do it?
0E0 $ being used to bring kids from Portland here to be trained as

tutorial leaders is unjust. It can only be justified if they're being

trained as community organizers. There should be more white kids here

from down South and more Black kids from anywhere. Scares me that kids

may go home with only ideas on how to run perfect Tutorials, nothing else.

The Interns were also worried about living in Detroit...

Tuesday, June 20 - Apologies for not starting sooner. This is very

different from what I expected. I was terrified of coming to Detroit --

mainly afraid of physical abuse.

What-really shocked me was the item in which they requested us to-

bring along a sleeping bag. Can I get used to sleeping on a hard floor?

And gods, what type of house will I be staying in for six weeks. I hope

it's safe.

'...I didn't know if I'd have 'any social life for two month's. I didn't

know why I'd want to leave my air7conditiäner, my stereo, my t.v., and my

security.

8
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My first impression of the Tutors is that they despise dirt. Upper-
middle class values. They are trying hard though.

Cur feeling that the main need the Interns felt was for cognitive

input about administration -- how to build a better tutorial, to oil the

machinery -- and not for examination of the role of the tutorial as a

change agent was reinforced. Successfully changing their interest would

be a challenge.

...I am hoping to get much information about teaching materials, ways
to motivate tutors (into) securing better community participation. Also,
I hope to be able to get help in creating a more efficient and workable
structure for (my tutorial). The setting up of a model tutorial and expo-
sure to 29 other people should help me to reach these goals. (ELi.'s Note:
The model tutorial plans were put aside soon after this because of limits
on time and follow up.)

111 ONO

I expect to pick up leadership abilities in running an organization.
How to arrange the superficial details of attendance records, plarement
of tutoro and tutees, follow up on absenteeism and so forth -- to get these
things running smoothly so as to devote the bulk of my time to imprL.Nement
of the aim of the program -- the education and enrichment of the tutees...
Hope to gain some knowledge of how to go about contacting local community
leaders and social service agencies.

I think they are very different than a bunch of kids who might respond
to an Institute for Community Action Leadership Development. That's not
good, since all our aims should be toward community action -- tutorials
seen as only one small part of it. Everyone should be here thinking they
want to develop organizing skills not only in relation to organizing tu-
torials, but in relation to organizing communities...

Maybe it's very good getting less militant people into something like
this. They can be worked with and convinced of the necessity for broad-
based change. Working with a group of SDS-type organizers might not have
been as meaningful 'cause ehey already have an orientation. But it's just
sort of disappointing to me that I can't be surrounded by that type this
sumer. Not saying I can't get something really valuable from these kids,
but I feel there are too many with only Tutorial on the brain...

Some sophisticated insights and speculation appeared in some of the

Interns' reflections on their own abilities.

I expect two camps, maybe not that distinct: one wanting to learn



how to run effective Tutorials, the other wanting to learn how to run

effective change programs...for myself, I want to be able to be a bu-

reaucrat, as it were...Can I initiate a new program, turn volunteers,

kids, parents, etc. on to it and maybe have it continue when I leave?

think--hope--I can do it, but I need resources -- which I hope to be

helped to learn to find, and I need personal "reinforcement" which I hope

to get from the group, the Staff and especially the people I'm working

with.
.Mes

Problems:
1. Physical stress.
2. Emotional stress -- 30 new people thrown together will knock

themselves out just trying to "relate" to each other. We may

drain our energy thru too much "love".
3. Sans guide stress -- Staff won't-hopefully-be group leaders. Bow

long will it take for them to emerge and how dominant will they

be. (Personany -- will I be able to keep my fat mouth shut at

all?) Will filo. group "select" as they are -- want that respon-

sibility? If they don't, can they be made to assume it?

4. Committment level -- granting we can do little to change Detroit,

how much will we want to put ourselves on the line in o com- -

munities, etc.?
5. Limitations of females.



ORIENTATION

We wanted to introduce the Interns to the life of the city-community

but did not want to lose a lot of training time while they experienced

culture shock, so we spent the week of orientation in a slum hotel for

the first plunge. The reaction was strong.

...we all met at the airport and traveled by a big green bus to the
Earle Hotel deep in the heart of the slumiest part of Detroit. The area

looked pretty rough and the hotel looked almost like the dollar a day

places in Los Angeles, that was the look from the outside and when we
went in and saw the lobby halls and rooms, my estimation changed, it looks

like'a two dollar a day hotel...
Oar

We are staying in the Earle Hotel, a third rate hotel in which several

older white men have permanent residence -- this was quite unexper.ted. It

looks rather shabby on the outside, but our rooms are "neat" there is only

a bed spread and sheets for covers on our double bed. Ny roommate is from

Texas Christian University in Fort Worth. Her home is ir Washington D.C.

with a family of eight kids. She is a freshman,
Our room overlooks a beautiful view of a dirty old alley. An alley

can occasionally serve to remind us where we are.

The kids are just like anywhere else. There is a sppntaneous friend-
liness and closeness which is developing as we joke and have fun. We all

have something in common. We are here to learn and teach. Some say very

little and others.are exhibitionists.
We saw some kids -- with torn dirty clothes, but sti:1 kids.

MOO

The Earle Hotel is a fascinating place, depressing, too. Old guys

who sit around all day doing nothing, not moving. The cook in the Hotel

had to ask that guy if he had eaten anything all day.
The way she gets so excited about our eating at her place. Almost

pathetic.
The kids are from all over: Portland, Hawaii, California, etc. I

dig that.
A. Have the people in the community been prepared, knox we're coming,

especially, in the hotel?

B. Do the people know they're being guinea-pigged for 8 weeks?

People are trying here very much to be honest. Also seeing this city

as more friendly, open than home-base: maybe no good. Cause no one can

easily see their home town as a learning experience. Too scary, too close.

Here it's a lab for us so we see ourselves in a secure position. Not sup-

posed to know anything. And we reinforce each other. Good thing to see

your own home as a place where you can look back objectively
ORM

Mother of God! What a place we're in': This place certainly has a
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history... Common sense (and mother) have told us never to walk alone in_
a city and now I really believe it... Perhaps the people don't care or
feel this way, but I know I wouldn't want to bring my kids up in a neigh-
borhood like this. Looking out of the window in (room) 226, I noticed
the kids playing in this pigsty of a place. Now I wonder what will happen
to these kids as they grow older. Kids are so innocent at birth, they
have no choice of where they were born or to what income level. They all
have minds that can be developed, yet, by accident of birth, some of these
kids will never reach their full potential. As a detriment to society,
they my regress to a life of crime. So often it is heard, by those who
wish to hear, that it cost so much less to prevent crime by educating and
working with the people than it does to punish, possibly rehabilitate them
after the crime is committed. Now I'm.getting off the main idea, but it
is something I have been thinking about.

...I have always lived in the suburban an:as and have never encoun-
tered the city problems. The city experience is new, and so far, I like
it. But I don't like the poverty that is associated with the city and
probably that is why I have shied away from the big city. The school and
work problems which are both a part of the poverty seem to be an over-
whelming problem.

Ventrues outside of the Earle opened a new world.

I have felt very sad about the slum area that I am exploring and I
can be very thankful I Frew up and lived where I do.

I have been talkirg to a great many members of the community, most-
ly older men that sit on the steps of their rooming house. Each one has
a very unbelievable story to tell, but most of the stories relate to either
their want for more money, sex or drinking.

I can't get over still the fluid prostitution of Detroit. If the
prostitutes acted as they do here in Los Angeles or Santa Cruz, Califor-
nia, they would be hauled away by the wagon loads. I feel as though the
city officials are lax in their roles and should be made aware that exis-
tence in a community where vice operates full tilt is bad for the children
and breeds mistrust and insecurity.

The same incident as seen by two Interns...

Contrast par excellence tonite: From the park across the street from
the Masonic Temple to the London Royal Ballet. In the park: old men, dir-
ty kids.,_ beaten down people. Then the Temple: The young, happy "culture
set" ,all wonderfully and radiantly dressed, masses of them streaming at
us. Jie_sntick in -- the Ballet was wonderful and cheered us up a little, .

was,very upset by a walk we took during free time.74,oill these an-,.
cient, tottering men who do nothing, all these raggedy kids, all these
mothers who don't-talk to their.little children -- and then all these riCh
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people parading thru the park to see the Royal Ballet at the Masonic Tem-

ple, totally oblivious to the wretched people around them. It was just

horrible, and I am feeling very angry and upset.

The Interns developed a great casualness about their surroundings in

order to compensate for the tensions they felt even though few really felt

completely at ease. Some of the interns recognized the situation them-

selves.

Earle was a good beginning altho now we're all such veterans no one

wants to admit to the culture shock which is a M-C (middle-class) hang-up

and very depressing to hassle with...

Everybody is being very flippant. The Earle is posh, etc. It's like

everybody is now a veteran and will never admit that they learned aaything

at the Earle. WOW! That ole Earle M.-C Negroes did exist and must be worked

with. More than lonely and talking. Was nothing. I'm too into things to

say the Earle was bad. (Very disturbing attitude.) I know bad when I

see it. I'm no M-C kid to think the Earle is bad. Why it's just like

my house.

For some, the world around the Earle forced them to overcome fear.

Because I know I'm naive and that I'm prone to trust people more than

is wise, I find that I'm puttlr, myself somewhat on the defensive. For

example, when I'm walking on the streets in the vicinity of the hotel, I'm

not sure whether or not to be friendly to the men who say "Hello there."

I'm afraid that to respond would be taken as encouragement.

I think its wonderful that after two days in Detroit I don't feel

uncomfortable walking down a street at night (escorted) that I would have

formerly not dared to walk down during the day.

It was at the Earle that perspectives began to be challenged.

I was engulfed in a large amount of facts and impressions (first

impressions). I made conclusions from some of these first impressions:

some good and some bad. I felt rather uneasy when Al said that I was liv-

ing in fantasy, after expressing my thought about what I thought my idea

of the middle class relationship to the slum area and people of Detroit.

This caused me to think about my way of thinking.of the class structure

in general.

Even with a group of college people working in tutorials dealing
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mainly with Negro children, there were a few encounters over color. The

first encounter with color came within the sroup itself.

...Spence is a Negro...I am finding out I am not as prejudiced as I

thought I was. I am just plain dumb to the problems and needs of the Ne-

groes.
At times in the past few days, I have felt ashamed to think that I

felt that Negroes were some kinds of animals. People are people and what

they look like doesn't mean a damn thing.

The first days of orientation introduced the Interns to Detroit and

a few of its social aid agencies. Their new experience within the com-

munities being serviced by the agencies provided a new angle from which

to view the agencies' work, and they experienced a new impatience and frus-

tration.

Disappointed with the day's speakers. Commission on Community Rela-

tions is bogged down and seems to be only able to help the middle class

Negroes advance while ignoring the greater problem of the lower class

Negroes.
III. 4111.

...Chuck...from Community Relations really put me to thinking. After

hearing him, I felt that the organization's main goal was tc pacify the

public rather than attacking the actual problem.

The speakers were OK I think as long as people are made to understand

(that) their word isn't law and (that) they can be cornered afterwards.

They may not speak gospel truth, but they do give one a feel for an area

in that-they demonstrate the feelings of different groups one'll have to

contend with be their views the "facts" or not...

MO INS IMN.

Yesterday, I was very excited by everything -- mainly by talking with

my field work supervisors about what we will be doing at the settlement

hodse. -They-really set M2 thinking on the whole problem of value assump-

tions -- and life styles -- if people enjoy them and they don't get into

trouble, why change them? -- and of the idea that we can go on because we

were given praise and security when me were little, and that pregnant 13

. and 14,1eavolds with whom we will be working didn't get that. The:whole

thing -- what the kids are like, the differences between Northern and South-

ern Ndgroes, etc. -- very fascinating. I couldn't wait to get staTting

working...
Today was totally depressing -- and I can't go into all of it, because
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I just spent an hour writing a letter about it and I'm exhausted. Brief-
ly -- all this talk about 12 and 13 year old prostitutes is depressing,
because after hearing about the school and lob situation, what else should
a girl do to get money? It's probably the smartest way -- and here we
are, sheltered, white, etc. girls who've been thru the parties at school,
but who know nothing about what these little gir.ls know -- and here we
are -- going to work with them! 0 Lord -- how absurd.

And all this stuff about city agencies and union organizers -- the
more I hear and the more I see, and the more I realize that the world will
be pretty much in the same mess when we die no matter what we do -- well,
1 am more fed up than ever with the thought of preserving or fighting for
the "American way." Nothing substantial is really getting done, and its
just damn frustrating, and I wish that I had the kind of psyche that would
allow me to escape to a suburb of somewhere because all this knowledge is
very disturbing.

'Wednesday through Saturday of the orientation week were concentrated

on sensitivity training interspersed with trips to mectt field work super-

visors and host families. The wide variety of individLal backgrounds pro-

vided excellent material which the Interns could recognize and work through

stereotypes that existed for them within the group.

It's difficult to say whether the T-groups or the new view of poverty

had the greater impact on the Interns initially. They are actually com-

plementary components of a'program geared to promote g wth and strengthen

the Interns, and when combined, they proved to be an effective way of open-

ing the Interns to seeing new perspectives of their roles (from tutor to

social change agent) and of developing a way of inter-acting through which

they could evolve their new roles. The T-groups also provided the ele-

ments necessary for opening lines of communication and building support

within the group. Group meeting exercises provided insight into the pro-

blems of inter-group communication and introduced yet another frustration

because they had yet to learn how to deal with the problems they recognized.

I am skeptical of the value of T-grouPs to me personally. I was not
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horribly impressed by the sessions. Things did come out, etc., but I
'feel with me they would have come out in any group.

More importantly, the experience of going thru such a session, of
seeing ways in which people can be made to and will reach to each other
was important and will be useful. It strained everyone, but that also

was good.
/IRO ma .11M11

T-groups have definitely helped me to see myself better. I now have

more confidence in myself. I am now willing to have people accept or re-
ject ME for what I really am. I don't know if the T-group helped me to
understand the problems of others. The T-group, though, has helped me

see a lot of things. Whether or not I benefit from these insights is my

problem.

I'd like to just briefly comment on our little exercise. I'm refer-

ring to Wednesday night's meeting. The reason that nothing got accomplished
could very well be the fault of the T-groups. There was no spirit of group

unity. There were four separate groups at odds with each other. No one was

listening to the other speak. There was no communication. There was no
respect or concern for one another's feelings. Those were all things that .

we had achieved in our T-groups, and, I suppose the other groups had too.
Why, then, couldn't we extend these concepts to the larger group?

Things seemed to take a turn for the better at Friday's meeting. For

the first. time, the group had a spirit of unity. People listened to one

another. Our meeting turned from a debate into a discussion. This meeting

did much to relieve the frustrations of previous meetings. Whether or not
the group retains this spirit remains to be seen. This whole week seemed
to.be one continuous round of T-sessions and general meetings that never

got anywhere. I really don't see the prupose of T-sessions in connection
to tutorials at all.

..ImPr.ession of T-group -- just a lot of talk lacking purpose. Conver-

sation: hours of superficial nonsense. The general meeting showed our

inability to work as a group and get things done.
Had a great feeling of unity with the institute at the general meeting.

Very satisfying and for the first time this week, my interest reached its

peak. Felt depressed as we split up the group and left the Earle for our
new quai.ters.

The total submersion accomplished by the deluge of new experiences

caused by increased knowledge of themselves, others, the community, and

#1. Y began to understand how group function erased most expectations of

traditional training. The Interns didn't know what to expect. Their first

group. meetings were havoc, partially because the staff took little part

in.decisdon makini,. Although the Interns had received the "Notes on the
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ITD", their stereotypes of "institutes" were too strong to allow them to

believe it really would be non-directive. So orientation served as a time

for them to begin to get over "non-directiou" shock.

The community forced the Interns into seeing it through "insiders'

al-es" and the T-groups alloed each to see himself as others see him and

to trust others.

The theory session tonight was ridiculous: I'm glad our group flaked

out. I think the staff is glad too! I am excited by the excitement of
the other Interns (there's not a lot of that at my university). The In-

terns c-em to bc still sucpext, rather paranoically, that
the staff is insincere; but more programmatically I think they are glad
to see the things that have developed.

TIRED
T-groups for the last two days have been very intense. I think half

the number of sessions is a good idea. I've never learned and felt so
much in such a short period of time with so many people.

The people here are fantastic! The staff seems infinitely wise and
the Interns are unbelievably refreshing people. But this training week

is exhausting me both emotionally and physically.
The large group session today was heartening. I really did not think

that a group of 30 people could do what we did without a structure of some
kind beyond simple awareness and understanding -- There may indeed be a

God!
IMO

The evening session was farcical. No one knau what type of meeting
it was to be, how issues wOuld be resolved, etc. Again -- for one time a
good learning experience in the frustrations involved in fair group deci-
sion-making, but it shouldn't happen again, To avoid it, what the nature
of the meeting is to be will have to be carefully defined.

The dependence on Tom (the director) and the trainer- is unreal to
me. Not really. It's expectable, but very disappointing. If nothing

else, I hope we all learn never to do that in such a situation. Students

have been told so long that they are expected to make decisions, plans
for themselves that they know by now it's baloney and that they are only
to be ever grateful to people who voice such sentiments. They are defi-

nitely not supposed to act accordingly.
Naturally, they can't believe Tom's instructi.on that "they think".

It's almost seen as an abrogation of duty on Tom's part. How to change

that attitude? That's the question for this Institute... The responsi-
bility for the function of the group lies with all of us -- we laist accept
that in practice, more than in words. I thought this was rhetorical --

why is everyone hesitating to accept it?
Monday's planning session will be the significant one. Who will

emerge as the leaders? How will they emerge? Will they have to restrain
themselves or will the group accept that responsibility?
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During our group's T discussions, I was never so startled, excited

and a kin4 of terioryent through my body at times when I asktd myeelf,
"What happened to cause this?" I learned so much its hard to believe.

I learned about myself and life. I learned as much in those three days

as I thought possible in 8 weeks...
The meetings were completely frustrating. I was so frustrated I

qven let it out in front of my group. Although I hated the approach used,

'I learned a lot.

...don't necessarily have to change your ways. Just be more aware

o how people perceive you. Re communication: Can one at times be ex-

hausted by trying to communicate? Give up or keep trying.

It was an excellent orientation method -- probably the best, although

it was very exhausting. I think it was the only way all 30 of us could

be hit. No seminars or discussions could ever do that. Each of us was

really made a bit more sensitive.

(Results of a numerically based evaluation of the orientation at the

_.E.44e.,and a further sampliag af_ statements is included in Appendix VI.)
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conduraTi

From the Earle., we moved into the cm.-Lunity. (AppendLx Vfl is a

map of community locations.) Some Interns were with fa:A.11es, others

in apartments -- almost all lived with other interns. Rent was lv.idled

in a peel devised by the Interns to equoliml the cost. Averase rent was

$5.00 a week. Most of the plar.es th interns lived were reflective of

hom;ing of the people jn the surrounding community. It ws generally

depressing.

Saw new quarters -- bleak. I felt good thz:t we had been provided
with damn nem: nothing. Felt good at having to make do.

Mra 1.1.

Today we moved into our permlnent housing. I c:annot describe the
feeling of depression that car2 ovcr me when I was where I was staying.
It was dirty, sly!lly, dinghy, etc. In short, it was the complete oppo-
site of what I have been uscd to; what depressed me the rost was the fact
that I was depressed. Fol years, I have been spouting off about the fight
of the poor and how I understand all their problems. Now, when I'm con-
fronted with an actual living experience, I can't accept the challange.
I spent exactly ten minutes there before leaving for the party; to the bo-
som of my T-group.

The first night spent in my new surroundings proved beneficial. I

became slightly reconajled to my flight.

The interns' room across the street is filthy. I hope they don't
forget I am alone across the street, Our area scares me, but I'm sure

overcome it... I broke my stupid glasses. I can't see a thing...

When I moved into the apartment with another intern, we found one
heck of a mess. The room was used for a storage room for furniture for
at least six months, and nebded a lot of cleaning. After we did get the
place cleaned up, we had a party where four girls and four of us guys drank
beer and spent the night together. It seems rather funny, but I don't
believe I saw one couple kiss at any time throughout the night. ;We were
up all night talking.)

The neighborhood we live in seems to be rather rough. It might be
but what I see most of all is insecurity. Wherever I go into any neigh-
borhood, kids and complete strangers come up to me and grab cm for dear
life -- something is v:ong, mnd it seems to be the family conditions.

It's not easy being an active white liberal.
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Presently, I am most afraid of living in a Black neighborhood. The

girls don't seem to anticipate any violence, but I feel they won't be

able to even sense any danger. I personally would not move into a Black

neighborhood, but I'd also like to experience staying with the ITD.

I think the girls may move too quickly, and I'd like to cool it,

but I know I can't wander from the level that the group is at.

Another Intern -- same home...

I am disappointed in my home -- it is too easy, too nice. We are

working on moving out. It's funny to want to move because things are

so nice where they are. We (Ed.'s Note: four girls) stay up talking

about how we fea. It's really neat. But I am getting tired of all

this checking out how everybody feels. It's the only way to do things,

but I feel tied up in knots.
Last night was great -- the little kids are so eager to make friends --

we talked and sang -- the talk is all about who got shot, who got raped,

who was in'an accident, who has ghosts scaring them. Wild. Then, we

get home and start analysing if we are raising these kids' expectations,

if we should let them into the apartment, etc. I want to go back to the

old days of being warm and spontaneous.
am. am /Ps

Poem
Fire traps, fits for ruling rats and roaches
hum-n dirt being squeezed into an unruly cardboard box
decayed teeth, torn pants and awful hope
crying inwardly unable to comprehend filth.

Jimis bar everywhere seeking hurt mice
creeping unstably to its secure trap
degenerate porches with degenerates
old slobbish "mother fuckers" screaming "mother fucker" to the

"mother fuckers"

Kids without chance unweary of cars, life and cops.
laugh among the unruly rats and roaches.

I stared into the rundown brown corner
a roach seemingly to represent life emitted.

I screamed. God you wretched scoundrel!
Rats, the rulers and flies screeching around

uncovered light bulbs. I cried. Cracks

impregnable.

The interns staying with families discovered a whole new set of

morals and family relationships -- few of which are accepted by the

middle class.
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During the past few days, I've learned more about the family I am
staying with. They are all indifferent toward each other, and the only
reason they stay together is out of necessity. After working on the paper
the past three evenings, we've come home to sleep but ended up talking
to one of them. We would be talking to the wife and after a while, the
husband would come in and start talking to us. He would not be joining
the conversation because as soon as he starts talking, the wife would
either leave or turn around and start doing something else. If they both
stayed, one would be talking to Sandi and the other would be talking to
me without any regard of the other's conversation. They never funcCon
as a family. She has made it clear that if it weren't for their daughter's
grandmother, she would never have adopted her and that she is an unwanted
member. The daughter knows this and though she calls them her parents,
she ignores them altogether. She seems to be able to depend on the father
somewhat.

There is a daughter who has had an illegitimate child. It's inter-
esting -- their attitude on such matters. It seems as though this fact
does not bother her at all. As long as it does not cause an inconvenience
to the family and she can take care of herself, it is all right. I talked
to Jennie about this and she said that it's correct. Except for the money
that it might cost them, the whites and the Negroes have this attitude.
It's different for the Spanish-Mexican Americans.

June 24 - Confusion.
June 28 - Had long talk with my landlady -- very interesting. Think may
enjoy staying here. Worked on reading material. Tbe daughter, Mary, told
of being raped by Hal (the mother's boyfriend).
June 29 - The landlady offered to let me eat with them. We talked about
Mary. Mxs. B said she will be put in a psychiatric clinic. Spent the
afternoon reading tutorial materials. Watched fireworks with Ray and land-
lady and family (Hal too). Ray talked of setting up Thursday, Friday,
Saturday, tutorial with two apartment houses. Good idea. Mrs. B screams
at the children -- whips them with belt. Hal acts like intelligent dis-.
ciplinarian in front of me. Taught me how to shoot crap. The kids (es-
pecially John and Mike) are very affectionate.
June 30 - Spent the morning at St. Pat's learning how to take a census.
Came back to B's for lunch. Spent from 1:00-4:00 taking census on Temple
Street. Ran into Del Ray interns picketing. People cooperative who took
census. Majority thought neighborhood too rough. Then dissatisfied with
slow progress... Seem quiet. Mrs. B beat Mary and John with belt. Two
men had knife fight. Rebecca and Eileen (Interns) came over -- Ray, Alan,
girls and I walked to D.Q. (Dairy Queen)! Was really rather brave --
walked down Second Street. Spent rest of evening talking with NXs. B, her
sister-in-law, Jane and kids... Need my nites to organize tutorial and spend
some time with B's. New feelings toward B's. --trying to really get to
know them. Hal says I am part of the family. Actually very kind to me
but quite anti-social. Rumor that rumble to happen in apartment next door.
12:00 am. Kids' language terrible. Mike (3 years old) calls me mother-
fucker when angry.

Situation at B's isreally an experience -- keep trying.
Had quite a talk with Hal. Really quite some guy -- very interested
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in helping us. Leads quite a life -- spent 17 years in prison, lectured
to institutions on "the straight and narrow", had many jobs, traveled all
over, has family in California and knows all the crooks in the neighbor-
hood. He has offered to give us a guided tour of any part of the city.
Really a wealth of information...
July 4 - NIke and Johnny bounced in bed with me at 7:30 am. Nss. B began
morning yelling at them -- they are actually quite disrespectful...

Actually luckier than other interns as far as living conditions --

can see real fan-lily life living with B's... Baby sitting with B childrcn
real bitch -- glad she isn't my mother.

Me NO 011T fo.:,ot about the excitement last night. A man na7,1
John from across the way came tearing into our house at 1 am shouting
that some thieves were pushing his truck down the road. Mr. R tore after
them in his car while John called the police. They caught one of the
young thugs, but two got away. It was really exciting to have a burglary
right in front of your house. Usually that was something I saw on T.V.
or read about in the newspaper.

011.

Living in a front apartment at night, I can hear many people out-
side-and from listening to what's going on at night, I ctm becowing very
aware of how crime evolves and why.

Some of the arranged housing fell through, and the interns had to

find their own. By this time, however, they had gotten the idea that

if they wanted anything done they would have to do it themselves. So,

they did it, and in the process, they grew.

The sense of frustration is growing. We (the Interns in the Del Ray
area) feel that we are neither learning or doing anytbing. We went to
the, ea.:q. end cif D:.:1 Ray (a Negro and Poor White area) to see if alLything
was happening. Not much there. In fact, the people were quite friendly.
But I went to check the area out further. On Saturday, I went to Belle
Isle, nice place.

Monday, I continued looking for an apartment after the ona we had
fell through. As a result, we didn't do the seminar assignment. In fact,
we arrived one and a half hours late for the group meeting that night.

By Tuesday, I was more or less desperate -- so decided not to go
to the picnic, but rather to spend the day in Del Ray trying to learn the
community. By this time, it is obvious that we have neither a horm.-1 or
field assignment.. Went over to-east end and walked around. This was the
second time I had done this (however, both times I was with someone).
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GROUP MEETINGS

As mentioned, the Interns had received the "Notes on the ITD" which

said explicitely t'kat they would have the major responsibility for the

program, but years of conditioning had dulled their feelings for the right

of responsibility. rjr example, they all but refused to work with an ad-

ministrative problem that came up during the first week. First, it didn't

obviously have anything to do with tutorials and, second, they felt they

shouldn't have to be bothered with making an administrative decision even

though it would greatly affect their lives. At the end of the summer, the

situation reversed itself. However, in the beginning, they were complain-

ing and feeling that the staff wasn't doing its job.

Yesterday was awful and I am quite annoyed and afraid that it will

happen again. I think the problem is Tom's problem: we have nothing to

say about it. Since it really was not important to us, I (as well as

many others) was totally apathetic. Let Tom (the director) make decisions

like this and let us decide on things we care about.

I get the feeling that if you don't thrive on non-structure, then

you're looked down on. Welli frankly, I need more direction. I'm here

for ideas in creative tutoring, ways of generating excitement among kids.

I'm not interested in having huge meetings to decide what we're going to

do next. This is very disappointing to me.
4IM

We rambled on about our impressions of the first week. No one, in-

cluding. me, said much that was meaningful or relevant. Monday afternoon's

meeting was a complete disaster for several reasons. We were being asked

to decide whether or not we wanted a field coordinator when we didn't

know what his duties would be, how much Tom and Sue would do and were

doing,.or how much Tom needed a field coordinator. (Ed.'s Note: This was

the issue that the Interns didn't want to deal with.) We never really

defined the problem exactly. We all were tired after an exhausting week.

Nerves were on edge; people tried persuasion rather than listening. This

day made me feel that the group had regressed instead of progressed.



FIELD WORK

Field work presented opportunity for personal growth and additional

practical experience in dealing with people and agencies. (Assignments

are explained in Appendix VIII.) The Interns could view the community

from both the establishment and the indigenous angles -- often to their

consternation. They were beginaing to feel at ease with the challenge

of new insight into the problems of poverty which occurred at every turn.

The community became a fascinating place to live.

The day was started witha raeting with our supervisor. A tutoring
coordinator was supposed to be ths?re, but she was un.lble to make it. So
we left and went picketing for ADC mothctrs. We were in front of the Social
Services Agency, with whom we are working. We came ho..-.Le and did more laun-

dry. The fellows went to a party at Franklyn Settlement and we are waiting
anxiously to hear what happened. Nothing really con,t.Luetive happened as
far as ITD is concerned...

Work and questions...

We spent the afternoon recruiting tutors for a Tutorial project in
Jeffries Project. It was a tiresome job. I didn't work as effectively
as I could have beceuse I hurried and I forgot to ask some pertinent data
of each person. Very few people were hove so we decided to continue at
a better hour -- like 5 pm on. I know now I should have spent more time
with each person and explaIned Ow type of program we had in mind mw:e
thoroughly... This is very good practice for mc. In our Tutorial Project
at home, personal interviews are used for screening tutors and last year,
I had a difficult ttme evaluating accurately the results of the interviews.

...Friday afternoon, ale Jefferies Project held a parade advertising
their programs recreational, now health center, Wigle Center and NSO re-
sources... I felt very conspicuous in the crowd full of Negroes. I don't
have any legitimate reason for being here in the Jeffries project my
difficulty is that I don't feel at the moment that I have enough to offer
them -- any change in feeling will be seen as time goes on.

Living and working in the community...

Today, we interns spent our time beginning a census which required
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us to ask many personal questions. We were all very wary of doing this
for fear of resentment and door slamming from the tenants. We started
on the boundary of our target area which proved anything but typical of
the general area -- as the people we talked to had no financial problems.
Those we found home were pretty warm and open answering all our questions.
Although this can't be related to tutoring, I felt I gained by the door
knocking. I wasimpressed by the lack of concern and communication among
neighbors very close in proximity. Ny impression now is that people gen-
erally are more considerate than I imagined, but I also remember that the
people I contacted today didn't come from a representative environment.

Today, I spent the hot hours of the day se'ling ads for the Community
Reporter. I was rather disappointed in myself as the uncomfortable physical
conditions, and the discouraging business men got the best of me and weak-
ened my spirit. I really do hope we won't have to sell ads again and yet,
I know our supervisor desperately needs them. I hope that I will be able
to increase my stamina.

Learning and frustration...

Spent a miserable day walking the neighborhood -- collectic:g ads for
the Community Reporter (newspaper). Didn't really meet too many people.
Saw how the small businessman functions, though. People were really basic-
ally friendly -- majority hadn't heard, of paper. Out of fifteen, we re-
ceived one ad. Ray treated me to lunch. He wanted to go to show -- told
him that I thought there was party at Jeffries. Talked in the afternoon
with Hal. He really bugs me -- he seems to know everything. He has a
philosophy that if you are kind, people will think you are weak. You have
to be tough to get results.

.10

Friday morning, we handed out some more newsletter to the more distant
parts of the area -- I got the door slammed in my face, but, somehow, it
didn't really alarm me. I just continued on to the next house, I think
if I would have been back home, I would have stopped and given up, but
not here. I think the ITD has given me more self-confidence to keep on
going when things aren't too peachy keen. In the afternoon, of course,
it was the kids again. They painted some georgous flowers -- disproving
Jim's point that these kids were artistically stilted or backwards. They're
not, they just need an opportunity to express themselves which I aim to
do part of the time during the recreation program.

They are going to set up a summer tutorial with themselves as tutors.
The kids in the building really dig them, etc. But when they leave, the
kids'll just chalk it up to another disappointment. I think if we con-
centrate on the two Wayne buildings and in 5 weeks get them really feeling
a part of and responsible to the project, we'll have performed our best
function. Then, we can leave and not be missed at all and We'll have had
A positive "effect". It would of course be more exciting at first to play
with the kids around here but they seem to play pretty well on their own.



And they do have crass and pret* nice play areas etc. Now, if they could
have all that and white faces too, they might really become equipped to
get along in a very white world...

Some Wayne students say they've tried but then soma one gets beat
up, etc, and they get scared. If -- through the tutorial or some other
way -- we could get soma mtual respect, trust whatever is going between
the adults here, I'll feel we've done an improtant job...

July 3 - We went door-to-door in 1004 (Building in Jeffries Project)
recruiting tutors. Not too successful. Everyone is away for the N.:eel-end

or the sumer. Perhaps phoning would be morc effective? I want to con-
centrate my 5 weeks on those two buildings, on exciting them, showing them
a structure, etc., then letting them do the rest. That won't look like
much of an accomplislIT.ent on my part but I think it's what I can do most
effectively.

had I been asked to set up a recreation program and involved parents
etc. I would have not minded doing that and I certainly don't mil,d setting
up this Tutorial. But on the field work level, I think that's the most
I can and should cet my_elf involved...

I almost feel that it's useless to try to really get any in-depth
1nowledge of these _Jeople in five weeks cause we won't: do anything with it,
and it's very guinea piggish to get to know people just for your own sake,
i.e., for your own learning expcience...

The Morley Scl'.eol is so fascirmting, but I had better be careful.
The people are wonderful, but the streets aren't safe at night. They really
aren't anywhere. The mixture of people here has not made integration a
problem of any great deal. However, one group stands out, and that is the
Gypsies. I believe they are located in a two-block area, and keep to them-
selves. There is a huge problem with truancy nere. The nei(bhborhoud is
closed in by industry and evcrtuelly the area will be totally industrialized
and as our supervisor said; this will be good, because the place in which
we live; air pc:Met:ion is terrible. An interesting sidelight. I used to
think this "Keep America Beautiful" campaign WJS fine aad dandy, but funds
were needed to fight poverty. However, all of this is helping by eliminating
the odors and pollution (air and wacer) which will help the sanitation which
is a leige part of this "war on poverty." Every little bit helps...

Wondering about the ITD...

Monday night...I went to a meeting at 14erma'n Gardens, our field work
area. I went into this meeting with the idea that Edward and I would
suggest and organize -- "lead the people by the hand." As has happened
often since I've been here, I was proven wrong. The people there are very

capable of making decisions and following through on them. In fact, the
ITD meetings aren't half as successful as the Herman Gardens' meetings.
In jest one session, they elected officers, decided upon a name, talked
about publicity for future meetings, innovnted a new:loAter, nnd talked
about problems to be solved. I felt almost unnecessory Chore, although
I do kvar the people are glad Lo hove our support. It's sort of iroDic
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that they want us to help organize their club when we can't even struc-

ture our own meetings. Tonight's meeting has raised my spirits. A lot

can be done in the area because the people have a real interest. We are

meeting with the teenagers Friday to see what things they want for the

summer. How much that can be done will be interesting to see.

So many things...

July 6 -'In the Appalachian area, I worked on the mobile unit made

from a milk truck for the kids. Many adults stopped to watch, and they had

various ideas why mobile units were there. One ehought we were smart be-

cause we were segregating the white kids from the black. He said the Ne-

groes get all the playgrounds, which seems to be true...

July 7 - Jane and I took census of the Appalachians on Charlotte Street.

We talked basically to old people. Many were lonely and seldom got out

of the house. Most saw the columunity as miserable with crumbs and winos

throughout. There was much mention of racial prejudice. It was a hard

but satisfying experience.
July 8 - Saturday night, Harry, Ray and I talked to six Catholic sis-

ters who live in the same squalor we live in. We talked religion for hours.

It was a very rewarding experience. The sisters are wonderful...

The meeting Tuesday was successful. With Jim's plan the discussion

went smoothly. I hope after a while the plan will be droppe'd, but the

discussion will (be able to) run just as smoothly.

Although there still are many problems, it seems that we will finally

get somewhere. On Wednesday, Andy formulated an unbelievably simple and

beautiful plan. We would go into a Boys Club (a group of 10 of us) and

set up a tutorial and write out a manual which plans the method of setting

up a tutorial by a task force of anywhere above five people in three to

four weeks. There are so many possibilities. It is beautiful to think

about...

These group meetings are a drag, nothing is accomplished except chaos.

No organization.
Same. I could swear. Same

Wbrked with the food-co-op today, and saw an apartment house that was

infected with hepatitus. I saw the squalor people live in.

I took the census today, and the people who are home plan on moving

back to Appalachia. Interesting.
Today, I got ads for the community newspaper, I do this back home

and get paid for it. I'm getting dissatisfied with the set up.

I met a beautiful man today. His son forgot him after this man had

put him through college, he used to be the champ boxer in the Navy and

you know what he is now? An alcholic. Very sad.

Orientation meetings at the Settlement house. God, what a drag. The

ITD meetings have spoiled me. At ITD I'm a person, at the Settlement house,

I'm an employee. It's back to the real world. I suspect that I won't

like it here. Those guys are exceedingly straight. But, I would rather

work through their structure than create my own. 'Got a free lunch today.
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A beautiful day today. Slept late. Then we roamed the streets almost
all day. We met the beautiful sad man -- very kind and lonely man who
billed himself as an "alcoholic." We were offered fantastic deals on three
loaves of bread and a diamond ring. We walked and walked and walked, visu-
ally breathing in the city and its people.

AINNI

...One of the guys made a comr,ent which, I had noticed also. No
matter what kind of a neighborhood you are in, it seems as though the
most pleasant lookJ.g homa is a funeral hor:2.

You may be driving along a slum neighborhood and you notice 011c house
that staDds out because its clean and very nicely trimcd; then you find
out that it's a funeral hom.e.

Thoughts. .

Liberate what is latent by resupplying hope. How does this apply to
me? Around Chicago and Boston, rows and tows of M-C Negroes. Saddest.
They get to me. For soLoe reason, there seer.03 to be soua hope in even the
poorest slum, but riding down these really nice streets which look like
any white middle-class streets with darker skinned people, it seems like
they'll never get out of that. Tutoring, etc., is to give people the op-
tion to choose, yet, when I see the life that most of them choose...there
has to be a next step, Some sort of radicalizing procedure by which they're
made aware of the real dymamics of the "choice" they've made. E.g., when
they can go into business, should they exploit others or should capitalism
as a system be explained? When Spence End I wlnt around to round up kids
for his Business Leaz,ue, it was exciting but sort of sad or maybe just
strange. nen I was 14, if a strange kid had approached me like that and
asked me to join a club, I would have thought he was crazy, listened po-
litely, and then walked away. Is it that thuse kids are so used to being
orgaaizod" and grouped that they respond passively or is it a genuine
curiousity and wish to do so=thing? Again with this Business League,
if it's successful, do we leave the kids feeling they've done the ultimate
or do we -- I -- explain that there's more important stuff than $ and look
who you're stepping on now, etc.

There are very great differences between rural Negro kids and urban
Negro kids. Rural kids -- like the Sumpter kids -- might pull together
on smothing like this just cause it's a way to see friends. Urban kids
see their friends pretty often. That might not be enuf impetus for them
to get really involved. Besides, they have Day Camp, Scouts, etc.,etc.,
etc....

The possibility of actually having some lasting impact on Detroit

through her field work turned this intern on to herself through her recog-

nition of the fact that she could think on her feet. New confidence.
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July 7, morning - Joe came up with an idea that possibly could work

well. There is a group of seven girls between the ages of 17 and 21. A

few are married and a few are working but they have all graduated from

high school. Their club isn't doing too well as I understand it because

they have no goal or community project. Joe suggested that these girls

could be master tutors. I connected this idea with Leslie's description

of her Mother Tutors. The girls could be like the field coordinators

and could be around to give advice to the Lutors and be sort of a check

and go between.
I talked with their president last night and was impressed over the

phone. She was sharp and knew somathing about the community besides wantiLg

to teach business in H.S. when she graduates from U. of Detroit. Besides

this, she has afternoons free. Boy, this could be something if things

click.
July 8, 12:00 - Miss L was putting us on and I don't know whether it

was intentional or unintentional. She had an idea all aloog of what she

wanted and when but did not tell us.
First of all, she wants the boys tutored because they need it. Second

and I think more important, she wants the boys to be employed. She now

has funds to pay tutors or anybody she can find.

July 8, 1:30 - I've cooled off and my hurt feelings are in check

and I'm starting to work and plan again. Joe and I talked things over

and over and we've come up with another tentative plan.

First, what's going on must be explained. Kiss L wants to set approxi-

mately 10 of her older boys as tutors who will work 20 hours 1 week and also

she wants to pay the 20 tutees for 20 hcurs one week. This makes 30 kids

employed in tutoring but these are just summer funds. The kids who will

be tutoring are on 6 grade rsading level maybe.
What upset me was the fact that all these kids need tutoring and I

feel they can help each other but they will need a great deal of super-

vision because she wants it that way.
I think she wants us to help set the program up as far as orientatiov,

facilities and materials go and I think I've got an idea stemming from a

talk with a great reading coordinator. She said to start the tutors off

by teaching them games that involve reading skills and then move into more

direct tutoring, comic books perhaps. From there and considering that the

tutors have in their tentative schedule 5 hours of conference or workshops

one week and this program will extend until the end of the summer, why not

have the supervisors prepare a week by week gradual indoctrination into

more advanced (for them) tutoring techniques.
Ths could be a challenge to the supervisor but it could be worked

out in advance also it would be almost 5 hours to tutoring of the tutors

one week.
Example: 1st week games

2nd week bring your own book or find one

3rd week ?
4th week ?

Also during the initial orientation period, the fact that this is a

job boys and you are being paid now. No work, no money, no job.

To me, this boy's group is not a real community tutorial project but

it seems like it might have some real potential to replace summer programs
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like SWEhP (SuiaLer, Weekend, Evening Progra.1).
The second idea I have is to set up a permanent tutorial project in

this area utilizing the girls interested from Sophie Wright and the com-
munity group headed by Anne Jackson. It will be a small project to begin
with but it looks like it might have possibilities such as it could envelop
the good male tutors coming from the suhualr program also, it would be small
enough to have group decision making.

Monday, 19 - I learned so much that it seemed like a month instead
of a day. At first, I felt like a miscast person who was certainly out
of her realm. This idea stems from the fact that I under-estimate my

abilities. But that is the point -- what are my abilities.

Work and...

Final arrangements for the swizming class has been made. I'll have

about 10 children between the ages of 7 and 12 inclusive to walk up about
eight blocks every Thursday and Friday to Western High School. I also

started recruitment for the girls club for girls betwz,.en 15 and 18 inclu-

sive. I want to let them run it themselves so thr4t when T. leave, they

can run it. I want to start this club because all the programs are directed
to those who are under the age of 14 and nothing is being done for their

ay. group.

More work...

The afternoon was spent in recruiting the children for the swim-cuing

class. One of the Spanish parents was afraid to let her children go be-
cause there might be Negroes going also. One of their daughters had gotten
picked by a bunch the day before. I had to convince the mother through
an interpreter which makes things difficult.

In the evening, we went to the Bagley Sub-center to help Jennie and
Dickey (who is with the Parks and Recreation.) paint a design on one of the
walls of the recreation center. Tomorrow night, they are having a dance

as part of the SWEEP project. We are supposed to be chaperons for it.

Imagine that! Some of them are bigger and taller than all of us. The
only reason that we qualify are that our skins are too light to be any-
thing else, as Tina (Jennie's roommate) so aptly put it. It seem that
only Negroes will attend any function that has to do with Bagley Sub-center.
We painted until after 10 pm.



REALITY

Although reality removed the fear of the imagined cold, cruel world,

a real one appeared, but reality can be dealt with while an imagined one

cannot. There were miserable questions to be answered that had never

been dreamed of...

Saturday, I walked around mAing home visits. The streets look rough,
and I get kind of scared passing groups of 19 year-old-on-up guys. They
stare or whistle or say something and I keep walking and then I hear some-
thing like "can't you hear, Baby?" and I kind of freeze up inside but no-
thing happens... All the girls are referrals and have all kinds of problems
manisfested in "biting the teacher", being 16, unmarried, with 3 children.
I guess I expected that since they were so sophisticated in so many ways,
they'd act either hostile or indifferent. If anyone came to my door when
I was 17 about joining a program, I really don't think 1 would have acted
the way they did. They were real anxious to join, and twice I got sisters
and friends who also joined. They really acted like such nice kids who
wanted something to do, somewhere to go -- how come they get into so much
trouble? It's the stupid people in this society again who wreck other peo-
ple's lives.

There was the pain of being "the bad guy",...

The girls seemed to accept me as far as making sure I was included
in the rides ane they didn't ignore me. Mrs. H introduced me as Miss X
which made me feel very uncomfortable, so I asked them to call me Eileen.
It is bad enough that I am white and they Negroes, yet alone sitting my-
self on a pedestal by their calling me Miss K. I will be curious to find
out what they have to say about me at their Monday meeting. Nora has a
great technique in talking to them. She asked very straight-forward ques-
tions. They talk freely with her and she said no less than usual because
of my presence.

The depression of futureless children...

Put up some signs announcing the tutorial in the two studen,: buildings
to see if we get any response that way. Spent rest of morning with little
kids. Today was annual parade day. Scores of little kids turned out to
march but more impressive were the tons of kids pouring out of the apart-
ments. By the low-rises, there's an avera3o uf six kids per family. I've
never seen such a high density of kids per patch of lawn...

Right now, we're sitting in the grass near the Senior Citizen's Build-
ing waiting for the talent show to start. Lots of people here, not too
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many Wayne students. Specches! Wow -- Housing Commission etc, balonx.ying

not one person listening, not one aud so much can be done with a mike and

a captive audience if you use it right.

Seeing lots of Nz-3ro babies in carriages: You think they look so

beautiful like all kids and so innocent like the entire world is theirs.

I wonder what'll happen to them, if they'll have any more opportunities

than their parents. (Not a solution but a structure by the end of the

summer.)

The horror of the discovery of serious effective community organi-

zation around violence.

Meeting with W.C.O. staff members which proved to be interesting,

enlightening and disturbing. Interestinb- because the speakers spoke well.

They knew what they wanted to say and said it. Enlightening because I

hadn't been exposed to this type of reasoning. Disturbing because it

seems to one to be a philosophy based on fear rather than on the princi-

ple that in all men there is some good to which we can appeal to get things

done...

Sometimes, reality is frightening and the only answer is bitterness.

Sunday - Jan and I went to Bobelo. We rode some of these crazy rides

with Anne R. I must be sore all over. I tried to roller skate -- a great

test of my endurance and stamina. People stood around the edge of the

rink and laughed as I "went" by but I didn't mind -- being laughed at isn't

so bad when you realize the act is what's funny, not the person. A terrible

damper was placed on our fun -- a young girl was attacked in broad daylight

by a group of boys and girls after she flirted a little too much with one

of the boys. The girl's little cousin Robert, 7, had been tagging with

us all day and just happened to get a glimpse of what was happening to his

cousin.. I've never seen such a sad, hurt look on a little boy's face be-

fore. I felt a sick feeling in the pit of my stomach particulary because

of what happened to the girl and particularly because I felt at a loss as

to what to say or do for little Robert. I felt so helpless it hurt. I

got home and went to the laundry. Some old men were standing around making

odd remarks and looking Jan, Anne and I over. The whole situation got me

very depressed -- I wanted so much to jump back into the fresh well-known

farm environment where it's safe but there was no escape so I trotted sul-

lenly home. Oh, if only the stars would shine through!

_ Mondaye- I still hate this place even if the sun is shining -- I'll

.

get over it, its just a matter of hanging on, sharing our experiences

was interesting for the most part.

Middle class stereotypes especially those surrounding the police --
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were often abruptly jolted out of existence when seen through community

eyes.

Three small girls from the neighborhood had followed us in and were
sitting with us. Two policemen weie also in the restaurant. As we were
getting up to leave, Elizabeth (one of the girls) was chattering away
when all of a sudden, she gasped and becane very quiet. She had seen the

policemen. I asked her, "what's the matter, Elizabeth?" and she pointed
at the policemen. The day before, when we had gotten off the bus, we were
talking before dispersing; then Robbie (a NeL,ro boy of about 17 years who
is in the NYC and works around Hubbard-Richard) and couple of his friends
joined us. A police car was cruising by aud Robbie told us that we had
better scatter before the police charged us with loitering. The police
are definetly not trusted around here; nor are they respected.

141

While taking a census today, a ponceran stopped us and told us we
were disturbing the peace,. A power cop. Later on, wa found out he was

just kidding us. Real funny. Nice police force they-heve here. A 1.,an

was really sick on a corner near us, so I called the emersency police and

stayed by to comfort him. Two more people called the ecergency police.
After waiting 30 minutes and the police still not there, I left the van
there with another person. Naybe it was coffee_ break time?

Wide-eyed and growing...

I met and spoke,with a men from the neighborhood who was raised in
a harsh environment, had personal problums, health problems and was very

lonely. It seci:ed to me, he had enough reasons to be able to turn to
alcohol but rather, he lives by ideals. Walking down bar-lined Third
Street at night with only one escort was something I'd feared to do before
tonight and had never done. I expected violence or some evil from someone
but instead, a man we encountered apologized very sincerely to us for swear-
ing within our hearing range. That little sign of respect surprised and

warmed me.

Detroit by night is different than Detroit by day. The people are

very different. My initial reaction was kind of a shock, because I had

never walked the sidewalks where people make their money at night are so

obvious. Those prostitutes are a strange bunch, like soelething I have
never seen before. They have a right to 1;ve in the saTie society as I

do if they choose. I don't know what to think, though, of the prostitution.
The idea itself doesn't seem morally wrung. What is wrong is the young
girl, in Junior High, who becomes a prostitute. She is old enough to know

right and wrong, but she is not taught it, for reasons of poverty. I

think I'm too tired at this point to continue here, so I'll writn more on
prostitutes later. Detroit is very interesting.

411 .4111

Today was really fun -- went around speaking.to some of the mothers
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and kids wct'15 be tutoring (list was gotten from two ADC workers). I

have never been over in the other part of the projects. For city housing,

they certainly are nice and the city keeps the place fairly clean. I

was watched very carefully -- maybe because I had a folder with me -- but

no one was openly hostile. I felt very "girl" but not particularly "white

girl" which to me is indicative of the degree of tension I'm feeling.

A chill ... But back to work...

We went over to CYS to talk to Judy Mills, the reading coordinator

for Eastern High. On the way, a bus of girls from a Black Muslim school

went by. All the girls were wearing white veils. I was really shook up.

It's OK to read about it, but it's something else to see the kids of pa-

rents who are so fed up with whitey and his world that they pull out. It

made me very sad... Mrs. Mills gave us lots of ideas and will send some

books over tomorrow. Remedial reading is sounding more and more enticing

to me.
OM. ale

A friend of his named Fred brought his little boy 11 months over to

meet us. Little Freddy M.artes looked like a girl because of his long hair

and he wouldn't smile. He just sat up and looked the other way. When he

started to cry, his father raised his hand and warned the kid to "shut-up,

you're too much trouble." The moral of this story is nothing. But no

wonder kids don't turn out the way people think they ought to...



PERCEPTIONS

One of the interns' general concerns was about how they as "do good-

er outsiders" would be received by the community, so during one of the

first seminars, they were asked to "check it out" rather than sit in the

seminar and speculate.

The experiences of those who completed the exercise were, for the

most part, very good and allowed them to feel vore free to work and live

in the community. For some, the experience was not uneventful.

Today really ticked me off. Here I was all set -- I brought my lunch

so I wouldn't have to go to a restourar.t and I wes prepared for a perfectly

boring afternon of discussion and speakers. Then Tom coe:es up with an

idea at which I would have to work and actuelly face some thinss that were

and are butherin2, re. I thote,;ht I could actually do it. But I began

talking (my big mistake for the year) to a wo:)an from the Congo who just

happened to live in the saue buildinf.,,- and happened to be the person thet

Spence borrowed a brom from, (Ed.'s Note: Many of the Interns' living

arrangements were co-cd.) How doLs one enplein to a wemrtn who h-ls dif-

ficulties understanaing English that Spence is not my husband or te)yfriend

and that I am living in the apartment with another single girl and so what

if Spence said he lived there -- he was tolling a big lie and it's your

imagination that you see him around all the time... Somehow, without too

many complications (ha!): I left her without my nerves completely collaps-

ing. At that point, I could have left the world and people behind me with

no reservations. So I went to the Public Library the rest of the after-

noon and listened to Shostakovitch.

We had a very difficult assiglicat and that was to go out to the neigh-

borhood-we are going to work with, and ask them qur:stions which bothered

us, such as what is your reaction toward white people and etc. I felt very

uneasy going out and asking people qleestions as such, but I told myself

an assignment is an assigmeut so I imst fulfill it. So the first people

I would question, I told myself, will be children. And that is exnctly

what I went out to search for. I saw sou gills playircj and I asked them

what game they were playing. They were friendly girls, and ono girl

stated, "are you a teacher?" This statement was a start for me to begin

n conversation with. I went to 1lLr and talked about myself and that I

came from Hawaii. When she heard this, she became very interested about

Hawaii and started questioning me. Schna other girls joined us, three to

four girls.
One of the questions I asked which resulted in aa amaing answer 11,1s,

"Do you conslier me a white or Negro." The girls hesitated for a moi..lent,

and one girl said "Negro" because my skin is alp-)st the sacr e. as one of her



friends who was with us. I put my hands next to hers, to compare the
color of skin, and mine was a shade lighter than hers. I could honestly
feel that I was almost one of them.

I can understand what Tom is trying to do by having us ask Negroes
the questions that are bothering us. It'll be an impressionable experi-
ence and it fits in with the type of learning experience that Tom is
structurina for us. But, I think that compromising with some external
forces, or some constructive process feedback wouldn't detract, but in-
stead, reinforce what's happening.

For instance, most of us just experienced extreme warmth, friendli-
ness and pseudo-trust. Perhaps for a clearci perspective, or a moie con-
sidered behavior, I think we should have someone li.ke Dan Watts or Roy
Innis (Harlem CORE) or some Black Nationalist group.
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PROBLEM.`:;

After a few weeks in the cow.lunity, housing began to provide addi-

tional problems.

The damned toilet overflowed again -- things like tlmt make me hate

living h,re in this situation. I sure wish I was living with a family;

it would be a grE.ater learning c::perionce, I am sure.

At this th:., most outstanding thing in ny mind is my housing

situation. lbel:e is conotnt pi:esogre on m- to report where and When I

go and the wor.ln I livc. with tries to::-11.e. 10-: feel. ullty by thc inconve-

nience w3 cr,u5e ber becarsL she wc,n't trust us with a ky and must dis-

turb sollt:10P:: cv,..ryti:,' we 11t in. I feel like a villain also w11(.n 1

r-tce..i..ve a poac call. Ton1L,ht, I 11-.3(1 to stay out latc, workin,6 on Ly ta.gh

force pc.p.:r. ] left, 1 k.,ey slie would 1) in b,d 71LOCI I returp,d aDa

at 0_, t2m.:-. of vc-y up.;.,!t Lith thz. girl 1 1ivi. with.

Ellen, ry ro,.- -to, awl 1 1-Lturn:2 at tbe soL..! tii.c:2 and N,s. 1 refusa to

am,w:r tilt-. door to 1(1 113 j11. I wovld 11:,roly try an1 fiud anothc.r place

to stay but wuld htte to cf.:k a f,vol' of my supeIvisor wbo is already

annoyed with eor ,Jroup aJ dirvctor. Also, I like B's children and

the living is rath;.1 o7co1 t for early wyrnin invosioa of

the four child,e11. I guesr, I will o)ti:'1iL to grin and b.,ar th:, pressure

but shc caa't b ippe. 1%0(1
IM

TuesdAy, 3!'ly 18 - Mrs. B has be.:m quite cold -- T haven't been home

much lat_Ly. Session tbis
Thurs0a,a, July 20 - 1 wat: evictcd thi:, evening. Too distressed to

couraent. Nice to be living with Jcnnie. Ferl bad about leaving Jane

with the. B's.
.0V ar 0.1

11(nvu wasn't so jovial -- Mr. end "Mrs. R have a cor:.,:unication problem.

No one settles his grips with the party invcavt.-d. Nol) complains to her

daughter,abont TEd Lilo in turn discusses his wife's pcoble:(s with us. Being

neutral isn't ea-y -- 1 som-.:tivs f(:-.1 I'll get panned on any minute, but

I can tal-e it.

Being homo all day made m:7! fel even more a part of the faLlily. I

don't: have pout:ger brotherz3 or sisters but I now know what it would be

like, as Mary, MiLe, John, zmd Dirk nu lopzer react to mo. as a u:ice novel-

ty in the hc. . They treat PLe no-7 in the reckless, mostly careless way

broth(.rs and sisters trc:o.t each other. Being how all day, I can really

utv.loc:3tand wbat Ni. I; goes throuz,h everyday and 1 understand the royal

treatmnt from tb2 children only comes whorl one only spe%ds very little

in the anl therefo-re is a novelty.
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SEARCHING

Along with all the real and logistical problems they had to deal

with, the Interns were struggleing to find some answers for themselves.

Friday, my supervisor gave a presentation about the Negro ghetto --

after which people aired their fears, resentments, prejudices. I got

very upset and frustrated -- par for the course. If I were a Negro, I

would have as little to do with whites as possible -- I'd be overtly hos-

tile. I was also disturbed because I honestly believe that I have no pre-

judices against Negroes (I do have prejudice against other people). Peo-

ple said I was lying, and I tried to decide if I am kidding myself.

Louise and I talked to our supervisor all Saturday afternoon -- Louise

and I have been feeling guilty about not doing what some of the other peo-

ple seem to be doing in their communities. For myself, the problems seem

to be so deep that I feel totally unprepared for dealing witb them in any

effective way. Tom was very concerned that we work within some sort of

system that knows what the hell is going on -- say, in a dropout's mind.

He made a lot of sense, and made me fuel that I shouldn't be feeling guilty,

but that my feelings are approprjrte to the situation. On the other hand,

Tom Isgar and the program seem to tell me. that I should mnve in and try

something. Am I being a coward or am I being sensible? Who is right?

And what's the right thing for me? It's terribly confusing and frustra-

ting -- but I figure I'll learn a lot just trying to evaluate everything...

I am wondering if I am real:1y a leader-type person, or if I would be

a real good follower. This is really hanging me up. I've alwctys been a

strong leader -- but, in the past few months, I've become more dependent.

I can no longer see myself as'going back as a leader capable of working

independently. I feel a sense ef lo9s...
I can't remember the last time i wrote. Last Thursday, I think, I

was ready to leave. I was totally disappointed with SWEEP and totally

disappointed with me. Living with Betsy is very hard -- she is really

accomplishing a lot. One reason is that she got a great placement. The

other is, that she's the type of person who can see a problem and sit down

and figure out just what to do. Living with her, I felt like a real flop

in life.
T wanted something to do all day... Talked to the director of the

Mom and.Tot Center and was extremely impressed and wished there was a

place for me. Thcy are anti-agency, and are concerned with mental health.

I also asked them about T-group and told them my reaction (still con-

cerned) -- it was really interesting. Their definition of a leader is

one who can help others grow. Well, how can I be a leader when I need .

so much grnwing myself? I have never before felt so little self-confi-

dence and so inadequate as I do here. So I back out of responsibility

and all of this. It's weird -- this isn't me at all.
006 M. =PO

...and I have been assigned t6 SWEEP,'a project started originally
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to alleviate the possibility of a race riot in Detroit.

I have developed much from this program. What I wanted from this

program is constructive feedback in the ways I can grow. The actual

growth is up to me. I feel I have progressed to the point where I can be

fairly honest with myself. I am now in the habit of acting consciously

asking plyself: what I am doing, and why I am doing it. Soon, I would

be able to develop myself to the point where I amable to observe other

people and give them pertinent feedback.
For sor..12 reason, I feel coafident and failure doesn't phase me. I

find I'm approaching my planned projects for the fall with professioaal

disdain. I don't think about wy lack of self-confidence.
I try to figure the way I have to be and I'll be and act that way.

Sort of a process oE self role play.
I know I can grow anyway I want to. Every option is open to me.

dm.

it has been very difficult to coe here and find out that we would

receive no pat answrs for anything. The most difficult thing in tbe

world is to have to solve problc:::s and find answers and not let things

slide by, especially when it's not the usual thing.

Expectatioas of the field work and what the work actually proved to

be clashed about the same time that the novelty of community homes wore

off. But, the problems of disillusionT,ent were far more serious than

just being a discrepancy between expectations and reality. Real ques-

tions about the relevance and value of major social agency programs were

raised but left unanswered.

I am beccming a little disturbed by the attitude of the SUEEP people.

None of them realizes the purpose of the ITD people being there. We are

just some extra group workers as far as they are concerned. I talked with

my supervisor today in order to got a little more cooperation for SWEEP.
Ho doesn't secal able to unflerstand that I waut to learn something other

than what I will learn through his group work. Other Interns are bitching

also. Our supervisors must think we are the pickiest volunteer workers

they've ever seen.
All this crap with M]EP and everything else is beginning to get

me down. Elation's endurance is not so great after all. I reiterate:

the Franklin (Settlement) people should have been better informed of the

purpose or field training for the interns and of the position of the In-

terns within tbe social agencies...
EYcoedingly hip porty with Vista workers last night.
I can't believe the new, now, new thing happening to Ia3 constantly.

Gigantic emotional m9vemonts, completely happy, totally.



SWEEP -- well, two days were spentin orientat:_un and then the next

Thursday, I went with "my social worker" to the agencies we were working.

First of all, they weren't ready to leave till 1 pm. Second, we still .

had to go find the girls and see if they wanted to come -- in other:words,

there wasn't going to be any action until the next week. So, we were

driving down Mack Avenue, looking at everything we're so used to looking

at, and I realized that it wouldn't be till July 12 that we really started

working. Also, we're not really doing anything worthwhile -- just parti-

cipating in a stop-gap type recreation program. Why isn't all this govern-

ment money and energy being spent in attacking the real problems -- edu-

cation, housing, jobs, laws? I felt like the only thing to do was have

a Bolshevik revolution. Also, I wao so upset with the social workers

who are satisfied with reaching five kids. That's the only way to avoid

getting an ulcer, we were told. OK, but it's still nothing...
OM NOM

Spent the night with the Jeffries Project -- had a party. A very

fun eyening...seeing all the group again -- really missed 'em. Met some

people from Jeffries... Slept on hard floor -- am getting used to not

sleeping in a bed.
Monday, July 3 - Am so dissatisfied with my supervisor and his whole

program. I have really been trying, but I can;t get excited abuut any

facet of the program. He seems to think we should get his jobs done,

and a project benefiting us should be done on our own time, Ireally would

rather work on a tutorial -- would be more beneficial, enjoyable, and chal-

lenging. Can't understand another intern voiced disapproval and Tom let

him change projects. I feel like I'm sacrificing what I could learn. I

don't mind helping the group, but I want to benefit.

Today was my most exhaustin and most successful day. Had actual

feud with my supervisor over not working with him. I feel the Boys Club

Tutorial will better benefit my tutorial. Am I being so selfish -- I

imagine that I am .to a degree. My supervisor just wants five volunteers

to get his tasks done. From Pat's story, there seems to have been a lack

of communication between him and Tom. I don't feel that I have to work

at St. Pat's so we can use their facilities. It isn't a matter of con-.

science, and I don't feel I'm quitting! Want to hear Tom's version, I

don't think that he would "use" us. We worked this evening on our Boys' .

Club Tutorial. Fabulous -- we worked as a lovely group. Wa constructed

a tutorial manual. I actually contributed. We start Monday on our main

operation. Very excited. Enjoy working with the group.
ONO .11=1

Wednesday, I was alone. I had a mob throw things at me -- these

Negro boys I could not control. No planning, things too loose so that

I was awkward and silly -- saying things which didn't make sense, yelling,

even running after the boys when they threw rubber stoppers at me. Play-

ing bingo on the floor with the kids -- but there aren't any prizes and

they_lose attention fast. The pipe stem flowers failed too because no-

body really wanted to make them... I learned that a concession to one

child is impossible -- will be able to say "no" next time.

Always.remember to not get personal -- if I am hurt by them, I can

only try to hurt them back -- or something-stupid like that. "Get in-

volved but not taken", sucked in is better.
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The morning was just there -- the science e::pc.riw..:tnts wore interes-

ting but that was it.
The afternoon, after working on the task force which was very suc-

cessful, consisted of a long talk with anothc-r Intern, about our prohlg:7,3

with our recreation program. He, in my opinion, was playing boss -- his

manner of speaking to othor Intern-, the NYC girls, and ra.t gave ma the

impression that we wore ju:t a bunch of dugb girls who w,..re only good foL.

keeping the kids in lino. The thing that really bu.g,u(.7 r was that bo.

failed to give the NYC girls who hod worhod ith the kids before and kro,w

their likes, dislikes and intulests, any crcdit for havinz,,, a sonsible

idea in their hLrlds. T discusJed those thins with hirl includini,!, of couo,

my own feeling, of fruc;tratiov and iv,Teriority in workin:, with him. At

first, ho seemad to undcrstond but thou', took the whole thing persoro-Aly

assuring III-. that he really liked 1-.1,! and waz, sorry that T felt inferio:

and upset wh,:a wolking witlt him, but tbat ha hated, no, lw,tily

the r)th;_r Intern -- as if disliling b2r was going to give Le coldrort. I

told hiu 1 was very interesLed iv Boad,.tart which is th( absolut.e truth.

Also, Jan thteds help with b..tr pro:0-xt so th. t wnuld 1-eep bn:y

all day Thurs&ly and Friday. I can't soc pycolf sticLii:, to a recre'ion

progrolo that already 11-1- five people v.olkin it. ) also think it's

time th:tt. I some crodit to my persoic71 intoretv cn ich. ivotcrd

of playing bnrfer 1):.:Loen otiir Interi,=;. I rcfuse to 1) push,od into s'Ioh

a compro:lisino, oosition espocially when faced with tha oiTrartunity

for real porsonal thinkin.3 cn Tothods V.111 tory th.t.

start., I believe, can afford. I have real quo-:tions aheut tly.t validity

and effectivene.;s of such a pro;,,ra:a ani only throoL:,h wolhin,,, in it I fc,el

T can fin,1 ans-Lers which will be. of holp to tr.2 in evaluating ry tu-

torial.

don't knoa why I'm here any more. 1 feel like pL.rt of the white

establisbm:nt stop gap when I'd rathor "bc, part of a revolution which scq

to be the only wsy to deal with t:11a r...iny huge problei,o. I feel guilty,

in fact, and 1 don't like it.
MO Ma, 11

Looking back on tly, first two weeks of field work, I've. had to ehan,,,e

some of my basic concepts and preconceptions. I entered into this with

the idea that I would have to be a catAyst and a leader. alas hod IC:IL

proved true. I have not really done much of anything. The people have

been doing all tho work. At first, T felt frustrated and itullotecit. Now,

I have com? to the realization that the fact that I am learnin:,.and th-t.

I have been able to view, almost as iu a laboratory, th .? seeds of co Tu-

nity organization is quite an opportunity. T11e only frustrations thit I

do have concern It; failure at relating with tho teen'tgers. I fr!cl tctally

inadequate to organize thet,e. teens. I just can't understand their atti-

tudes, problems, etc.

Greater contact with faIly, friends and the convunity began al)out

the fourth wook and introduced a new frustration -- how to mnke people

understand, The IlD had becewto iwportant to most of the interns; clear
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communication of thoughts and feelings had become very important. The

inability to tell people about the TTD, poverty, social change, dirt,

hate, love, and how they felt about it all in a significant way was frus-

trating. They began to anticipate the frustrations of returning to home

and friends,

Very frustrating trip home -- finally arrived. Entire time at home

quite unpleasant... Everyone interested in my Dotroit work. They just

don't understand though. Talked with D... He wants to know where tutoring

comes in and exactly what we are doing to help Detroit. They don't see

what seminars do and why we only do field work two or ._hree daya a week.

Was my explanation that poor or do they really misunderstand. Gave me a

different nerspective looking at the tutorial from the southlide for a

few days. Did quite a bit of thinking. Peally am le-rning a great deal,

but can't seem to digest it all. Can't g.:t ideas cons-tracted to say what

I really think. 11.ust conquer inhibitions and say what I really think --

have always been this way.

.Had a very crushing experience toqey. Called my parents to chat and

found out the reaction of my father to my last letter. In that letter,

I had told them that I felt I was develo?ing a greater concern, respect,

and love for my fellow man and that T. was beginning to feel a great les-

ponsibility to help and love them. I also said that I thought I was grow-

ing tremendously emotionally and aat, therefore, I could communicate

closer to my parents.. I was sure they would Imderstand my move toward

them -- one of very damn few moves l've ever made toward them and one of

the very few times I felt dble t') be sincere and dependent upon their

support. I found out that Dad was going to send m. a large sheet of

paper with the words "BULL SHII" written in large capital, red letters.

Way to come thru in the clutch! The catcher was that immediately after

that call -- I saw four middle aged men literally digging through the

gaeoage behind a supermarket and eating on the spot the morsels of food

titey found. Concern -- Bull shit?? I don't know if that makes me weak

or strong or indiiferent or desperately helpless; but it does make me

scmething: I don't like ne feeling.
IMO MIO O.&

Toaight I got in a discussion with a friend of the family with whom

one of the Interns lives, concerning the war in Vietnam. He was fresh

out of the armg and had firm ideas concerning the war and the draft. He

was yery open to discussion and not at all personally hostile, but he came

-on so firmly conservative and I was so totally inadequate to handle him

that it was denressing. Before this summer, I would have ranted and raved

and mae. many _ 7,ic(Ily sound points but probably not have communicated.

Now, I can only sit there wondering what I believe and despairing that I

could not stop him from believng what he was saying. I didn't even try

to give my views although I really wanted to badly. What in hell am I
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going to do when I get home and face people who.are much more important

to my life than he and who are much more conservative and less tolerant

than he? Where is my courage to come from? Where my support?

I attended a party in the suburbs where the guests were of late col-

lege age and older. While speaking with them, I found that I resented

some of what I consider their typical attitudes towards the people on

welfare, Negroes, and the fight for social equality, etc. I found myself

usually on the defensive of the people I had grown to know this summer.

Although I was frustrated by their strongly set attitudes, I could still

accept them and mix fairly well. I know this situation will be almost

identical to the one where I will again talk with my friends at school.

I have been dating a boy from Detroit not at all involved with the

Institute. As he has begun to grow involved in me and he knows that I

like him, he has been pressuring me for my time. I've tried to .axpress

to him my responsibility as an Intern and the special feeling I have for

the group which makes me want to be present whenever the group is together

as every minute means something. He and I both became frustrated as he

can't grasp this feeling or the uniqueness of the group. This made me

realize how lonely I'll be at home and school when there will be no one

around who will understand this summer who I can share it with.
IMO

I called home and tried to explain some of my feelings about living

in Detroit but rauwed into a blank wall. Ic was impossible to make my

mother even begin to get a glimpse of what was going on both exteriorly

and interiorly to me. That depressed me and started me thinking about

me very seriously; how am I going to communicate my experiences and ideas

I've gained here to my tutorial project? I'm going to have to do some

careful and spontaneous verbalization and thinking.

Although the Interns' experiences in the community seemed grim, they

weren't beaten down. Three things were working for thr_m: The group sup-

port that 0 Neloped from the T-groups had flourished and was helping sus-

tain them through cortact in their living groups and at work as well as

at seminar meetings; the interns were taking full responsibility for sol-

ving their problems and they knew it; group meetings began to work better

and insights about how to make them function most effectively were gained

and shared in the group. But, there were problems implementing the in-

sights.
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I was pleased we spent time today to talk about our group and the

problem of the non-participants which includes myself.

I felt the day very worthwhile and was very happy about our breaking

into smaller groups where I feel comfortable and fint it easy to contri-

bute.
Tonight, for the first time, I talked in front of Tom -- I didn't

feel at all uneasy about his coming into our small group. I feel kind of

bad now -- by keeping my mouth shut, I've not been fair to Tom -- he is

incapable of knowing what's going on with me and St. Anne's. Thanks to

Charlie and Tom, I feel much better about other Interns. Just as I hide

behind my silence, they hide by talking a lot. They want so badly to

help people by questioning them. We react by criticizing -- the way they

talk, how they react, their ideas. They are people, part of the group,

yet, we often treat them like a freak. They must feel very much alone.

The reality of the conminity infringed upon everything.

Is participation-non-participation the only issuel Or is there a

larger issue? Sensitivity on part of parf-icipants -- what about on part

of non-participants? Of course, there's none. What is happening in my

damn mind? I feel it's blowing up and over such shit. There's so much

more important stuff going on in the world and I'm going crazy over a

damn Institute where one half of the people give one damn and one half

give two damns and so, we can't talk. Laura and I really cracked tonight.

Girl was stabbed in elevator, in our building -- a would-be tutor.

Frustration...

Wednesday night was the meeting where we were to decide what to

do on the weekend. It turned into a conflict between Chuck and the rest

of the group. It's kind of ironic that we functioned very well in stick-

ing to our system of hand-raising and in keeping to the topic. The only

problem was that Chuck wasn't part of the group. The trainer said that

we were communicating very well. I disagree. While a lot of things came

out that needed to be said, he couldn't get through to us. The good

thing that came out of this was the beginning of a realization by the

group of more c t group's problems -- the group's responsibility to

the individual ..nd ice versa. I can:see sone good things coming out

of the meeting now, a few days later, but at the time, I was frustrated

and completely fed up with Chuck, the group, and myself.
!lb

Analogy to community: We have really communicated with Chuck but

that doesn't resolve the issue. He understands why we want him to go

but he still doesn't go. (His values are different and we want him to

believe in our hierarchy. Wroag -- I now see it. Though I believe or

believed we all should go, i.e., group comes first. Now, maybe it be-

comes an issue of values.) This seems to be our ideal of group communi-



cation -- conformity of values euphemistically called real-in-depth com-
minication.

Impatience...

We can't abstract at all. Can't pick peoples' brains well. Can't

or are we afraid to ask? Well? Can't lift out of Tutorial context. Some

people won't think in any context broader than that. Tutorial is social
action -- no one will admit it -- I guess it's also cause I'm impatient.
The world is blowing up and we're piddly dinking around...

We're like three year olds. Everything has to be fascinating or

we turn it off. No one seems willing to accept the fact that we're learn-

ing equally valid stuff indoors. Field work is exciting and with people

and you feel significant. But you have to know something or you'll mess

people.
Everyone has really matured -- like Susan said. I do believe that.

But they don't want to apply that to administration and function. They

only want to use it in the field -- (Notice use of word "they"!)

Dealing with the group was a good testing ground.

I have decided there is a definite need for some type of a retreat.
We have become isolated in our living groups. There has been very little
opportunity to talk about what has happened in the group, etc. There is

only one person in my listening group who gives me any feedback in conver-

sation worthwhile. I'got so tired of them agreeing with me (nodding type)

simply because they are too lazy or too stupid to really consider what I

said. I learn the best (have discovered) when what I say is questioned:

I am forced to evaluate myself. The times when I am most receptive zo
such conversation is in the evening when everyone is beginning to relax,

"but who is around. Not the people with whom I could have a valuable con-

versation. Oh! I talk to the people and only one ever disagrees with

me around here, 'Alt I think I have wrung them dry as resources. So I am

all for retreat and the three day thing, simply because I am craving a
deep, personal intellectual discussion at an opportune moment.

Teday's discussion was really needed by our group. I think I am
beginning to see the need for evaluation of everything we do in that we
will understand what is occuring and take the ideas, not the specific
problems, back home with us. Today, an intern didn't check out what the

others in the group felt as she talked. I think what was wrong was not
the irrelevancy of what they had to say, but that it was only a two way
conversation, in a group of thirty, such a conversation would be of more

benefit if more were included.
Today was the first day we had a seminar, which was so concrete:

application to what we want to do is easy. They gave us some good ideas.

If I capitalize on them, I will gain a lot,



More direction would make it "nice", but reality isn't always "nice."

We discussed seminar programs yesterday and at least it was more

interesting than Monday. I really wish this were more like Brotherhood

Camp where morning topics were all set up and afternoons were up to us --

that way, we got meaty material right off the bat. Or else, I wish we

cOuld have done this stuff during orientation so that this week could

really get down to business.
But things are getting clearer and we talk -- the four girs here --

about what's happening and how we're feeling all the tine. Maybe, we

are just being forced to think. It's very straining and hard and I hope

we are learning...

We had this awful meeting deciding what we should discuss in the

morning. All morning, we discussed what topic should be used, whether

it be group responsibility or the prupose of tutorial. I just can't

get over bow interns like us, can't decide over one simple topic. It

seems as though we'll never learn. I think maybe after all, a dynamic

leader is needed.
ONO

...To start the day off, I can see now a sharing session was needed

to let each tell what had occurred in their neighborhoods because this

discussion over "rode" a discussion of evaluation of the orientation

week. We need a gread deal of practice in sticking to the subject. Ev-

eryone, today, was more concerned with getting to say something important

to themselves rather than what was relevant to the group discussion --

no progress made.

Frustration! Everyona was yelling at each other toward the end; it

reminded me of a personal situation called home which I won't go into.

The sounds of people's voices has such a definite effect on the way their

comments are received... We kind of blamed Tom for what happened. Rachel

made the point that Tom was not fulfilling any administrative position.

I myself felt that he should have had a basic structure things -- we have

that job, so sorry Tom!
006

Discussion of "group responsibility" today. I'm confused on what

group responsibility is. There seem to be certain underlying roles and

consensus concerning this, but I can't really figure them out; that is,

I can't fully conform or attack them appropriately and I don't think any-

one is sure what group responsibility is.
When Rachel questioned our assumption that group unanimity was de-

sirable, I was struck -- very good thinking material. Rebecca's Bill of

Ri0ts was good but incomplete. Again, there was ambiguity at adjourn-

ment.
6616 .16.6

Do we learn more by going thru these horribly frustrating meetings

than.we would have by having a seminar on cultural and ethnic differen-

ces, etc? I'm not sure but I think yes...
I was gone all morning -- and most of the afternoon and the group
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functioned very well. Tsk, tsk -- blow to the ego. You know you're not

indispensable. Group probably worked even better without you...

Oh ... the point!

Dandy: If we do nothing else in next four weeks but find out how

a group interacts, we'll have acr:omplished a great deal. Papers, field

work, etc. are only complementary.
Related directly to Tutorials: Then you as Administrator can learn

how to get group interaction. You can delegate responsibility and get

things accomplished -- if you learn how to get best interaction. How to

make people who feel outside it get into it.
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RIOT

Fate and the avialability of an outdoor center at Hayes State

Park where we had planned since June to retreat to for a couple of

days, had us leaving Detroit on Sunday, July 23. That night the xiot

broke out into its full rage.

Confusion. What were we doing 60 miles away from Detroit when

there was trouble? (Our friends there will think we were phonies.)

There was so much money spent snd so many people working on cure-all

programs for the poor. Why didn't they work? (Didn't anything I do

make a difference?) Stupid cops -- who'd ever try to arrest 75 people

in a _blind pig on a hot night? (They must have known what would hap-

pen! They couldn't be that dumb. Why did they leave that place alone

until it got hot?) Should we go back? What can we do? I wonder if Ron

is OK -- he lives near 12th street doesn't he? This must be dream.

It is a nightmare.

Riotsand we pull out. Tried to get WCO. No result. Try again

tomorrow. Tense and sad. Maybe every city has to go thru this.

The next day was the big upset about the riot.. I was totally
depressed... and hated Johnson 30 vehemently for his statement about

the hoodlums we all despise. Some of us in the girls'.wing talked for
a long while about how ashamed we are about our country and how total-
ly powerless and worthless we feel in the face of all the crap that is

going on.. Felt stupid in the forest while the riot was going on. Just

like always -- we are privileged to escape when the going gets rough...
But Tom brought a great revelation when he said not to go back with

these great exciting altruistic notions of helping out, went back and

was astonished at the burned out blocks, the endless number of "soul
brother" signs, the soldiers and trucks and tanks. We all stayed at

Edward watched the news on TV, got really frightened. Was writing

a letter when somo policemen came into check us out. Then I was

told to move from the window because I'd make a good target. All this,

plus the fact that we were all sort of hiding out in this place for
safety mde me feel like I was in the Diary of Anne Frank. The next

day when all 30 were there, sleeping on the floor, sharing one bathroom

it waspreally uncomfortahl.e.--but wow - we have learned to adjust to

just about anything. Went to Visitation tá help in the food line and
worried that I WdS really helping the Mayor, etc. to clean up but felt
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terrible for people who really lost everything. Can't quite compre-

hend it.

010 010

Riot in Detroit -- added tremendous emotional load to my mind and

made.other things come to surface. Tonight I broke down. I don't und-

erstand what happened -- I Chink it was culmination of many factors:
Worry about my parents worrying, Worry about how I will handle myself

when I go home, riot, interns' reactions to riots.
Me SIM

I guess the fighting wasn't too bad last night, just snipper fire.

People are going back to work today. The U.S. troops were called into
the city. First time since 1943.

I a, frustrated and confused. It will be hard to work on papers
today but the only thing else we could do would be sit and listen to

the news. Some of the kids want to go back to Detroit. It would be
an experience to learn a great deal from, but I think by staying here

our time could be better spenc because there is absolutely nothing
we could do in Detroit. I really know now how I would feel if anarchy
did occur because I thought that I could know what was happening to
them, but I would also want to be with the interns.

I feel very isolated here, its too safe. I can't do a thing about-

what's happening in this damn world.

The eonfusi increased with the horror of guns, soldiers, fire

and death in a city they knew well. For:half the interns, the only

thing they knew for sure was that friends may be needing them, so

they went into the city immediately after the battling quieted. The

others decided to remain until the originally planned departure, be-

cause they felt that they didn't want to help speed up.the bandaging

process -- they wanted the responsibility to hit the Detroit middle-

class sihce it would be they in the end who would be responsible for

making long range changes.

The inner conflict caused by making this decision was tremendous.

This is what one would call I guess -- Utter despair: Nothing will

get better and we can do nothing. What do you do where an adopted city

blows up? What can you do?
Idea of letting the Establishment see real hurt so thcy'll change.

Baloney. They'll only change if their pocketbooks are hurt. GiN'ing

cut fobd, etc., to burned out people is a bandage but it doesn't help

the Establishment.-- helps superficially the people and the M-C has to
4

pay i.e. donate towards it.
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Tuesday 2 AM. Riot: After an entire day of moaning and feeling

lousy lets try to get something onto paper, honey.

We've all lived thru many a riot in our old ages. I've always

felt a vague horror but neer till Newark did I feel this depression.

I guess that's like the death of 6 million Jews. All one feels is

vague horror unless a relative, someone close was involved. I worry

about our kids in Detroit - they'd be the first ones in something like

this.
Tutorials are completely valueless. We can't go back to Jeffries

t-td continue our project, not when there are so many beaten people.

What can we do at Jeffries?
How do you start rebuilding a burnt,down city? I can't ever imagine

Brainard St. (ITD office and residence of 5 interns) levelled, with

no people. Deceiving how everything can go on so peacefully - oblivious.

What we left Sunday and what I hear abbut today have no relation, no

connections. Detroit Sunday at 6 FM was like Detroit any other Sunday

at 6. How can everything to so quickly?

Quickly? No, it's b.,1 smoldering for 100's of years. Then why the

sudden eruption? How do things like this get triggered?

Calling in Feds bogue move. We have a bubbling idiot for Pres

If there never was a riot, the presence of Fed troops is sure enough

to start one. Now on the East Side the fighting is Feds vs People -

Vietnam - If the Feds weren't there? Some really vivid and scary

images: Tanks in Cadillac Square - Paratroopers:

Right now what do you wish for? A lover and a cave to be secure

in your own little world and never worry. I think we all feel frus-

trated here and want to get back provided we can do something. It's

all of our city. Amazing how close we've all gotten to that place.

What timing -- getting up out of the city before things blow.

Newscasting have been calling it a pure rebellion. I have no

conception of what that means nor what it means to have people dying

in the streets, shot down by snipers. Things like that just don't

happen. You don't look out your window and see tanks in the street.

Tonight I felt rather sick when leaving Detroit (Ed.'s note -- this

Intern was in one of the last cars leaving Detroit and was aware of the

gravity of the situation while the others had not yet heard.) like we

were running from the city when things were getting rough. I knew

there was nothing we could do except get in the way but yet, I wanted

to be back, just being with the people who have come to know and trust

me.
I don't understand America -- our gov't -- why is it that.they (we)

don't think about the poor until the slpke from stores and houses

nearly chokes us -- that sounds vey melodramatic but I don't know how

else to put it. Monday: I felt very tense and uneasy. I realize that

working on these papers is very tmportant and the most productive thing

I could be doing but my mind keeps getting fogged up with thought

about what's really going on in Detroit. I'm afraid for Jennie and

the kids on St. Anne and I don't know why I'm so damn lucky to be safe

out in this park. Detroit is not just another big city where riots

are occurring -- this time I've lived there -- I know some people there.

Then that tells me something about myself -- I don't really think and

feel about a situation until I've got a persoanl stake in it -- that

really makes me feel rotten. I can't even continue writing right now.
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Tflsesday: I feel like my mind is really blowing. I just can't

stand sitting in this park and doing nothing but listen to a radio. I

know I want to go back to Detroit but I don't know what the hell for --

I don't do anything probably but sit in the house there and wait but

at least I won't feel like such a rat staying here not being able to

keep my mind on the papers which I feel I should be doing but can't.

I'm scared to go back -- snipers and fires really frighten me and I

know my parents would want me to stay here safe.and sound but oh damn

I've been safe and sound all my life.

Susie said something about staying and discussing the riots and

the underlying cause and our place in preventing them in the future.

That really frustrates me. I wish I could sit down and talk about

those things but I have no frame of reference from which to draw so

I don't see what could be accomplished as far as the rest of my life

is concerned by discussing a problem that is so undefined and muddled

in my mind. The causes of riots are basically a mystery to me. All

I can see is superficial things like poverty, poor housing but that

can't be all. I would feel so phony and hypocritical discussing some-

thing I donit know the slightest about. By going back to Detroit, I

may get at least the feel of whet goes on during a riot. I can't

stand to listen to andother news cast -- I've been dOing that for too

many years.
Well we're back in Detroit like I suspected we can't do a thing

but sit in the house. I feel uneasy and scaved but it's not like the

horrible frustration 1 felt at the park. I know Georgia and company

are OK and within easy reach which cures some of my worries.

People are on the floor playingmonopoly and Lan and I are sitting

here discussivg our grammar school days -- how's that for escape.

That night I got further information about Lhe riots and it was

more serious than I expected it to be. I know it's something very

serious, but I can't feel the full impact of this awful situtation be-

cause living in awaii fon some many years, I never really go involved

with problems. In the mainland, and just living in Detroit for five

weeks and hearing about the riots there, it all seem very unbelievable,

that here I am in the mist of an inter-racial riot.

This incident probably added much to my experience in becoming

more aware of segregation and hostile feelings between races.

Here we are at Hayes Park, and everyone is very disturbed over the

riots in Detroit. Some interns want to go back to Detroit to do some

helpful deed. What? I really do not know.

The Riot's affected the Intern's attitude ,Loward tutorials.

3 AM: Riots in Cincinnati, Manhattan, Sacramento, Florida, Philly,

Phoenix, ---- War! El Julio and Stokely are in Havana. Trust the

Masses.
Is there a tutorial in Phoenix? Let's start one. It'll fix up

the world.



I didn't want to go in and help because I felt it is time for

people in Detroit to feel, experience and solve their own problems.

I know they can do this but it is so damn hard to lk.:t them because they

don't solve the problem like you would probably direct, but you know

what they usually come up with better ideas.

Too many close friends of mine have been messed with by this gov't

for me to listen calmly to these people. I don't want to go to Detroit

to "do good" or learn. You don't mess with abstracts like that when

people are dying. A,question: Do you let people die so other's'll

get mad enough, MC people, to demand some change. On is that also

messing with lives and MC'll never respond. Division: The character

of tutorials has to be changed completely even if it means tutoring

fewer kids. The Sunday School people must be removed.
OIN

I realized that I could help out in the disaster area but not in

a very significant way and our retreat had long been planned to

criticize and supplement our papers. I would have felt self-satisfied

passing out food, etc.,but I thought that in the long run good papers

would be more beneficial to me.
Vas

When the group deported forlNetroit I felt on the defensive as

if they were thinking I was avoiding work and didn't care. Actually,

I thought they should fee] somewhat defensive for some people seemed

to be taking the road to easy self-satisfying action, while staying

was the mo-ce difficult road to analyzing before acting. I was re-

lieved to see that a temporary division of the interns didn't create

any lasting barriers or frictions.

Everyone gathered into one house when the rest of the Interns re-

turned to Detroit. Before the retreat, many had lived scattered all

over the city in or near areas of rioting, and travel was dangerous

and limited by curfew.

Smoke, cops, guns, tank, looters, the National Guardsmen --- a

nine o'clock curfew---- volunteering useless help to aid stations.

More confusion.

The questioning that went on as to whether or not tutorials are

of any value put me back a few steps. I had assumed that the interns

in the institute accepted tutorial programs as being valuable or

they wouldn't-be a part of this institute. I do question myself

what we can do to be most effective as agents of social change.

Tonight: heard the unbiased news broadcast and watched 3 cop cars

Zip down the block, we played an intense game of monopoly. Three cops

stopped by ready to shoot. Someone had reported 15 kids entering the
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house. It was like Anne Frank -- terrifying, guns, a million feet
long. Then they joked around -- saw all the babes and said they know
where to go wben they get off work.

Volunteered ourselves in givinef, aid to St. Leo's Church. It was
my very first tima I havc sc.:n homeless people by the dozen taking
advantage of t17.e, supplies devoted by many stores and agencies.

When I first got there, everyching looked so unorun-tzed that I
really didn't know what to do with myself. I tried to get myself
into the routine of sorting the food out, but found that I was doing
more harm than good. After awhile, I finally knw what was going on,
but really didn't contribute very much manual labJr. In fact they
could have done very well without me.

Talk as a g.:01q1 cn social ch:nige: Sure! Most ef us cut out of
Hayes yesterday afternoon. Inqnne to stay tberc. Maybe we can do
nothing but we should find out by talking- to people.

I was scared but people should be every once an4 a whi1E. and
stayiug away isn't an amwet. Susan said she had to stry out there to
clear her head. Mat was never valid to me but I think it is now.
Tensc.-group split, some fen we should stay zold talk thru our role
with such thirgs. Agreed-but not till wa have first h1 knowledo3e.
I wa3 undecided about leaving fo,: 2 reasons: 1. Is this r/aking it
easier for "them" to s9othe the people withouL wAin3 any real changec.
2. What does Thomas aink? Did he con,,,Idcr it mutiny -- personal or
otherwise -- which l'm not prep.ared to be in yot. I really could have
used a direct5,70. I can't even decide to turn left or right anymore,
I fnel like I need guidance and support to ever crawl.

Spent day at Visitation and WCO and from people's reactions de-
cided that was npt the most effective thing I - we- could be doing.
Discussion on chan,gc, would be beneficial -- relates to Becky's origin-
al plan for cumer: Redicalize 30 people.

1. corulunity could have done distributing of food
2. 5 items is no help (Ed. note: Aid stationsgave each person

5 items to tide them (nor)
3. people weren't militarly angry nor griaf-stricken but accept-

ing. General reaction of the poor.
I'll get literature on organizing, display it and propagandize.

Occupiel City -- Hudson's 01.1.Qc delartIt.ent store*L.heavily protected)

and National Guard.
More Tuesday July 25
The political and social --- WOW! So we'll sit around he-e all

day and dream up our role and then decide what we can do now and for
the next 10 years.

If ehe only reason to discuss it is not to arrive at a group
consensus but only so that tLrough speech, we'll straighten things out
in our own mind -- OK: that I learned this summer is valid. Not every-
one has everything straightened out and not everyone functions best
or learns most with just a group -vf close friends .

ala dm*

my unmailed letter to (Kajor) Cavanaugh, etc.:

The Detroit riots of the past week were horrifying and saddening.
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To me however, it is even more appalling the local and federal offici-

als are in effect brushing this aside by calling it the actions of "law-

less hoodlum" and outsiders.

The fact that these were integrated acts of violence by the poor
would seem to indicate that this was an act of economic origin. Per-
haps, the poor are finally beginning to realize that they are being
actively suppressed by a vague but very strong power which reacts to
nothing less than violence. No change occurs when people cry that they
are starving. The Department of Agriculture and the Senate debate and
babies die in Mississippi. Only when the powers that be are scared,
terribly scared, for their own economic interests, do changes occur.

I dislike violence but I must ask myself -- If I were black, how
would I have reacted this past week? I don't know the answer.

The Interns, however, were good products of their training. They

individually had make their decisions and wanted to stay in Det:oit in

case they were needed. However, for the first time the staff stepped

in and made the decision. (In the beginning, the Interns hadn't want-

ed anything to do with an administrative decision.) Parents had all

been contacted an assured of unity of life, limb, and current safety,

but they still wanted their kids "OUT" either of Detroit or of the

program. Although the riot seemed to be over, the staff was uneasy

about remaining for several reasons! Sniper fire still continued, there

was no field work and seminars could take place anywhere, volunteer

work was useless except to grind into the Interns the misery they were

already aware of, dime Interns would be forced to leave if the program

remained in Detroit,---and Detroit's people had filled all the positions

necessary. There was nothing to gain and a chance of losing something--

from hope to life -- if we remained as a group.. The option was open for

individual Interns to remain in Detroit if they choose. None dropped

out. None_had dropped out from the begi-aning.

Wh'en Tom gave THE DIRECTIVE, as it shall be known in hictory -- that

was the 1st time I think that people really reacted.to him personally.

Maybe cause it was 1st time many people felt they knew honestly where

he stood. Susan was upset and I could do.nothing after all
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the great thir's she's dorLe for v..!.

Was the Directive a roathod to pull us togethr? Things were
breaking down for us in Detroit. Getting us together phy3ically might
help it? Tiit was part of whot I suspectod to be the motivation aud
if it was w should 11,1N,e been told!

Ose

I was very anno;ed and upset with the dixeCtor's decision to pull
out of Detroit early.. It was hard to accept a directive after so long
without direction. 1 porson,ally could not soe piyself in danic4er by con-
tinuing to live in my neighbol:hool bat I undf!rstood the director was
carrying much responsibility.

11 Onl

I felt I had been slapi,ad in the face when To.1 cal,K out with his
decision to lea-:a Detroit. It was not th,tt. I dis:Igi:caud with the dt.ci-

sion basically -- it was the way and the t;ft :. that loused things up.
I felt Ton ime kind of set us up -- led us to believe that we were
really part of thv Jecis'on and then all oF a sue.den threw a directive

at U5. I found my,-if quf_stionin3 hLs motives and tLr.n realizivz I
had no ri,Lht to d.:) ero because T didn't know Tom well en,Dugh to realize
whether I trusted hir or not.

.41

T stayed up all last night tryin. to figure out where I was at. I

couldn't wiwn Tom and Susan (staff) left I relaned a bit and could
think a bit 1ae clearly -- with:Jut intc.m,ive L.r.otionalim.,.. All of

a sudden it hit i ncl here's where I am as of July 27, un dia despries
de la revoluclos:
1. I had to b-,ch and distribute food or whatever just to have
sor.e contact with people so I could try to ascertain where they were at:

I worked at 2 very different placeu, Visitation and WCO, and now I know
a bit tha reaction. 1 was not nilitaLit auger nor grief. It was sad-

ly enough, the almost typical reaction of the poor acceptance, that's
where they C.re and that's what roust be worked with.
2. Anyone can distribute food. Thc copro.nnity will respond if I'm not

there. I can do other things and I re-affirp what I said 3 weeks ago
to Rosemlrie: To me this Institute will be a success if all it does
is partially radicalize 30 kids. That's the 1st step -- education of

your own. And I think I can do it really blow their minds 4:01
Guardian and SDS literature.
3. I couldn't know what people were thinking unless, I came in and
worked with them. I thought giving out 5 items/family is piddly clink
but I had to check it out because maybe my own wants to sit down with
these people and "tell them how it is."

Helped at WCO and Visitation today. Although I know that when
compared to the scope of the riots my efforts were totally insignifi-
cant, I got a lot out of helping. I was able to feel latently al-
truistic witholtt criticism-- able to forget myself and my enviornment
for a day -- able to give something. It was good feeling. Tom's

ridiculous decision to leave Detroit. Only justification was the heat
some interns were getting from parents. But Tor: seemed to use every

gngle he possibly could to get us from Detroit. I. don't .-Lderstand
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his motivation, but any thinking of his decision as a mistake makes
him more human -- yet, I resent it.

Talked to my parents and was really surprised to find that they
wanted me home. I guess I can understand, but it really surprised me
that my father would he so upset. Anyhow, I thought Tom's decision
was good, even tho he went about it wrong. I'm really intrigued by the
people who were so mad about the whole thing. I have this basic pro-
blem -- I can see both sides of an issue so well that sometimes it's
hard for ma to take a definite stand...so I, along with everyone else,
I guess, became a total wreck and had no idea whether I was coming or
going and lost the ability to decide where or how to go. As a matter
of fact, I was unable to make any decision.

Been thinking a lot again today as usual but haven't written. It
really super hurts me to care so much for all these people-- the in-
terns, the CYS, the kids we worked with, the teachers and advisors.
Most of them don't give a hang about me and I just can't figure out why.
I called some of them and tired to tell them how much they meant to
me and they said good-by OH HELL - But others like Quienesta make up
for them I guess.

Right now I am waiting in Hudson's for a phone call from Miss L.
(I look pretty funny sitting on the floor) I really feel guilty about
leaving CYS and I guess that's why I've put off calling her.

I don't like to disappoint people--but I'm really not sorry about
turning the whole thing over to them because that's the only way to
get them really interested. Sometimes (most of the time) I wonder
just where those people are going. Also, they say things like getting
a few boys a fob is skirting the real issues but they get the kids
the jobs anyway. Had to stop.
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PARISHFIELD

After much anger and bitterness (and a movEi to quit the ITD and

remain in Detroit independently) "The Directive" was accepted and ties

were cut ---goodbyes said--- and we left for Parishfieid, an Episcopal

Church Retreat near Brighton, Michigan where we had been earlier in

the summer for a weekend.

There is some feeling for cutting out. I agree provided we make
a few calls first to Georgia and St. Pat's to see if they need us.
But the thought of calling a meeting to do that turns me off, off.,
because I dread the hours of nonsense before the decision. I guess
I have really abdicated responsibility. I went to do with the decision
making process. I wonder if everyone feels similarly. If Tom does
nothing, nothinell happen.
Discussion re. should we go home -- will we be only helping the city to
soothe its ills or should we stay here and act as agents of social
change i.e. figure out methods so that 23 years from now we can effec-
tive and active change agents.

I am in tutorials fully cognizant of their limitations. If

everyone was, things's be OK, sort of. This thing -- let's discuss how
we can prevent riots etc. is so much shit. They shouldn't be "prevented'
and college students can do nothing to prevent them. So we'll sit here
and discuss our role and what'll it do? So man against the war doesn't
do anything. So many knowing their role does nothing "lawless hood-
lums" girls: 17-25. Only really good article on riots - Jimmy Bredin
Tuesday's Free Press. Why did this one incident spread where other
incidents like it are happening all the time? Romney - not racial must
be hoods. Of course it couldn't be economic, not in the USA. For
the 1st time; a poor people's riot.

I agree thoroughly with coming out to parishfield because I feel
like the colleges and parents who are worried and object to our
staying are the people who we will be working with when we go back.
This whole experience this summer is super sensational but it isn't
life back home in Ind.

Saying goodbye to those people of my neighborhood and resigning
myself to the fact this is no longer my home was the hardest thing
for me to do this summer. I was totally depressed knowing that I would
probably never see these people again and yet I'm almost glad that I
won't be able to see what becomes of the children's lives. I'll miss
the noise at night which symbolizes to me the real which is the inner
city.

It has been very difficult to write a journal lately. I have
to make a choice between it and writing letters, the last few days
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letters have prevaled
Tonight after several days of not thinking. The group has to face

what its future is going to be I am glad now we left Detroit because I
see now we were all too concerned about the riot. That is, I think
that I need to learn some other things rather than concentrate on some-
thing I can't do anything about, at present. I want to be up on the
news but it is a waste of time to be concerned only with the riot. Some
have left it and I am glad.

Leslie, being very middle class -- sitting here with my bangs
plastered down with Dippity Do -- praying that they stay straight for
just a little while. Agin, T. am sorry for not writing regularly.
Things have beco m,. overwhclming and it has reached a point where some-
one could smile at-mu and it makes me feel great, an:1 soLleho,,: it fits
into what's happening, and of course I ca:l't write that down or explain
it, so instead I go to bed. And now I'm paying because everything is
becoming these huge illpressions and I can't remclaber anything that
happened even this morning.

I felt nothing breaking ties, except for Mrs. S. But my work didn't
give me any strong feelings for anyone, except for my early feelings
about my supervisors.

At this point I developed my theory of marriage.. This is that
women should not go to bed with their hair up on rollers or it will
really bother their husbands. Therefore, women should havu hairdos
that don't require nightly jobs. Therefore, T figured, if my hair is
long -- to make it look nice I'd have to set it every night.. So, I
better cut my hair now so that people will get used to it, especially
whoever it is that's going to marry me. So I went to Hudson's and got
a hair-cut. I felt really good then--in the middle of a riot, seeing
a real problem and doing something about it.

Back to riot: Mr. S. is so glad to see us go. Mainly frightened
that we would be killed and he couldn't take care of us, but really
yelling at us for the most insignificant things.

Came to Parishfield t.otally exhausted. Understand completely the
concept of having your mind blown. I don't know what happened but
somewhere in the past few days I became really attached to a lot of
people here. And dying to talk. Talked with lots of people one at a
time. So many people have really changed -- it's exciting. I'm
smiling again. It's great to have everyone around. You get to see so
much about people to really appreciate. Also get to talk in natural
situations. Having an impossible time writing.

Morning: Washed walls in girl's.dorm. Exhausting but physically
relaxing and satisfying.

.Afternoon: Talked in small group with Walt (Director of TAC). He
is Bright guy had such a build-up that I'm impatient to get to the
deeper stuff.

Evening: Small group on what we learned. Interesting, fun. I
like them all...would like to see them again but nothing really close
could develop...maybe the real rrp starts in Sept?
(sevetal days later)

Slept till brunch--we're living as ladies and gentlemen of leisure
now (sort of)...
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Maurita (consultant form the University of Michigan) spoke on
groups and how they funciton--what roles are necessary, etc. What were
my major ideas?

I tried to raise "consiciousness" by focusing on Issues. I guess

I was mostly talked orientated in a group which had not really a clear
idea of the tasks nor of their own relation to them and felt two types
of roles. Maintenance Cool--they had to settle all that before they
could become task oriented--I guess I considered that invalid for two
long.

We had little task orientation. It never developed. Was that per-
haps due to the lack of iptellectualization with which tutorials were
approached and also due to the underlying principle of "feeling" govern-
ing the entire Institute? Anyone who used reason was cold calculating
machine and after all, you can't teach kids if you're a machine. If

we all kept feeling along eventually ideas would spout up full grown.
Not true. Have to work to get ideas; use both head and heart and be
afraid of neither.

We played games: 1. Role playing to help Leslie. How to expose
hi-school kids to ideas of group learning in a short structured situa-
tion?

EJ ask - What do you think? Bring discussion onto personal level
where you are too honestly involved....

I really did enjoy doing it, where as I think 8 weeks ago I would
have done just as good (or as bad) a job but wouldn't have enjoyed it.
Lack of artsiness up here: That's something amazing for such a group
of "feeling" people. No one dances, no one plays instruments, no one
acts. That's not realy true. I mean spontaneously. When we wrote our
play at Hayes I felt really good because creating things is so, so ex-
citing. And when Edward and I went thru our little routine I felt good.
How come we don't do that more often?

Spoke to Tom tonight about how I can't speak to him. When two
non-talkers get together it's hard I guess but I feel a little more re-
laxed. A relationship needs effort and some tension to grow but too
much of that and strain obscures the relationship.

Next we played: Make square out of (white) paper, giving pieces
with exchinge only, non-verbally. I used to have a real fear of this
non-verbal stuff, afraid I'd see things in people that I didn't want to
deal with. When you look into someone's eyes you have to see a part of
their soul. If you don't really know them, how can you deal with that
new "info". How can you say -- I know all this inside stuff when you
can't even talk to them about the weather?

I'll say for the millionth time that I'm amazed at what's happen:.
ing here, at how much I'm noticing, at how much there is to notice. In

8 weeks, -- have we learned!

It is great the way people have changed the past few weeks or my
perceptions of them have changed.

3AM: The most exciting thing happened tonite and I could never
explain it but I'll give it a try.

Leslie HAD A T-GROUP. WOW: It's like taking a trip.
Andy, Lania, Kathy, and I went into one room with Jack (Ed's note:

T-group trainer) -- and then a bunch of others came in and off we
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went. u sper.f. a ions; tau cpestiors ahout PolfiuJ. Then LuJy,
w1t0 kiLoys I (9:! dyluL., to Let with questioii:;, s.id , "Loslie, I
thin% you sold yourself down thy river this sla,10Y, ottd I wAit to know
why." W-:11, off w, w-nt. Finally I figured out wny I crawled into a
shell this su: I w_ls fr.ced with kids own age ond didn't give
them credit en,)ugh to think Chat if I w(ut I'd find so:..e

beautiful t115.t3 . Ard that's wir:t alw,ty:1 hIpp2ns, beca.use so used
to bein,; with older people. I'm spo:led ord I'm v snob...
Thcn they vent ou to other thing6, aLA so:othini, hit U2. T-

group:: or ipc1 to be gre.-p'; buildia, trust, Wilelo you c,% (Kscevr
fvynt' arid still fet.1...loved. Well, it oc-

curred to 11, th!..t I L1,1 ju:q. fovol otit and stated quite big fault
down at 1...e - OLlj th:t. w.re all ez:i- I fElt a htT=.
of love al%d gratitud:, aid it all fell. out, and I jutlt hvd. to Cho. :k

everybody, Th:. rest of t1'. nite 11...%Vt.h. I col,. ba to the
dor11 ipto v roo,t h,ro Pachgel w.:re --
and I. just kild of b1C.I1 (d over with c:.:(ity.lat. Ch-rlie st;:..-t(d

Tio.,L 3 told t.hi': hd htppr J - and I thin% tily
approci%icerl it. I a.;!.: wIty h 1:.ujed and it so

fulrry to s?,- Pr so e:-cita aed cuthihtic. I srid, "Listen, c.ln,
I'm just glod to SL cJi bac%. I th.)u,.,hi. 1 d1,LL" At vhich
point R-s:1-.3 a:10 bto!.L up. Wow, it's gvt.
Al;g. 6 - eonv(1%.r.Lions with evelyoL.. lL's Lbulous to be
able to sit dov.n with just ah.e.,t. onyooe a:.d right off th, bol gote a
go:A convers-tioo goin. . lho Vfort. 3. talk to pooplr. - I'm i,oing to

LLeky, etc., the m-.re my sen-c of b,:ing is
restored. Still am a coy..rd tho--l117e yLsterd%y when I vasn't
to he in o role p1ay...tvp.:1 an evaluntion with Eileen, Rita, and Kathy.
ArTain, talking to people. mde cverythin.ci, good. Brought out interesting
points...like T wish I'd been like this from the beinning and then
could have gone on.

Had a talk with Parlael about non-structure. It's very exciting
to me, but I'm just getting around to understanding it, to understaNd-
ing

Wish we bad more time to talk about it a little more and to get
into situations. I guess the kids going to the Congress will really
be able to try out some of this stuff. I am vri.v envious of thum.

I almost wish I'd been a meek little soul when I arrived so that
I could feel a big change...like Kathy how faLtastic that she never used
to talk. I can't imagine it.

The greatest idea is the one about the non-directive God. Man, how
else could God be? lhat's really a neat thing to think about.

001 411.4

Our doing manual labor together to stay for our room and board
here in the country I also found therapeutic as it helped to relax
people. On the other hand it made some very uptight as they didn't like
such an unstimulating atmosphere.

It is very hard for me to sit down and write as I feel it's so
important to sit down and talk as much as I can to other here as soon
I'll be leaving them and I feel I've failed to exploit what they have
to offer mow

I really can't believe the eight weeks is almost ovur. After
livin.g and working together, some of the interns have become a real
part of me and there will be a void when I must leave those I'm close to.
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END OF TRAINING EVALUATION

Just before leaving Parishfield, we asked the Interns to do an eva-

luation of the summer's training. Although some tensions from the riots

and events which followed it still existed and gave them a rather ,loomy

view of the world, their evaluation of the training was enthusiastically

positive -- with recommendations.

The personal growth we had honed the training would foster had and

was still occurring. Doors had been opened which encouraged the pros-

pering of a new freedom to move within the self, and they showed promise

of remaining open to Urther growth in the future. The Interns were un-

happy about reality, but they had no qualms about their ability to deal

with it successfully.

Some of the following quotes reflect the value of the ten days at

Parishfield, so, perhaps their forced existeuce was not only useful but

necessary., and a required part of the learning process would have been

missing from the training program had we not been pushed in to it. With-

out the riot, we would have used the last week for evaluation and re-entry,

but formal time spent in group sessions would have been much longer and

the Interns couldn't have interacted for as long or intensely as they did.

It was during this period of forced semi-idleness that most problems were

worked out and words put to conclusions arrived at but undefined through

observation and experience.

The most exciting element in the eNialuations (and the most gratifying

for the staff) is the joy and colifidence the Interns have found in being

themselves. Had none of the Interns returend to tutorials but gone on
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what 1
Cert;,Pri.ly, ITO Irld f;11 vs Lutor;-1 1,P.r,:leckr,o but far

it coold 110 (in.!Litui,

Eibt of 110 hvs do,)e a, L.Ich fo; t vs two ye:trs of puchotlpy!

The sLudit brou:,14 the value or soll.e of the frustrations

of the su..,....L3r into focus.

The struglos we had in how the group funct-ioned were helpful, I

think, in lisht of what T aii sceinz2; at the Congress so far.

It is difficult for wa to criticize objectively the methods used

this sur,I.r becauso it was the right thing for mc,.. I was ready for the

close relation,-,hipti that develop.ed and the frustrations that emerged.

The mech:lnics are the only thin.,Ls I can coroplain about, bocause this sum-

rwr fulfilled my noods.
Since I have been with some of the delegates at the Con,,,,ress, I

have been able to sec my chane in attitude. I hope I can keep my enthu-
.

siasm to a great enough extent to continue the thinMng that has bun

for rw this sulomer. I liked myself as a person more than I ever have

before -- which I hope is a permanent change in attitude.

About the confusion on the non-direction...

...it should have been stated from the very beginning very speci-

fically that this program is non-directive. I talked to S about it this

afternoon and she mentioned the fact that it was stated in the "Notes on

the ITDH. I know it was, but it was almost mentioned as a side lino. It

seewld to be slipped in as an afterthought. Maybe even if it was told to

us (very specifically), we would not have accepted it as true at the
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beginning, but I'm certain that we would have believed it a lot sooner

than we did and really get down to business a lot faster. I know that

I was pleased with the non-directiveness, but I was always waiting for

Tom to take over at any moment.. I never really took it seriously that

Tom would not direct until the middle of the program. I'm certain that

most people felt as I did about Tom taking over, and I am sure that they

didn't know that this was to be non-directed and non-structured. On the

first day, it should be made clear what it will be like -- no matter if

the interns are going to believe it at Chat moment.

People help...I know where I am now...

I could write sheaves of papers on this but I'm afraid it would be

repetitious.
I really feel that the ITD benefited me very much on a personal level.

I don't claim any earth-shaking changes in me. I think the training or

non-training, as the case may be, brought out definite latent potenti-

alities already within
I feel that the relationships which formed strengthened me in my

own personal convications. Things that I once questioned, I began to

see in a new perspective and I've either made those beliefs, views, theo-

ries, etc. my own or I've rejected them.

I don't think that I can really evaluate what the personal relation-

ships have done. Some people served to reinforce me while others served

to oppose me. I feel both were greatly beneficial.

The Poor are people.

Even more valuable to me than the kn wledge gained about tutorials

is my personal growth during the course of the eight weeks. My under-

standing and outlook have been broadened. Partly, I contribute this to

the people I've encountered and known. Living in a "slum!' area and talk-

ing to people at length while taking census for my supervisor facilitated

ny coming close to the poor people who I've never before known. Learning

about the Inner city situation and the people's ideas had, for the first

-Lim, made me question middle class values and has caused me to think

Eeriously about social change and what my role should be in the society...

I'm here!

ITD put me through a definite cycle from feeling almost completely

worthless and inadequate to feeling meaningful and capable of function2ng

in strange or new situations. To facilitate understanding of this cycle,

I'll have to say a few things about how I was before coming here. At

school, I was considered very intelligent because I always managed to
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got on tha Daaii's list. Soho-a, 1 nevar felt intelligitt but felt pres-

sure frol. hoiaa an:1. my twers to 1:..ap up tho acralaiai rt-xord -- it was al-

most as if I didn't, I auld bo rejectod. I was afraid ol telar, rayaelf

aad enad up doin a lot or thia.::;s to niairtnin tii status quo and not l'all-.e

waves. After all,' waa tho soaJ, sealbl, hard-law7LLIa stuant Who pavar

gave anyoa ary tnl.ahle anl. had a lousy sovial life. I opo.1:ated unar a

falae seirwe oF coalidenae pa,1 security cretad by T:7 bill 4.,...f,daic record.

'ITO at first shatted al.1 sense of self-coafi(7:aace I ray havo had

in vysclf. T. coalJn't (:,.7:!1 cipn ri a.oath baFor a 2..1:oalr, of 30 pe;,,lr:! I

felt dowa riL,I.t stuid. Thoa hi',:,h C,P.A.'s didn't do lae (3..: dHat bit of

goad il iro,At oF tThi.r; erca,A7L. All I could d was 1:eep clurtt ;aal fcel E,milty

becauae I folt Ly sileca wa!, a v:3, of lettin2; cbaaa rioo Lh(: rest of

the group. Ilt,- aud cz,7:2e1al)y, I baral to reali th,t I didult truat

people to lial:ao to laT!, evale hon.:a:1y w'la,t 1 snial .:,11,a. ima fe(1-

bcick. I thoulit they had cilrd-...; lal1.e.3. ia al, stul'id ely1 in:Inificant,

therefore, they wonlda't hoar a vord 1 said ca7 t7.ay would reaet juat to

make 11., fael bati:er or tpLI; F'.:.. I finally caa to tlae d:finite reali-

zation that I did trust Lrly peoplc. in th,, group... and could operate in

the group with a littlaa fcedhck an.,1 reirlfoaceant fro:i. thuaa I went froal

feeling co;'apletely at ho:ae la a st.a1.11 gronp to bc inc, Ch,a spasnn for
that groep to being able to state what I. wanted to s::y to the whole group

when I wanted to say it. The latter, of course, has coo about only in

the last two weeks. I still feel more at hoiae talkin witi; a few people

but that's just part of Tv make-up.
Before coliling here, I felt quiet but cam ?. up tanative anyay at

school because I felt quietness waa unappealing to people and therefore

something to be aslial..ed of. Now I realiae that I'm basLcally a quiet

person and I feel comfortable accating this fact. It's how I aiA and

that's it!
The ITD.gave me some unique wonderful experiences like communal living,

a few let-your-hair-down parties and the opportunity to meet people with

values completely different from mine. I learned I can associate and even

develop close relationships with people with different values. They're

real and beautiful to me and not someone to shy away from as my conser-

vative uporinging had taught me. I guess I really value the statement,

ti:ite as it sounds -- "It takes all kinds." In interacting with these

people, I've becuaie more and more convinced that material success and

fame are not very important to me; personal relations are of prime im-

portance; the college scope inclades more than merely the academic -- the

non-academic side has a great deal to contribute to personal development.

Right now, a degree seems like a necessary evil to me I'm looking for-

ward to next .year when I'll be out of school and have time to learn about

all those things I really want to learn about.
I've got a definite feeling that I'm going to create some waves when

I go back to school. I've got a lot of questions for my ed profs as to

the real values of their methods. I've already upset my former rut of

maintaining the status quo -- I was a member of the Narettes -- an orga-

nizatiOn of official hostess for the college. A great deal of emphasis

was placed on etiquette and being sophisticated and proper. I took an

hone8t look at myself and decided I wasn't like that. I. didn't like faking

it for the benefit of others so I wrote the head of the college social



committee and told her so. She'll run to the college president who's

an honorary member of the social committee and I might get some ugly

feedback but damn if I'll give in. I can serve the college in ways much

more honest for me and the fruitful for it so Marettes go to hell!

Thera are other people with me in this room.

...Personally, I know I've grown a lot -- I've seen how important

it is to know the right time and place for saying something. I've come

to understand and accept the type of person I am... I came into ITD con-

fident about myself and the way I thought -- ITD didn't really build up

my "overt" confidence but it did make me stop and think about the impor-

tance of not turning off people. I've realized it's not enough to just

feel comfortable with a group of people as (it is) important as having

them feel comfortable with me.

Once, not looking up, but now the sky...

As I begin to write about the experiences of the past weeks, I feel

kind of funny because what I'm saying is what I've said in the past except

now, I'm speaking compl.e ly and not from what I thought I shoud say or

what I intellectually knew as true. I have begun becoming myself -- my

mind is not directing all my actions in the sense that I'm acting like I

"should". Should or shouldn't don't make too much difference. I am Till.

And in accepting and liking myself, I have been able to become more sensi-

tive to others. I feel that I can sit and listen to the self-revelations

of another and share his experience because I have been able to reveal

myself to others anu _nis has freed me of some kind of an unccnscious ten-

sion. The group has shown me that in a way, our lives are not separate

and distinct but that we are all sharers of one anothdr's lives. This

is why personal involvement cannot be limited to just one person. There

are people who I love in special ways -- people who I know more intensely.

But this doesn't shut off the doors on anyone. It opens me up wider to

those I don't know so well and makes me want t get acquainted. I guess

the ITD is too short. I spend as much time conscious as I can physically

stand, but I wish there were more time. (I'm rambling.)

To return to the growth. Frustration. In the past, I would close

off in despair if situations didn't conform to what I planned for them

and never did I see the situation as it was but as it was not planned.

In other cases, I would avoid situations in which I'd have to take chances

and be frustrated... I was always opposed to creative new ideas in tu-

toring because they indicated so little about definite things. Their re-

sults weren't measurable.
I decided that I want to be free and alive than to he imprisoned

with fear of failure and I don't want to be secure because I wouldn't

put forth anything that I couldn't afford'to lose. Now I'm not looking

for escape clauses when I do something; I am doing it completely and I
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tyke th- 1(2:)on.;i1)i1ity for zAl L1h2 thinL;.s th;lt abot.t. fro.o. it. I

can't ov:til rc poq-,ibility. I don't wart to. I don't w;,at to play the

gaft -- 1 w:tico. it -- all the re::pJ.Isibility. I'm rcit11:'

turned on. I feel thit it's ,L,t to b all th,; way. Anythirc; 1c is jurt

partial on4
A lool. at 1-11-t 3. exD:.cted. frui t l.t 3:10 apd thi with what. I

exp-rinc,:(1 frt:. it i on evalt-cioa of th.. Ii ditilcult.

3 cY1,1 for1,11 in-;troe:ioo in hc,%; to rul) a 1),:!tt: tutori;!1,

I i erootIwt of hancl.inz (1c,-11 s! ill.: to cbild,.c.n.

1 wi.ted to z1 sizch thip;,s a col,..ity Li i on I

heard th1;.; wao a -,o;),1 idea.

I 1Lc!vc..1- r,y bafoc:: 1 co,1:. to the no. Tutorin:, ac I

saw it was a continu...tioa of th., sc7,loo1 i.e., jvt.t added homr;..

of the scho-)1 I neveL po.:er of c,i; iptclper;qc0

IID shor; fo- r,-

lationhipLt. I thiph wIL.t to take a thiLl

in a person'f, ey:1)-1.icl,(e and it to hit O li vir.y it frt.-) anott.ar

an:Je and i vi fn thi n from anuth;:r a,iu yo't othr paihz.: to

follow. For irp;Wo:',,, in cc.,1:t,ci. with so. of the !t at

oly field woKk at 1.10...1.;.y Pc:boo), I got a brw.e.. of 01:: co,.-nlity.

In this tutoril:, fro.i the surrouudiu,.., area of the poorer

section tutorc-d tho:.t in th,- poor section alon,?, with EC' p:..ople of fhe

poor area tutorin,.., thelves. Away, the effect 1.1,11 ws created to

some degree 1,cts to form onc co,..,tunity by th,: intr.,faction of the poor of

Del Ray and the middl:: class of Dearborne. This applies ir.:.?diately to

the ncw progra.:1 I am setting up in New York.
An observer from the outside vply look et the narning experience of

the ITD as being unnecessarily slow and at times.me:lningless, but as the
group began to gel after a couple of weeks, I noticed a lew things about

how we learn. Someone would com ... out with an idea that merited serious
discussion -- the group would dis.card it, then, two, three, or four hours
later, the group would all of a sudden pick up on it. In other words,
a period of ground work and scene setting is needed before there is a

breakthrough. There are just sertain things that a person. must go through
before he can communicate on a higher level. This teaches me something
about the educational experience that can be useful in tutorials and in
dealing with people, i.e., people can't be freed gradually of deepened
pure thought; the immediate and pressing problems must be hashed out first.

OEM *me *No

It's very difficult to put into exact words, the personal benefits
I've gained through this institute. For one thing, it gave me a better
understanding of myself as a person working with individuals and as a
member of a group. Some of the traits I have gained or developed through-
out the eight weeks are as follows:

--Independence -- standing on my own two feet without leaning and de-
pending on people. I more or less had to do ti.ilgs without aid or
help from others which slowly led me to become ,..pre confident in
myself.

- -Bettr understanding of people in general...
--Developing good leadership qualities.
-The importance of being consistent -- either direct or indirect



approach,
--When and how to make decisions.
--Use of small groups.
-Pere aware of what the low economic class is like and the problems

involved: housing and jobs...

Me.

The ITD has meant more to me on a personal level than almost any

other thing in roy life.
I came to the ITD as the efficient tutorial worker who billed him-

self "idealistic" but who wasn't really an idealist -- more a pragmatic

liberal. I had been thinl:ing about the way I looked at life for quite

awhile before the In and I had thought that it was ridiculous to think

that objectivity was good and feeling should be suppressed; buL, I had

not really done much about it. I had not really felt much because I have

spent 21 years learning how to suppress my feelings atld hide myself from

other people in personality facades. Even when I thought I was "in love",

I was unabln to be honest with Elself. I could tell all about my life

to anyone I thought was interested and safe. As far as I knew, I was very

honest with others on a personal level and honest with myself especially.

But all the time, I was feeling things beneath the surface that I didn't

realize. I was a hippie at heart, a sociologist at head, and a human

being beneath. I knew the first two but not the last.

Perhaps the most important thing the 1T1) has done for me is to show

me that I am human...
If knowledge implies growth, then I have grown more in the last

eight weeks than I ever have in such a short time.

The ITD was full of the 'Iriost difficult, shit I've ever experienced

and the most beautiful moments I've ever known.

It is very difficult to evalUate what has happened in the ITD con-

sidering all the benefits I've gotten from it personally. This individual

growth makes it hard for me to be objective. I'd like to write that this

program.has been 100% effective. A person who has not been a port of ITD,

if he looked at what has happened, might find many faults. I don't think

his criticism would be valid however. He might say that there wasn't

enough formal information given concerning tutorial. He might note that

too much time was wasted in dealing with meaningless things. He might

go on to comment that the techniques used were not conducive to a com-

fortable learning and working situation. Again, I repeat, his criticisms

would not be valid. Being a part of this experience and commenting on

it is the only valid critique. There is a difficulty here also. Writing

this paper now, when still in the midst of the eight weeks, shoots off

the possibility of looking back and getting a perspective about what's

happened. With these things in mind, I'll try to give as meaningful a

criticism of tha ITD as I can.
The first thing to consider is the learning method used here. I am

in almost total agreement with the non-directive method employed by Tom
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and Sue. We ware allowed to make our own mistakes and learn from them.
There is no substitute for this. Someone can tell me over and over again
that what I'm about to do is wrong, but until 1 do it and see that it's

wrong, I can't benefit fully. The non-directive technique provided the
machinery for this to ta1-.0 place. Also, this approach put it squ3rely
up to us thirty to decide wheze we wc.re goirg to go.with the program.
There was, of cours-, a certain amount of manipulation by the staff. Too,

thne N..c.s b Ic quctioa tha.t was anJ still has beeu overlooked. TIT:t

is, is there a dnfinite. value in a tutorial. Vo hlvo never co:ae to grips

with this proble,I.

The bliudrold is off.

In th,! riD, I was put in a situation which w.:.tde me face ryself aud

be opn vith the othcir Interns. Althou:h no first few days I said vei-y
little, the sensitivity training mqdc me ey.pies my ideas op.:nly. As

the eight wc:....ks continued, r,any ids and cfeestions entered my mind, and

because of the ITO atmosphere, I was able to discuss these things with

the other Intern. Recently, I've questioned things I've never even
thousht about seriously before. I've questioned loneliness, self-confi-
dence, intelligence, accepti%nce by close relationships and staff, my role
in the group, and wh,t would have happened if I didn't come to the ITO.
A very important realization I came to was that most people have gone
throught the same depressions, worries, and thought I have. I think we

have lost perspective and made our problems much more serious than they
are. I also think that this was advantageous to many of us. I've done

scores of things I've never dreamed of doing before (smoke, drink, think,
question, write po?.try and defy authority -- go without sleep).

I see that the wprld's screwed up and maybe I can help it. I never

would have questioned or thought of this before.
When I arrived, I had a different purpose than the rest of the Interns.

I did not have to relate knowledge I learned in the ITD to my home tutorial

because there was none. I had to deal on almost solely a personal level.
Nothing I could have done this summer could hardly compare to the wonderful

fulfilling, and in a few instances, depressing summer I have had. Whole-

heartedly, I hope I can use my knowledge to whatever I decide to do.

It had to be great because I really feel like I'm being myself for

the first time fully and realizing it...

. Evaluate what?

The 1TD has been found to be very difficult to evaluate due to its
non-directive structure which produced many goals that were mostly non-

directive. Due to the initial non-directive course of the 1TD, ieter-
mining which goals were originally set and those that were not is very

difficult. Although this program was very beneficial to me, evaluating
it is a chore of evaluating a non-directed program.
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RE-ENTRY

From Parishfield, most of the Interns went to the 20th Anaual Stu-

dent Congress of the 1.ational Student Association at the University of

Maryland. They worked for roua and board by being staff, resource people,

and discussion leaders.

The Congress seived as a good re-entry eNperience. The Interns hvd

the opportunity to con-ciously w;a soh.o of their newly acquired skills,

working with grocps, before thry returncd to foliliar situations wh:.re

they ni:;ht bqvc, beon irl:7.bita changing their old bz..hrrvior. Exposure. to

new people 1,Ltj valueble in both weaning thev fr.q the shelter and excite-

ment of the IlD and getting thep b7.ek into cel-i.unication with people who

hadn't shared tLer expc.rioncc.. Of course, the result of the ex-

posure wasn't toteny positivc.. Even at the Student Con3ress which was

filled with "-oclicals", tho Intern 7. felt soir discouragents with the

usual huldan fothi es ignorane; clmed uinds; uniuvestigated, opinionat d

stances; blillJner to other views, resentnt of valid criticisu; petty

politics; etc. One girl who went to the Congress for a short timo made

a rapid and happy adjustment.

I remember som:1 of the interns say that they have changed and in a

way were afraid to go hoLac. because everythinc2, won't_ he the sa,he as when

they left it in June. As for myself, I know I define:ely ha,7e.

more independent as I see myself behaving in LT'oall household. I like

to do things without being told to do them and make my own decisions.

Also, I find myself not relying too -mob on people which is a big step

for my:.elf. I find myself adjustinz very well to m.;. parents and friends.

I also recall Al (NSA Consultant) stating to us when the question

was breLq.,ht forth at Parishfield whether ITD was over. His reply to the

question was, "ITD will begin wheal you get home and as you start working

in your tutorial." How true this has become.
Within a week, I have attended my fiut comunity home town meeting,

publicized my tutorial program on TV, and attended a YWCA discussion
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session, I'm realizing that riT expericaces during the eight weeks have
not com to a halt, but are still continuing and probably will for yenrs
to com3.

The fol1ooin3 is from the journal of an Intern,after he returned

ho:ae. Tho impress1om-1 and feelings might seem as extremaly intense as

tIley do 1)cause he did not go to the Conress and misscd a transition

step. Cenerally, however, ts tope is fairly representative of Lilo

fusion most of the Interns experienertd ieturning to the "real" world.

When I c.aTie to Detroit, I thougl-lt there Lould be ready 1p-de ansuc.rs
that could just b. puvred into tho top of my h_nd, and then I could re-
turn to Santa Clirz-Watse:Iville with al] kinds of answ;:rs.

I was wrong, for I foqad that I hae to fight for evefy new experienco.
Experiences th,it showed ma nt-t ways of lire alid how to deal with pooplo
in a different way. Life as an individual becaLa a vary important thing.
Many tim.:s, that individual ws acting within himself and many tims, he
was acting within a group.

The first week of th program hind 'a left ma with a feeling of total
uncertainty about tho next se.von weeks. I did realize tbat thore were
going to be a lot of. trying mcrIcnts Coe group would have to face, for there
was so many different attitudes -- some pulling in direct opposition to
others. I believed I saw from the first that Tom (and staff) were trying
to experiment with the nOn-directive type of group, which I have never
encountered before. urning the 30 of us free to decide what we were
going to study and try and learn seemed a tall order for the group.

At first, there was no coordination of any kind. Since we all wore
leaders at homo school, it seemed natural that we should be leaders here.
But we all tried to lead at the same time. We had more chiefs and not
enough indians. A feeling of uncertainty about the program sprung up in
the majority of the group and was expressed in questions such as, "What
are we supposed to be doing?" The answer to such questions was soon known
before the question was muttered. Tom would say with a blank and imper-
sonal look, "Do whatever you think is right!"

I became very intrigued with the thought that a group of college
students were being given the opportunity' to express their complete thoughts
and act in anyway that would benefit the program they were to work with.
This is a way of teaching which the students in my college have been want-
ing for a long time. To learn what an individual wants to learn, instead
of what a system wants to teach, is great.

Tom and the staff tried to stay completely out of all decisions that .

would directly affect the group. Many times, they were looked upon as
administrators not doing their job, bu decisions were reached and pro-
blems were worked out in some way that usually.satisfied the entire group,
even though it did take many hours reaching an agreement.



When I sat dmin to talk with my parents, the television was turned

so high I could bearly hear the conversation. Ny mother got tired of

raising her voice and not being able to concentrate so she made a great

sacrifice and shut the set off. Oh, whnt a glare my father gave her.

We talked mostly about the riot and per usual, both of tIv2m cchoed the

notion that if the Negroes would keep their places, everything would be

ok. I get so frustrated to hear now that people have their places. It

sceNS like a gam?. -- people are tInvod from place to place by those thnt

control tbe board.
After our conversaticm concludnd (all ono hllf hour of it) , the tele-

vision was once core turned on and the news as getting th-! big play.

The local station tries to play all tho little incideitts up so that tbey

all secm so huportant. Hippies aro taking over (they couldn't

even define waht a hippie was). Dogs in the service help search out Viet

Cong. Sportsce.ster's huzse ins a race. Cr.n't people sae what is happ:.n-

ing around the-1? I have been asl-ed over and over since returning, how did

the riot start? No one knows w!lat a blind pig is, and when I explain what

they are, I am told that they have to ey.ist. sonhere and it might be good

for Detroit. The riot started by a raid on a blind pig 1 say, there is

not any reoction except a detril.!.ental towxrd the Nu,Lro.

I hope that I can keep vriting every night fro:d hero on out, for I

need to try and set dcwil my thou:61as where I can study them. I feel lmt

with no one to sit down and talk to. Seriously try and think. I know

this is just the first day, but that is cy
I am getting strange looks from pasers-by and many are trying to

figure out what I an doin,. I am writing this sitting on a bus stop in

the mi.ddle of wy ho::e town at onc o'clock in the corning.
A deep study of where I belong and what I am going to do is develop-

ing within and I believe that only good con co:e frov, it_ I will probnbly

say a loE of thtnc.,2 in the futtn:e. that ore completely dumb but they will

be how I see what is happnning around m.

Here it is 5:00 p.m. a day latcr and my thinking about. life is getting

more and mDre perple:..ed. Watching the people around co live mnkes me sick.

All anyone wants to do is mike money so they can buy new houses, cars,

clothes, etc.
I have speut the whole day visiting old friends and finding out that

those old friends don't w',nt anything to do with ma until 1 have something

for tbc4.1, or do sorethin2; for them. The pace of life is very, very fast

here in the Los Ar,,,eles area ond if one does not im-,ke an appointment to

see his bast friend, he lAght Cs well forgot about seelw,i, him..

It is very evident that I could peNder happy, at least for the

present tilfle, settling down and raising a family. Livin a life where

I go to work at 8 a.m, and coTe homa at 5 p.m. lt is so frustrating to

see so mlny around with this attitudr., b,31des not caring what they can

contribute to the world.
I am so thanLiul I am c,..! and ara able to see what I do of the world

and realize there are people walking around me, not machines with a cow-

puter for brains. I was once one of those prichin2s.
I still think a lot about the ITD and of Detroit, but my thoughts are

starting to return to school and hoJ I am going to help organize the stu-

dent governm,nnt so it will be of most benefit to the students. On our
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campus, we are trying to develop a situation whore the students and
faculty have the only say in what will be taught in a class. A class

that is not dictated to the student, but one which the student munts.

Will comment more later when the operation is really put into action.

Here is another day which finds me at my parents home thinking about

where my life is goir*:; to take me. I was talking to my father this after

noon ond he said I am very strange. Strange in my a:ctions and thoughts.

He sal(' that my thoughts of love for everyone and my trying to understand

those that oppose me instead of fighting them sets ma apart: from the way

in which I wits brought up. He related that I should first of all think

about myslef and what the world con do for me. He truly believes that

no one will give anyone else anything unless there are strings attached.

Tricks! I know what he says is not true in my life for I just came from

an eight week experience that taught 1lt people do care if given a chance.

am filled with so uuch hope for this world that I can hardly believe

myself. Ent it is true. I thank you for helping mc
I believe that I am missing all of my friends form the FID more and

more as the days pass. I know what I miss tha most about them -- the

honesty 1.1:-:ny possesed. It has been hard to play the games that many are

playing with life. Many (1,41jority) that I have been in contnct with are

talking out of the sides of their mouths and even say very little that

means anything.-

Later in the semester, this Intern was able to organize and get credit

for a psych class on teaching disadvantaged children.



PrIT TMT*-1T10:.

luo eod of the Stu.1%-nt CoTt3rcs, the IntcrIL:

wc..re 4.;s1..-td to do cu-,thcr ew.liatioo of tht:, iustituts?., howover, this

v,tre r,*,tv,.n specific citiovs. 1:r2 hopc:0

to aft,?1-

the ri.:0 cud giv.: u z 1c:1.4 E.2:Lalic thn a reqae..

for fc:linT.

AlPho:1,11 of th: zsi7.cd about so-,t-asp'cts oT their

twQ et.At stficily vith thc.. ni:-.1)5ess or clr.,rly

you fc....1 ycyo apd, "Have

c1o3c fri o- in yoti?" ale

1.)(1. on yo:.:1. toh-itiohjps?

A nw pYc.M.:tOtic tr.tt not rr.11y uA),,ctcri,

thc. ons,.. to ts! resticstis. ThY proW-)le crus,-2.

wos t1r art:1 atE..):;phe of the

Institute to tL,:. everywre, ig its antithesis.

Iu ht,viu to dc,a1 w1.1.P tIe rertlity that evoryone in the

wor]d isn't dc,dicated to it better, ca'.1c:d lejection of

old w;.ly;::. th eifficulty of tran.,fc.:rrc.nc.c, is almfIst

tmpossible. The oilly cu:.wrisop. availabk for refercacL is the dif-

ficulty th3 Interns hae in tranferYinL; th2ir tra.ditionr.41

of 1(!nrinini.; to the nr,a-dirc,ct(:d, self-selectins typ;..,.. If they had

only h!.11T as tcU troulAc w)ing 171,-ick to "rp11-2." leal-nin:; as they did

corAlu frm it, thcy suffered vQ!-AL confusion apd frustration,and in

u.lny cases without any support.

The fol. QuotL:s evient the fact that thz. Interns con-

tinTAd to ch1TO durin:-J the two months after the Inctitute and



Congress. Unlike the hazy impressions found in the "IPcodiate Eval-

uation" of growth and chang.e, those quotes are articulate statevents

of feelings, skills, and accomplishment. They had b2gun to discover

what they could do in tne "real world".

How do you feet you have changed personally?

I'm more skeptical than I used to be, more selective in my friend-
ships -- I don't try to bu-Jor pc.toplo nor do I feel so bad whcn certain
people roject ma who used to call me their friends bc,cause I served a
purpose.

I'll come out and say what I think more easily. T!ril more criti-
cal of school -- bnrod to dopth!!: I don't ctudy_ half as much --
I've turned into a bit of hell raiser if that's possible in a girl's
school.

I tend more to louir,h thirK.,s ofF that aren't really important like
to Dean's disapproval of a petition my rooAe and I drew up. I'm
mixed up about the futute and miss very much being able to talk to
El)en, Jan....,Alan or Jan. It's frustrating (trying to build) similar
bonds of mutual trust with othcr people.

0.1

Change is a hmd thing to set down on paper but I can think back
to the unsettled person I was and now look at the calm, planning, and
wanting individual (I am now). I have a direction in life I didn't have.
I ha-2 been writing to members of Brainard Street, and very excited
about prospects for next sumuer. I am going back to Detroit (even
if I have to hitch-hike) next June, because I have found people that
I believe in and I believebelieve in me. If you are going to have
any programs there lat me know, or any othei city for the summer.

I saw many of my faults-- (many). I am trying to learn how
to work with peers more understandingly. My outlook toward the
social structure has grown negatively; but I have to adjust.

Change,.actions and thoughts are no longer, the mode is emphasized
differently, the style lacks what was. Aware, aware. The glimpse of
what is or what may be. To deny is to be a fool, to forget is to be
dcmned. To change is to combine knowledge and action and that re-
quires courage. I am aware, and , at sets the stage for change; if
Iabove the courage, then the change will come like darkness follows
the sunset.

OMB

It is very difficult for me to put into words how I feel that
I've changed. Through the people I interacted with and my personal
experiences many new areas of thought and concern were opened to me.
Last year.I was very apathetic, happy with the statue quo and my
life and not really too concerned about anyone else's situtation. As
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we have no control over what cavironm.-nit we will be born into, I fe.al
that those tbat do have should be concerned about tbo3c v,ho do not.
My attentions have been altered somewhat from frivolities to mltters
deserving considerationl

I find mydelf more open to people and can more readily accept
people for whatever they way be. Superficial conversation disturbs
me, I'd much rather take the time and the risk of finding out wbat a

person is really thinking and feeling.
I'd like to add that after attending the NSA Congress I've

become vitally interested in student and national aff,7irs where last

year I was oblivious to what was happonins around me.

M. 1.11

make a difference
BUT

"When I was a child I spoke Like a child,
Now that I am a man I must speak like a man". Maureen

AND
"You caa't go home again" Steve

"You don't know yourself, that's right:" Nelson.

"You must make your own decisions." Mother
"When you are forty, your friends will turn
their backs on your cuteness. " Sue Ann
"You can't just come in and tell people what
to do as if you alone knew what was best for
them. IT JUST DOESN'T WORK" Cissy
"You see a social injustice in everything!" Cheryl
"I wish I had your courage and ideas." Martha

This after ITD summer.

Please! I hope my leti_er said it. Can you refer to that?
can't add to much except to say that
1) I'm mush more sober and quiet
2) I rearely get excited about the projects going on campus. Good
things are happening but they don't e,xcite my interest any moce be-
cause it all seems so futile, and everybody's flush of idelistic
excitela6nt kind of makes me sick;
3) I can handle major personcl difficulties much better make decisions
and take steps and change things and am not so afraid; the mere thought

of frus.tration scares the hell out of me, hut I am much better able
to deal with it.
4) at this point I feel pretty good that I did not go on in my old

patterns pretenting that nothing has changed, when things are really

very different now.

EXCERPT FROM TUE OCTOBER ITD NEWSLETTER

Dear ITD,

I have been debating the past two days whether or not to write
you this letter; but after reading the TAC bi-weekly, I decided that
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you probably wouldn't both (staff) die of heart attacks, that you will

understand my response to being back in P.
First of all, as far as me changing, this is the first tim -

these 3 dnys back at school - that I've noticed a re%l difference, and
that I feel th t more is coming. Because of the people I live with,
it only took about 2 days to get talking to people who really wanted
to understand. So I haven't had the family and friends probles that
other kids in ITD have bad. At school, though, I fepl so different.
I feel much more honest and open, and anxious to get other people to
understand and try. The . conversatiolis of the past 3 days, all based

on Detroit - but no travelogues thank God, - have been beyond belief-

kids are extremely excited about the idea of developing trusting,
helping rulatienships, too.

Anyhow, to get back to what I was saying - in the middle of my
second job I got sick due to tatal exhaustion, and I spent about 20 hrs.
a day sleeping. Then I had to stay in bed for about a week and things
started coming together in my mind - or falling apart - T don't know.
As I told yo,t before, the lTD experience destroyed my self-confidence.
It also made Le think, just stop and really think where in the hell am

I going? So, I shall now quote from my journal (which I have contin-
ued)-

Sept. 14- The sumer was good in a bad way. I became totally
frustrated, lost my self-confidenc, became more confused. Living in
Detroit was sort of a struck I guess. Anyway, aftur much soul searching
and crying I have decided that I must become, for this year, a kind of
life drop-out. With all these questions on my mind, with the problem
of pulling myself back together again, I can't bear all the pres-
sures of the responsibilities of running this massive tutorial program.

I've never since high school had the freedom to explore other ways
because of my commitment. And now between the war in Vietnam and the
problems of the ghetto, I don't know where my time and conunitment should
go. At this point I think it's all games anyway, that nothing we do
makes much difference_ This is after seeing some reality this summer.
So what I'm going to do is drop all responsibility except to me
(health, mental health) and spend time thinking, looking around,
reevalu9ting the problems and the possibilities of what I can act-
ually do, doing worK te'l in war protests and in the tutorial - but not
as a leader - only as tits in with everything else. It's hard to

explain. I'm going co unofficially be advisior to the heads of
both tutorials, and to the director of one of the community schools in

Providence.
This will give me time for once in my life to tackle some of my

personal problems instead of having them always tackling me... It was
a scarey dncision to make and I felt for a while like a coward.
Afterwards, when I talked to my parents and to the other people in-
volved, they surprised me by saying they thought it was pretty great
to come to this impasse and to try to come to grips with it. Right
now I am confident about the whole thing working out.

THE END
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Well, I guess that wasn't supposed to happen. But I have to take
time to look things over arid work things out. So, that's the fate of
one intern. Still and all, we are working for social change thru
the tutorial, and this advisor business should be quite effective.

I wonder what you're thinking now. Please say something. I hope
everything is going well with you. How are the pictures coming along?
Consider that even in my cases, your work isnot lost: someday you
will be included in a book I'm writing called From Here to Insanity.

Love,

How do you feel you have chanaed personally?

Three girls..,more or less profoundly changed my attitudes and
beliefs about myself. It would be hard for me to reIate exactly how
without relating my ananlysis of the entire summer. But I can at-
tempt to summerize. What I say to myself is, that I have learned how
to be honest. This is an honesty that extends past techical honesty
to a type of honesty that shows concern for others and shows a will-
ingness to go half way. Perhaps its a willingness to be more open
with people (trusting as it were or to quote a coment from the TAC
Bi-weekly, "Love and Trust").

I'm glad I had the experience of being in Detroit, living with
such a diverse group but somehow it seemed to have negative effects
on me personally. I lost musch of the confidence and intensity of
feeling I had before coming to Detroit. Last term at CCNY held a lot
of beautiful experiences for me -- the people I met, the success of
the program, the care and love people showed me, the_respect and awe
for what was happening built up a lot of beautiful feelinss and con-
victions inside me. The summer was a challenge to everything and
I'm left unsure* somewhat immobilized.

Wow! What a question! I have gone through so many changes since
this sunuaer that it is frightening. Towards the end of the eight
weeks I had developed a very close relationship with many of the in-
terns. Although I consider myself a warm sincere person, close
friends were an exception rathe-: than a rule. I developed a neW confid-
ence in my "dubious" abilities and became convinced of my even more
"dubious': leadership qualities. Ny whole life has been reatranged
by beautiful experiences, mind blowing, and frustrations. I saw
myself in a new perspective a new depth, and I was pleased.

But you can't continue to see yourself in such a favorable
light if you are not reinforced. I guess you picked a wrong time to
send this questionnaire. After this summer, I decided I wasn't being
fair to myself -- Life is so much more meaningful if you open your-
self up to others...
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ThI s is a ci f.ituit. quc.;:t L to (im,-;-r. TL e.:,:pc.rience 1 hzid

F bet Li:L. ins I. into vh t. I tb

I AM more dissti:fic:.J with our pro,L,cat., th,In 1n t. yez..r. After Cais

sut;.1,r rzith such 1,:-foplt.' I al.) 11,uch le;,s nntisi-ied with ii v-

ifl 1. IL my littlt zi,.:.1t1.!,..L. I ALA VLICh uore intertvitud in stmlyin,6,

actt is, I have fout.d OiT aror3 which 1 woAld lik (. to stuly relatcd

to loaroiD and rencliD::, ri::1 CO: .Hcatit::)..

I grow WirlITI 1 lenrn ancl. I 1,.,.:trt.t.d has a bld

effect on rt..: beau.-1.-., I do tic:I,: ft:',1 cit 1 1 tbif: su%, er I

could z-1...1, c-1:% v"ny 7 N.:Thlt.,(1 oni!

I h:tve co-fi,1,:,:we in 1; cility 1 ,(--..)11

don't both-..r 1: n!, uoch. I ati.:!cls. r.--)1u 4,..tc.1 get thrt.

out of tL .ay.

Ny persp,letive at 0;2 1r6ttl,nt. 1 dc,n't thInk I. chaned

rodiczAly tbis suIL:1A but I did T ai le intolt. and T
suppo5:e roo svw,itivt- --- but h-ce at collr-e 7 d',n't

I a.a more err to to11. to 1w-lny evt.'zyClin, and th.,y

always m',1,;(.. ' twiTy.

1 don't Itat)w hcw to ansr..r this without tritc. I know 1.,oie

about nne th. ;0 1 talk to. I an, nJt..e IL:quire and dual with penple

internnll th-q, forHrg chinctcri:Alcs
I can h;t11(.11e pl'oble,s and failures much h2tter. his is essential b.,!-

cause. I WCIA to do vipy this I uvcr dro,rta,d of (1.:;1',J, b:.fore. As

a result of 11,!.vin dilcction la my life iu pfoble-1:: havt.. Lriscn

which arc impiotLnt nou, although they secued ualliportant b,rore tho

ITD. I have b...en trying to figure out I've chand persoonqlly since

the ITD. Awarenc.s:., awnroncsc of sensitivity an:, a wair,.mt' feeling

towards people I can L.:'.ntion at the mo-.1.ent. To be honest, I spent
only a fraction of the amount of tin2 I sbould.

I feel I have gainc.d more coilfidence in myself upon returning from

the mainland and going through the intensive training of ITd. I

see this change when I'm taking in front of large groups and especially
with the students in my classroom. I'm not as fearful as before in
talking to people and becaus,e of this, I can express myself better.

In addition, I feel I have become more independent in my thinking

and actions.. I have noticed that I'm doing things now that I have
never done before my trip to Detroit. Also I see myself speaking
more freely and openly, and seeing that my ideas or points are clari-

fied.

awl

I think I've become more self-assured in my own abilities as a
potential leader. I find myself not so afraid to throw out ideas
which I think are worthwhile.

I think that I am a much more aware person. I care more as far as

things which are vital in this world. Rather than letting.

else do-all the work, I am now ready to take an active par:t. T value
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people more, and I realize that I must have resp,-,ct for those whom I

care little for personally. There are situtations which I simply can't

change. Rather than worthless worry, I think that I am now strong

enough to accept what I can't change.

Encompassings: The Cosmos is a Groove

Scc:2 Truths:

I. Flowers are all equal
2. This place is here and that place is over there and they are both

valid.
3. We all love to specify moons and stars; they are good things to

specify.

4. "Fixing the hole where the rain comes in."

5. Pies exist and that is all that matters about pies.

6. One is love and we do not know what two is.

7. Yes. Things some people think:

1. More sensitive
2. More confused
3. More fun
4. More loving
5. Crazy as hell
Dad thinks'I'm more mature, but that is because I don't argue with him

a lot like I used to and that is because lots of what he says is ir-

relevant, but he is not irrelevant. He is an equal flower like every-

body and I didn't used to know that. Mom doesn't know, she eyes me

losts, she thinks #5 and #2, she is okay though.

Changes are:
Pies matter
Peace matters
"Try to realize, .it's all within yourself"

"What would you do if I sdng out of tune?

Would you sit up and walk our on me?"

There was a professor from low school at the party and he was

very, vety smart and he was a liberal. I was supposed to jump up and

say "yes" "Oh, true" and "Right!" Wallace is wrong." I sat and

heard him talk to another; he was not saying something. They explained

the theoretical disputes between Carl Marx and Max Weber in sociology

59; all I could important idea was they were in bed together and no-

body saw -- one guy even walked in the bedroom, said "excuse me an

minute, Marx and Max. But you forgot to say about status incongruence."

They said "OK, give us a few minutes'and we'll get right of it." But

although they meant to do status incongruence and even cognitive dis-

sonence for that man, they never got to it because they had to sleep

because that mattered much.
Marx and Max are lovers and that is nice, We all love Marx and Max

and we wish them both the best of luck.

Somebody many years later did status incongruence but that was too

bad because they could have listened to cigarette smoke instead.

"Do you need anybody"
"I need somebody to love"
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"Can it be anybody"
"I want somebody to love"
Oh, Tom and Susie, it is so, so hard. Why do I have to tutorial, to
clnss, to peace-in-Vietnam, to student rights, to concious. I'm

goin!, to fail a lot of hours this tir:..:!; I will be drafted. I will

go to prison because I cannot army. I will try, I will try to aroy;

but I cannot -- I cannot even school. Oh what shlll I do shrill I do,

shall I do, Oh waht: shall I do, Darlinz Billy? T have been to see

my life; she's the apple of my eye. Oh what shall I do, my darling

young one?
Tomorrow I will be able to cLtss some and to social interaction scv..e
and to (?) so= but T a:;. very scared because each day I am able to do
those thinsv soe but each day it is less than the day before. My God!

The Interns knew thatthey had changed, and the staff knew that the

Interns (and the staff) hnd chancd, but did the rest of the world

feel the irpact? Yes, and u.ostly for 012 bettc.r, but soi.c.: pareuis

wre dubious a5 to the radical niture of the ch..:Age. Their kids had

even more active social consciences thcm they had before, and they

were talking to their parents like people! Friends fotind thr.m to he

new people wjtb familiar faces.

My folks told ma I changed very muchbrainwashed is the word
they used. When I came home I told the1i-1'm moving out of the house,
dropping out of school, working for VISTA, am serious about a girls, etc.,
etc., etc.,--Actually, I wa=:n't very sensitive to my parents' feelings--
I hit thcm with too much too fast. But they've responded very well.
It makes me kind of ashc,med that I didn't trust them enough before to
be honest with them. I think I've become closer with my parents, but
I've also seen the need to break away from hometo do things on my own.
My close friends have been just great. Most of them are a couldle of
years older than me and have experienced a lot more than I have. When
I came back, I found that ue were saying a lot of the same thingsI
found that that they had experienced the same things I've experienced
during the sumerin other ways--really the summer sort of caught:me
up with them--it showed me what really gi_eat people they are. You
can contact my folks if you like--just be prepared to be cursed at for
what you did to their son.

Ims 41

It's harder now for me to get along with my parents, because my
outlook on life is so opposed to their perspectives. I communicate a
lot less, because it's too much of a hassle explaining why certain
things are so important to me and why I'm not really unhappy about sac-
rificing thing important to them.

My closest friend saw me as being less satisfied with th,2 things
I was doing.
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A few of the closest people to me have notice and mentioned changes

in me. There has been a change in some of my attitudes, such as my feel-

ings abou the Viet-Nam war and about Negroes fighting to improve things

for themselves. Some of my former convictions have been strengthened

and thus I feel more strongly about them, which comes out when sharing

ideas
These changes in my line of thinking has brought me nearer to my

sister's and brother-in-law's train of thought,.which has brought me

closer to them. I know that they are very happy with the effect this

summer's experience has had on me.
Here at the University I've found that I'm no longer on common

ground with many of my acquaintances from last year, who are as apathetic

and self-satisfied as I was last year. Any talk of social change is only

a threat to their comfort.
Returning to campus this year is really rather exciting, as I've

become aware of the existence of many wonderful people here, who I can

relate to and grow from.
IMO

. Yes, at first. I can't remember what they were. Pam said I try

so hard at everything. Mother thinks I've grown up--She said that
1) I haven't decided exactly what role I want to play in life

2) that I expect everyone to like me immediately like'in the sense of

know and trust--I do this because I trust them, but it just doesn't

happen.
Stephen says that I'm still his favorite pal. Don said I'd changed, he

didn't tell me how, and Mike Mc Graw said I'd changed (look different)?

My mother accepts me as an adult and a human being for the first

time. It suprised the hell out of me, I was ready for a huge battle.

One of my friends did say that I had changed, in what way, he didn't

say, but I realized at the same time that he was a much deeper human

being too.
Besides this no one has come off the street and said, "God! You've

changed!"

Only one or two close friends have noticed the real change in me.

All my other friends have merely noticed that I have lost my passive

quietness. I can relate better to everyone. I am more patient with those

I don't understand. I can cope with the ones I am frustrated with. My

family has noticed a big change, and they are still witholding judge-

ment.
11,

Relatives haven't seen me since I don't know when. Friends --

oddly enought losts of people went thru the same type of changes I went

thru either thru natural means -- falling in love -- artificial means

like being Vistas, etc. So we're all thinking along the same tracks,

all trying to achieve "significant' realtionships in the U. community.

We're sort of doing it with each other but it's sort of frustrating

that we can't have the stuff we know is so good all the time. Effects

on relationships? Made old realtionships better in that we all have

new insights into ourselves and others and we want to really get some-

where with them. Better means I feel more.activeness in my relationships

with people. We're not just staying in one place but I really feel we're

growing somehow and in some direction. I've felt'stagnant since I was
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13 al,d it's re'lly excitin'3 to be mpvin3. That was re-:11y sti:i.rficial

but I just haven't b_ca in auy on-: place Ion.; enou:11 yet.

I've only been hoL",.:1 foa': dr.:s since the ITO. Ch:-.n,es arc ol,vious,

however, bec.9use y attitudes towards relaLives and frif.,ad3 112,ve c01%Q

about, I can't give a f)it
Ny fathot thins I wcrry too mu,:h abol:Lt my problc: at bo:ac:. T

sometiLc worry aboit Ny mAher dof-sn't know hel-e its at. a

only hopl. can hclp my bzoth,;.,r and sisnr, but it's hard wc.n I t1 away

frola ho:,.

Yes - my rte says I'm wore aL)att.:ic to...:arcl school work,

staud up norc for 1.,112t 1 thin': is riL,ht, and I'm L'ore

Talk ct. to V.'. Re,ulLs bc:n good with

my fricc:s, ittOlfici:..ot to b,:"1 vjf1.1 fc.culty

My rcletior,J V;th Is 11:we pc_c_tly bccauso I'm

honc,if wit!, tL porl L;Qc to 1- up or Lc11 whot thry

thin!: .' I tiiU V p thr, roof.
11.10 MI6

I thiul: pc:ople cloLe peo1,1(. sce I an st.ulp.:.d aLd

but thc.y S6;i1L0 tlii. iu Co:_-)oitt. 1- Au thinks I'H ou

the w,ty to Lccoli) o rcvolutioL"ry oul is (Ilvd thAf I c::no looLc.r E0t-

isficd with th., :sc.; GI" to 30 kids. fatficr

Lk I s:..t fuz a ti-- to juL,,.t think. And

a wild lody who t(aoL,:: ot Sc1-)1 o;" snle, "God, it's

ju;st C L tO w%tch yi7.0 Ejo,: up!:" r(LL-1:ct. t ',on. (but de.r1,n

it -- I still lwve to aJ to b2. ablc, to do thi you believc

it? My .T.:oth says I Lave to give her to gro..; oat of her old

habits.)

Father than rely only sec,z)ni,l-hoqd rem:ts of 1io-,7 friends perceived

the Tntcrns as chnnd, we cont.acted them (with the Interns' help) and

asked them directly what changcs they saw in thcir friends.

*She's a little bit less arrogant, because she notes reactions to

her arrogance. She notes reactions people have to her and adapts her

behavior accordingly. She's a little less self-assured.

knows that he made mistakes and vas immature this summer. He

has become vore sensitive and is not afrdid to be honest. He has a new

perspective of himself. In all, he gained a greater capacity to under-

stand people through the ITD.

*She opened up and learned about herself -- her role in groups.

She used to dominate and assume responsibility but has learned through

the ITU how people can function together -- even made up of very differ-

ent people.
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*He has the ability to deal with many types of people now. Before

he was restricted and shied away from some. He's a more social type

person now than before. This is good, because he wasn't social enough.

He seem more confident and has good ideas the people down here aren't

ready for -- he'S trying though. It takes time. He has modified

some of his ideas since Detroit. He's never nonchalerit or indifferent

and more mature. He changed for the better.

*Lots of changes -- before Detroit she was involved here with the

tutorial. She really thought that she was making a difference and that

things could be accomplished through this. After Detroit the first

Ching she did was resign completely, and she now has very little af-

filiation with it. Howelier, she seems to be getting more involved

with it again. She was disillusioned with programs of this type in

September. She felt that she was doing more harm than good by making

people content in their position. She was a happy "saint? to the se-

gregated of Che city; went and smiled at everybody. She's never

gotten back to that. I don't imagine that she will. She had some sort

of "loss of innocence". The T-Group brought a new awareness of things

in herself. She is working things (changes) in better now. She's

more questioning about what part she can play in the things she found

natural before...can't continue the same things. She got an awful lot

out of the ITD. For the first month afterwards she was pretty depress-

ed and didn't talk about it. It took her a whole semester to sort out

the summer, but good came of it.

*1 saw a big change when she came back. She had been a tremendous

bookworm, but now she was less interested in school and more interested

in the world, world affairs, and outside activities. She's happier --

more adjusted socially, more self-confident. Our relationship is

much, much more open.

*She is less concerned ab o.t herself. She used to be concerned

mainly with social things -- like dances. She realized that she had

been superficial and is now trying to be more meaningful. She is

transferring schools from a small to a large in an att.empt to find

more meaningful, diverse people around her. She was very close to the

people this summer and was miserable leaving them.

*Things that she had never thought about before are very import-

ant to her-now. She takes more diversified courses -- like Negro

history -- generally showing more concern. Complains that she can't

communicate with people who just don't understand, but she's more

willing to try to talk. She is more outgoing. It's 'been remarkable .

the last few weeks -- back at school she's more content, much better

adjusted. Our relationship is more open -- freer.
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PTANS F 0 i UUTW.

Mit followitc, st.tcLion is co.lpritnA of extensive quoteo from the

InterJ' plarL-; fur their hom- tutori-Ils writtLn at. th tine as

the evoluution, don._ do,-in3 tLQ lrot 0.tys of thc.: Institulo. Unlcsr

you aie sp:cifically intccc,tc.1 iu inoovative fol

you night sivply There AVO., hOWE'VC-ry a nui,1)(T of stnteiTen

in the ci:inte,1 Tnternb note chvogcs in th,,,Jelvex, co-

celnioc-, their attitur.!.: aw.1 V N,3 tff..ard totoiials. In th.;v

they al-e of: a V(Iti dy frc hilully act pti i1. tvtorials c_s

valu%blc, to eliti ,) lo sliliLy of th:!1) ( rtuall,

being 1i -,i11v1.

(The vai:os wil) be to yoo, bot th,..:.se are thir real ooes.)

Dan PrPietro
Thule hob a chronic poble in m) hoit tutori.t1 with a lack

of cou.Inie,;.tiuJ hert:,.en thy ad'Iinistra:ion and the tutors. I plan
to introf.loce thL. Ln-f: or s1,13 to try to alleviate this diffi-

culty. Therc s-,A.1 group.: would e:2.ch have a leadec a.-Ld they would

discuss pc:rson-1 difficultis.as well ar difficultie.1 concerning their
role as a tutor. Giving the tutors an increased voice in running
the progrz,n will increr.so their coittm..:nt. On the srtV2 note, increas-

ing the participr,tioo of the tutees, especially in the Adult Education
Progrwl, will moae them fcel clsocr to the tutorial. Ny plan is to
move tolmid eventvrtl tal-e over of the above proram by the conunity.
In the other progrci.in involving gralqrr school children, there has
been vp to riow no cotnity involveli'ent. It'll be difficult to get
comraunity involvunt when we've bc..In so lax thus far. However,
I've leart,ed that colliwunity involvement is vital to the success of a
tutorial. Another thirg we're working on is to get more of a committ-
ment of the university facilities to out tutorial.

Lill DeJacc,her
1. Change basic philosphy of the program flora the strict academic

line to emphasis on building a close personal relationship between
tutor and tutee and directing the tutoring toward the tutees' interests
rather than forcing mr-J11 or reading down his throat.

2. ICeeruitment -- publicity by person71,1 contact and interesting
speakers: (faculty, tutors, parents) to get people Other than educa-

. tion luajors involved in the program. May even get high .school students
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involved.
3. Orientation -- Careful explanation of goals of program (i.e.

as stated above) Resource people, films ad Of9rag1meeting of tutor

to generate enthusiasm and clarify person motive Of tutors for tutor-

ing plus establish personal goals and ecpectations. Resource people

should include teachers, parents, tutors psych. professors

4. Tutor training -- Brain storming on creative techniques.

Meetings of tutors over lunch to discuss, problems, ideas, etc. Re-

source people as in orientation but on more specific topics according

to tutors' need.
5. Explanation of program to school. I as chairman would have

main responsibility for this.

6. Changes in method of tutoring. Tutoring on basis of personal

relations plus interests of tutee as well as academic needs. Meetings

between tutee's parents and tutor. Mote sessions per webk; Lcan

see 3 hour sessions per week for a starter.

7. Evaluation of program. Tutor reports - I really would like

to see a journal but I have to see what the reaction will be. Eval-

uation by staff of program in form of written report for file.

8. Matching of tutor and tutee according to interests not

haphazard matches on basis of first come first se%-ved.

Judith Logel
In dealing with individuals involved in tutorials, I have formed

ideas about how effective tutorials are and could be. My opinion of

present tutorials is negative because they are not functioning in

their most effective capacity. Tutorials are the brainstorms of con-

scientious college "do-gooders" and they add up to ineffectual, presti-

gious campus organization that add status to the university. I am

being overly harsh but, I think my criticim can be validly directed

at many tutorials.

To redirect tutorial aims, I think college sty-rats should con-

sider "how broad is the scope of their tutorial?" Are they interested

in giving the college tutor a better perspective of reality? Are

they interested in helping a few tutees through personal contact with

them? In the present structuring of tutorials, these goals are

attained. If this is all the tutorial staff is interested in, then

there is no reason to read on. But I see tutorials, perhaps too

idealistically, as a small, but forceful element for social change.

I envision college students as assuming a more passive role in

setting up a tutorial. They should be the catalysis that advise the

community in organzing their own tutorial. This will be a difficult

but not unrealistic task. It may mean that college studens will be

the major component in organizing, but they will gradually fade out.

They will infiltrate the tutorial with high school students who will

benefit trmendously from the association with these young children.

It will also develop a sense of responsibility in the high school

students which will enable them to help themselves. This idea is

probably the very basic foundation of my philosophy concerning tutorials.

cannot see white, middle-class do-gooders as having long range effect

on the housing, unemployment, and educational problems of these minority
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.clases. The Negroes, for example, vust develop a. sense of responsibi-

lity for tbeir r::ce. They mus.t.become acutely aware of the problem
they are encounteling and how th,.y eau help thelves. Tutorials as

they tow stand is a prir,1 exai)lo of the wilite power structure ic,..ul-

pulating tbe Negro (et al) colLunity under the auspices of belpIlig.

MY words ar forceful, but I will not apologize for them. My tutor-

ial cony fail uisel:ably but I wi.11 risk it.

Silsap.floirt..0

We Ld planned in M-ty to ch-nL;.0 the ad:LinistiaLion so tht. the

tutors tha prog-ai, direction. 'ibis Eaeans dividinLr, the kids into

s7-1.1] grovip, all tutoring, the sai.1, grade. They meet fo-o.i.,11y et

least on(:e a mwith to ,diseuss vh t th,y'ro doing -- probJe,
crentl\c They will mcot with t1/: tc-x.ter totos (train, d n,igbbor-

hood mothc::.), Also, they ean invit( in lt.'OLYCC people -- school so-
cial worer, teachrs, profefs, etc. Also, lots 1,1-)re

kids will pe3.foli. ad: I.Distr,:tive ftrictioor. arltchivg tutors z,nd tutees,

settin up trip:., gettin:2, special pregre:.s.

I woaid )11-e to L.:.-Le furthei chnge: We Were going to pttt the

ter tutor;, into diffel-c nt. seh:.)ols tho vhLre childrt..n go --

this 3 ne)y is very v,roa',. Also, I thinL th-t to reolly Let at

lcast this 114.-er,11 illto the neil,borho,d.'s vhst I sbould do is

got tuto7s fro., I!. I, Junior Col1LL%e wherk kids flor.1 the

area go on to shcool. ol( of ther. could 7,e:-t year becule

the head tutor 5w:teed of a Broyn student. Just gettirT, a lot of those

kids into s)] gioup.-; snot,ld prop-; it. Also, wt 11.VL bLen

opposd to payS t.Le tutors -- but no'.7 I think it would be good to

get neighLorLood NiC Li&, into thy proLL. That's about a.;:. far Ds l've

gotten in thinl-ing (;but. hod to svritch control over to the neighbor-

hood... We have becn concerned w:.th rL.5,1,7 the gi.nerc.) Lhite population

of the Last Side of Providence (..::,:;re of and tak responsibility for sme

of these problcils. Th4.t's good to sorde extent. Nov7 we have to gct

the people in the Nro area in control usinF, LIE as their rt,sources

on request.

YT3st.
Structurally there hos been iittle chalv,e in how I plan to work

with the progr:',A next. year I woJld like to see iL develop along the
general lincs set forth in the "Plans fot Exilin,ionu section of my re-

port; there is plenty there to kf_,ep the prograta busy for a year. How-

ever, this suu.aLr has affected my attitutdes toward what a tutorial'
should be and tbese attitudes ar- presented to a certain extent in the

"Coordinator's Comtaents and Suggestions" sections. My experiences in
the ITD have greatly strengthened my formerly weak belief that our
program is too much concerned with, image, and structure and too little

concerned with meaningfulness. I've come to believe that academically,

tutorials aren't worth a damn. If they have any worth at all, it is

a personal worthQ

John Lundy
ln my home tutorial I plan to implement some of the things I've
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learned in sensitivity training in train4ng tutors. What I'm most in-

terested in is that they learn to listen to the tutee and to under-

stand his needs because of that listening.

My concept of community organization that was picked up.from Morley
will relate directly to the tutorial i.e. the use of a middle class
surrounding community to tutor in the Soutn Jamica area and through
interaction to bind the two communities into one.

Lena Waki
There are three areas in our tutorial program back home where I

would like to make some improvements and they are
1. More comprehensive orientation

a. break up into small g-oups -- discuss tutoring in general --
have tutors actively participate

b. film about tutoring -- discussion on film
c. present some creative tutoring techniques -- the importance

of creative tutoring.
d. to develop better understanding between tutor and tutee
e. role of tutor -- personal gains

2. Training
a. small group discussion on problems of tutoring
b. role playing
c. 1 to 2 training sessions a month
d. more creative techniques presented
e. more information about materials and supplies available to

them
3. Recruitment

a. get more high school students to tutor elementary students.
b. more publicity in rerruiting education major -- tutoring

as a means of fulfilling rLquired field experience credit.

In addition, I would like to see the following accomplished.
1. Master tutor

a. A trained master tutor to advise a group of tutors.
2. Library

a. A library rich of supplies where tutors may go in and out
freely. As for myself, I would like to head a tutorial program in my

home-town, Waimanalo. This program vill be directly affiliate .. with

the main tutorail program in Honolulu. But s.nce it is located in the
country, I could spend most of my time working and establishing a large

group of tutors. Also, since I will be practicing teaching this
coming semester, I won't be on campus at all, so most of my time will

be spend at home.

What I would like to do is recruit tutors both in high school and

college,who are living in Waimanalo. Also I would serve as a master

tutor to this group. I would like to conduct my own orientation and

training session.

Lynn shalptimi

I. Turn the emphasis of the program from academics.to learning by:
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A. orientation which thru the use of small groups brings the tutors
around to an awarness of why they are tutoring, what they can
hope to accomplish etc.

B. in-service training which'll give them the technical skills
needed.
1. Tutorial Seminars-once a month seminars by professors, com-

munity people etc on pertinent topics e.g. innovations in
education in public schools to Negro rights in Ann Arbor.
Free to tutors, small charge to others.

2. Workshop Series-periodic workshops planned by advisors on
e.g. New Math, use of food reinforcements, role-playing etc.
by faculty from Ed., Pysch., Social Work, Center for Research
on Learning and Teaching etc.

C. Getting parents more involved and more aware of aims of the
Project
1. Parents will be invited to participate without a vote at

Central Staff meetings. Also will be asked to be consul-
tants to advisors to give tutors ideas on what they want
kf.ds to learn etc. Eventuolly have a jr hi coasultant,

consultaTtt etc. as voting staff members. Then perhaps (in
about a millioh years) parents will becol,:a the coordirators
and students would serve as resource personnal.i.e. just
reverse of what it is starting to be now.

II, Revamp the structure of the advisory groups. Tutors will probably
be allowed to choose from a few types of groups cog-. Ce.aeral Advi-
sory whore probleils are discussed and specialists etc. called in

7-10 tutors with tutees in about same grade; Sublect Groups for
tutors with kids needing help mainly in one area Laving as an advi-
sor a person proficient in that field (ra-)st).y for jr. high and hi

school tutors) ; Inforw-t1 Advisory for e.g. ea.perienced tutors who
feel they need only minimum support, faculty and parent tutors who
don't have time Lo attend lots of sessions etc.;
Experimental Groups: (5-10 at most in each group with experience
advisor)
A. Parent tutors -- comiounity WON011 with spare time

B. Hi School tutors -- probably soue of the kids we've been tutoring
working with el. kids. I'd like to get school cr4it arranged;
Pam said it's been dohe somewhere.

C. Small group tutoring -- 2 advisors on jr. hi level are working
out a program with 14 pairs. 2 regular sessions 1:1 ratio but
one in a large hall or building where all pairs are together,

1 session of some group activity, movie, dance, trip etc0
planned by the kids followed by general discussion; 1 session
spent in groups of e.g. 3 pairs working on maybe reading ex-
ercises. (per month schedule)

D. Adult Ed. - maybe equivalency program, maybe discussion groups
lead by active parents, maybe typing, sewing classes lead by
parents.

III. More use of University resources by creating a Faculty-Community
Board mostly to get money using big names.

IV. Film Program -- Weekly films will be shown at some central place
and 'tutors will be given a schedule. They're interesting educa-

tional films, believe it or not.
V. Negro History Class - run by a Negro sorority and offered to
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tutees as a sort of second session per week.

VI. Project Newsletter - monthly to inform tutors of important staff

decisions, state and TAC news, and happenings around Ann Arbor

VII. Tutor Study Area - small room in the undergraduate library for

tutors having pertinent literature etc.
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FOLLOW-THROUGH ON TUTORIAL PLANS

The post re-entry questionnaire also asked about the progress of the

individual tutorials but it was sent to the Interns too early in the se-

mester for them to give much indication of progress since the tutorials

had just started functioning for the semester on most campuses. Campus

visits, however, provided a clear picture a few months later. The train-

ing staff found the Interns acting as directors who involved their tutors

as much as possible in the planning and running of the tutorial. They

began doing so by having innovative orientations using role playing, non-

verbal exercises, creative small groups, and, thus, helping the tutors

to relax and open up. Responsibility seemed to be shared liberally,

and many directors are offering seminar discussions on issues of poverty

and speci:ic problems of tutoring for their tutors to further involve

and educate them.

QUESTION: How is the tutorial !)rogressing? Have ypur plans for the tu-

torial been modified?WA*

Ken Benham
Our tutorial at Cabrillo College was a gigantic success this past

summer and the interest it created is unbelievable. We now have about
25 tutors wanting to do something with our project "Follow-up." We now
have the beginnings of a year round project, with thoughts from every
tutorial I could become acquainted with while I was in Detroit. We have
two major programs listed below.

S u Water.: Kids grades one through four (six weeks, four hours a day;
six field trips).

Fall and Spring: Off campus tutoring of kids in summer program and

Will sit down and glve a bigger break down soon. Kind'a busy now.

Richard Ma's;:i

For adequate structure and organization -- fairly well. For meaning-

fulness and quality -- fairly badly. Plans have been modified. If I can

On campus tutoring of college aze. Setting up a file and
phone index for homework tutoring.

others. (Five days a week, one hour a day; field
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get up enough interest in myself for the tutorial, I will make some at-
tempts (plans already made with Ed Stokes (TAC field coordinator for
Southeast) and Alabama's people's help) to consolidate control of the
board of directors in my hands so that I can begin to make the program
move toward "higher quality" (e.g., less paternalism, more parent in-
volvement, more "personal interaction" emphasis; more "love"). It all
seems kind of silly and political though. I think I'll get started in-.
stead:(?)

Manni Wright
Yes, somewhat...I'm a VISTA/CCO now. Very frightened by wiut I

expect of myself and my own sense of what I should do. There is a gap

between them. Tutorials are not "the answer", perhaps not even "an ans-
wer." If they are just a placebo, well then, there are also a foothold
into a community. In VISTA, I may wind up as a full time tutorial man
so I may have to content myself with the notion that some tutor that I
introduce into the cowniunity will involve himself in a larger way.

Dan DiPietro
We still have a lot of organizational problems that could really

jeapordize a lot of the good things that are happening. We've got over
200 tutors from St. John's and the possibility of getting over 100 high
school kids to tutor. Transportation is a real problem -- also, little
things like getting out letters and other administrative things done never
seem to be carried out smoothly. One thing that John and I brought back
from ITD to our tutorial is what we call a 5 to 1 plan. Five new tutors
would be in a group with one tutor with experience. This group would
discuss problems that come up in tutoring, creative tutoring techniques
and anything at all.. My conception of it is to have a very loose struc-
ture -- don't make group meetings mandatory -- let the group decide if,
when, where, and hy to meet -- this idea isn't completely compatible with
others on the executive board,

Linda DeWitt
The tutorial is progressing very well so far. Fiore people were made

aware of the existence of the tutorial center; and the method of recruit-
ment of tutors was different this year so that the people who are now
tutors show real interest and concern so that I don't thInk that they
will drop out. The tutors are developing close relationships with the
tutees outside of the tutoring sessions. The tutors are familiar with
the child's parents and home environment so that they can better under-
stand the behavior of the tutee. Also, the tutors seem to enjoy the
sharing of problems and experiences with other tutors in discussion ses-
sions, which is also new to Valpo's project this year.

The only real modification of my plans is that we have not had tutor
training sessions, and although they will happen in the future, they will
not be as intensive as I had thought.

Pam Ritter
Our tutorial is constantly changing as the needs of various agencies

change. When I started ITD, the agencies I thought.we would be servicing
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never did participate in the program. We are only a part of a volunteer
organization and consequently, our tutoring program must conform some-

what to this format. Presently, we are servicing six places, five come
munity centers, and one program (as opposed to one last year) and two

part time paid advisors (as opposed to one last year). Recruitment is

slow, partly due to the fact that TCU dropped in enrollment because of
higher tuition rates. This has also led more people to work, thus having

less time to volunteer.

JoAnn Klassen
We are doing an adequate job of getting new tutors which really is

not difficult because once the program is known, it sells itself. We

are in the process of modifying the program at one of the schools due to

the foresight of a concerned principal. One to one tutoring with no
training shoed no worthwAile results last year so we are attempting
some work with groups (not more than five children to one tutor) with

some training.

Judy Los;e1
Although Susaa and I have stimlated much excitement concerning

tutorials, we are becoming a bit impatient with administrative details.
We are waiting to meet Manny Newsome, state director of TUTEOR, so we
can match wits and get going. Next week should be the beginning of the

tutorial as a functioning body. (Keep your finge3b crossed.)

Developments thus far:
1) Office space in Student Activities Center. Administration has

been great. They have been supplying us with anything we need. The Dean

considers the project essential to supplewent the education of students.
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2) A fantastic faculty sponsor.
3) Work study money for 10-15 hours a week.
Our program will probably look like this:

4 hours -- tutoring
2 hours -- reporting, programming tutoring sessions
2 hours -- general discussion and conferences ori problems

among tutors
2 hours -- lectures, seminars with psychologists, city ad-

ministrators, teachers, gbetto people, social
workers, etc.

lynn Shapiro
Plans have been enlarged since June, but we were planning all suymer

so it's hard to distinguish ITD influence from Ann Arbor influence. We're

progressiag great. Facts:
1) Approximately 100 more tuLors than last year.
2) Coordinators taking full responsibility for running autonomous

programs to which Central Staff supplies administrative resourcer

and programatic aid on request and support (whatever that is).
a) Upper I coordinator using four churches as centers and having

one mother (hopefully) working with each center-advisor.

b) Junior high: small group tutoring guy teacbing film making,
photography -- babe who used to dance with...(unclear) teaching



dance. Some Negro sorority girls doing stuff with Negro

history. Educational film techniques being experimented with.

c) High School: plot 1011 work with elementary kids. Some will

be used as project aides to plan program stuff for rest of

project.
d) (Unclear)...Pilot group tutoring during school day taking kids

out cy° classes.
3) Parent Coordinator responsible only for working on parent involve-

ment.
4) Probability of setting up a project ,7.t Maxey Boy's training school.

5) Working with teachers here for a year learning new "teachniques"

for teaching in the Inner city. They're helping in Sumpter and

in our Detroit Pilot. Believe it or not, some guy gave us store-

front and office on 12th Street and we have two black guys running

it -- hopes to get up a center for homework help and sort of like

a cafe. Our faculty advisor made a contact with a black junior

high around 12th Street and they said "come on in." What, if any-

thing, we'll do there is yet unsure.
6) We have two staff meetings one week. One for administration and

one for "issue-discussion." Going well so far. A lot of stuff

has come out into the rpen.
There's other stuff but I can't keep track of it all yet. Tsk, tsk,

poor administrator!

QUESTION: How are meetings going? Are you more effective in them now

Simu2u.were before the. ITD? What dloi_you learn about participating

in group meetings that has helpeLypu most?

Judy Loafl
haven't been able.to Apply group dynamics in a meeting with our

tutors primarily because we haven't met yet. But the ITD methods have

been very effective in my SNEA group. Since I'm generally a quiet person,

I'm very cognizant of these people in a group and have successfully tapped

their talents in many cases. It's fantastic to see how much these people

can offer -- very rewarding.
Even in group discussions, I have found a different approach to

people. I see different perspectives of problems and try to stimulate

discussion with a pertinent question. I have spoken to TAC staff of the

education department about the learning method employed by you and Tom

this summer. I would like to see the learning method employed in the

group meetings used in classrooms. You can learn and it's enjoyable.

Dan DiPietro
I think I may be more effective at meetings. For one thing, I'm

able to bring out points which I think are important without beating

people over the head with them. Second, I am able to get a sense of the

general feeling of a group better than before. I can come out of a meet-

ing wlth a feeling for where the group's at and where it's going. I'm

really not extremely -atisfied with my performance at group meetings --

I'm still inarticulate at times, I can get turned off easily (not as
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easily as before, though). One thing I've learned,from the ITD is that
T can get turned off, to a person -- not because of what he says, but how
he says it -- little idiosyncrasies of a person can prejudice me to what
he's saying. Now that I realize this, I can deal with it when it happens.

Lili DeJneeher-0

Our first meeting is next week. We've been workirs, on the preli-
minaties since school started -- visiting schools, matching tutors,
scheduling, etc. I don't expect to carry the ball at the meetings --
the tutors volunteered so they must have some reasons for doiDg so and
ideas on what they want to accomplish. I'm being non-directive.

Rine Folvsn
Meetings are a bit different -- there's a core of people accepting

much more responsibility in giving meetings some direction. Staff meet-
ings leave people physically wrecked, but the tutor mecting left people
interested in the pro6ram, but somewhet bewildered by all the additions.

I feel less effective at me,etins bocoure I'm in midstruem deciding
how directive I. should or shouldn't be, lotting people vq-ru up to evch
other's thinking conflicts with tack pressure and expediency.

Richard Messi
The coi,-JAinication process is clearer to me and ey seneitivity is

greater and 1 am more effective, but ret offe(Aive enee,:,h. As far as
group meetings go, my greteet hclpful harninf,,, hes been the caring ,bout
what "non-palticipants" think end looking for signs of what people arc
thinking other than just their W:rrds.

But it's much more meoningful to be sensitive about spaghetti or the
sound of cigol:ette smoke than ahout tutorials. Tutorials and Wallace aed
Galbraith, etc. arc all drags.

Patty Uren
Silent little old we hes become quite a terror. I have spoLen before

th2 Freehman Cato on, the student body, run discussion group at a youth
retreat, spokLa to the Board of Directors, the faculty, talk constantly
at student council and curriculum comAittee meetinL;s, and heve sevcnty
tutors under my thumb. I also hove nine frightened young freslminn as
counselees who hang on my every word. The thing which has been most
beneficial to me has been the fact that ono has to speek what. he be-
lieves. I now realize that my ideas are not completely ignorant, and 1
should voice them rather than be so concerned about other people's thouhts.

Lin:la DeWitt
The meetings among tutors are going well. After about the first ripet-

ing, people talked fairly freely aud there was considerable enthusiastic
sharing of ideas as we broe up into smaller groups. There has been pretty
much contact between the four staff mealbers and the tutors so that the
atmosphere is coofortable.

I believe that I've become more effective in meetings, as well as
classroom participation, because I've overcome some of my hangups due
to feelings of inferiority and inadequacy.
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What is really helpful to group discussion is: to try hard to keep

your mind open to other's ideas; to not have a strong authority figure;
to reinforce others with "feedback."

Manni Wright
A) I listen more, really try to hear what is said. I ask myself

the question I'm about to throw out, and if I can answer it, then I don't

ask. Also, I clarify openly what has been stated so that others under-
stand that I understand chem, then I can ask questions or make comments.
People will listen to me, generally, but I prefer to clarify discussions
rather than add to them, now. I feel more capable to structure a meeting
(get people together and offer them something) and to handle questions
and to put people at ease. The give a:nd take of the meeting (when people
offer each other something) and the problems which arise from that are
still pretty much new territory. (i.e., insults, tears, jokes, irrelevancy,
lengthiness, resolutions, ending of meeting, changing topics. and such.)

B) A democracy does not settle problems effectively if the minority
is unwilling to go along with the majority. Perhaps a "consensus" is

better and more workable: that is, everyone understanding each other's
point and can do its work without minority approval or help, then it should

proceed. If the majority needs the minority, it must use sense and logic

and tact to persuade the minority. If it needs the minority, cannot
persuade the minority, cannot compromise with the minority, then it must

join the minority! There is an obligation upon the more dynamic, bois-
terous, and verbal members of the group to the non-speakers. First, the
"leaders" of debate must encourage the non-speakers to agree or disagree.
Second, the "leaders" must be sensitive to occasional utterances of non-

speakers -- just as sensitive to the short statement of the non-speakers
as to the longer statements of the "leaders". (A pearly drop of wisdom

contrasted with a sea of useless striving.) Thirdly, silence does not

indicate agreement. (Every notion of law, every code of ethics cries

out that silence does signify agreement, but the "leader" would be a

fool to depend on that theory. A fool ot a dictator.)
Also, listen -- what are people really saying? Ask them. Trust --

be aware of motives (mine and their possible ones) but don't rely too

heavily on anything but actions. Be honest -- at least with myself, may-

be with others, too. If the honest reaction is valid (logically defend-
able) then share it with those around. If I am angry, others may be

angry too. If not, they will want me to rid myself of the excess. It's

the only word I can think of to describe my prepostrous conclusions!

QUESTION: How involved are the tutors with which you are working? What
did you do to involve them? Did the ITD influence your methods?

Ken Benham
The tutors are at some instances too deeply involved -- they aren't

getting paid so the work they do is their pay. They try and live as a

big brother or sister and have been getting real emotionally involved.

I feel as though I have not given so much, except maybe a system

where tha tutors can work. So far, the tutors have lived up to their

parts and I believe this might be because I trust them and have great
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confidence in them. I tell them so and rely on them, Responsibility
Most of the tine gives an individual importance aud importance is what
the modern day student waats (the majority at least) . The ITU gave me

a big understanding of what can happen when individuals react with others.

Yes, I believe almost anything can happon if controlled correctly.

Patty Uren_ . _
The tutors really arc not terribly involved. Lindenwood still has

a student body of mainly fina youn,j, mlddle class won'who act eithr to
solve their social conocience or to benefit persocto,lly. Wc'are workfng
sloAy to put them on the "strcht. and wtrrow" witholit their knoing
that they are being guided.

Lynnfihu.iro
Again, it's Icird to distinuish wh.-:t was I'll) PD/1 wts b2fore

Ann Arbor but -- i,,ot a really good bunch or tu,)rs who wrnt to Le

involved which i stt..v 0. . a]ecrdy.

1) All tutors vt:;re infLiN7.1ed io th: ofiice, oroun.1, staff,

The hop) .y tojcl .

2) We all tho..v. who indicatod tlg.5 w,ro intert.--;ted in

,dir:ely aud thzu intt, planning e e S tJi tiii ri'61tt

away.
3) Adv.ftors will 1i i :piJ11. for tuto.:.s vho Cmly tutorin,,, and

not cloing no; enlic vist w.71

sioq" involv. c iu ih ji11 on thn

staff's he,td.

4) Jim and arc goir. to every advi!-ory grol.p and/or talking indi-

vidually with eviy LOtor. Th't's to nrtlz, tJi. tl1IL5i th,ty hav2 a friend

upstairs OY
T1D infhlencu ,Ls T gc...::.;s just a g,11-,.r911.1i.zitq., thin, i.e., it's

very confusil Lo h:w! tt sert(. co. oitte,-;-.; all in on-2. office rairinj,

lictit at once and dollie:,t1 becau-:e 01.5 didn't a2k etc. Nomally,
th-tt'd d.ive 11% up -- now 1 lot t1i..,1 du tbLir thing and to

tan to and aft, so that v,oar;:a idea of whrt's

hoppL,niu gots 11.,ck to staff, cordin-tors an.1 tntol:, tutec.s.

Anotho inpo.,:tant. thing -- I'm ire lik: R. in aat l'm not so
horribly proctical. IF so..1, wants to do so,,Abitig out-landirh, as
lowg as they'll try it an,1 it WollIt. scro. onyon-, T'w Noie willing to
let them thaf, 1 ucc,d to That's 1-ood I thinl.. Mans p,,.ople feel

iNportant, wanted, useful, etc.

p

Richard T,Tassi

More involved thrn I as t yo.-)r. We start tutoring to,uorrow (just fin-
ished recruitr.nt and ori.cotatio!) so 1 c:!n't tell fol ,,,ure. I empliz'sizLd

the personal involvc.nL lewl of tutorial add the ich.nlism questions
like "why do 1 want t'.? 1.Y_' a tutor," "What is patt,rnalisw," etc. I wore

sandkn and blue jo.Aus and said dirty words. COt SCL.Q potential tutors

mid and sowe happy. It woiks pretty wAl. It'd definitely influenced
m it give r ao:: or th,. qu.:,stionr, I asked, smu of the group work
m..thods 1 uscd.and most ilflportant, thn knowled.0 that tbe:e sort of qu2s-
tion; and this sort of approach are important.
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Dan DiPietro
That's hard to say since we haven't started the tutoring program

yet (Oct. 16). The five to one plan I've mentioned is one way we've
tried to involve the tutors more in the program. What I would like to
see is the executive board change from a decision-making body to a staff
who would implement the ideas that the tutors and tutees came up with.
Before ITD, my opinion was that in order to get things done, I'd have to
do them myself. in other words, I didn't trust anyone else or have
enough faith in other people to believe that they could come up with
ideas -- good ideas -- or be able to implement them.

David Guthrie
Because of the time involved, it is necessary that the tutors be-

come very involved in the project. As of yet, I have not decided when
to turn control of the project over to them. At the moment, I'm using
many methods to become aware of what their needs are and I try to satisfy
them whenever possible. I'm planning for seminars (eight people) about
every two to three weeks which will get them involved more with the pro-
ject (plus, a newsletter) and I intend for the staff to keep close con-
tact with thcm. I'm trying to encourage new ideas, etc. Unfortunately,
I'm not able to make any progress at implementing them at this time. To
the four or five who have suggested things, I have had to say, "Well lets
get the project going (meaning starting tutoring) and then we'll start
changing it and try some special projects." I'm sincere about this.

The ITD is responsible for the staff attitudes of the project, some
of the general goals, especially the concept of educational change, the
seminars, and the justification for a tutorial in Watts which is Negro
(especially in the face of questions raised by tha Black Nationalists and
others).

One interesting thing I'm doing is being deliberately non-selective
in the recruiting processoon the general assumption that all people are
human and that with a human administration, it will not only be possible
to work with them, but they will get a lot out of the project. Of course,
there may be some selection in so far as response to the recruiting tech-
nique but I'm eliminating no one. In other words, any motivation is (at
least initially) valid.
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called US in Watts. We hope co get someone form the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference or the like for the second meeting and two professors
will lead the last discussion. Suggestions are welcome.

The following is the speech about which he spoke. It is a radical

change for someone who had earlier said that he was tutoring because it

made him feel good.

I'd like to discuss this afternoon whether or not the white middle-
class college student should work in the black community and also whether
or not the student's help is really helpful.

The reason I have asked these questions is because I hope to demons-
trate to you through them the importance of your motivations when you
consider going into one of the programs mentioned or Project Open Future
which Mr. Hammond discussed.

The black revolution today has produced a Negro who has rejected the
old dictum that white is beautiful and black is ugly. He no longer believes
that he must make it in a white world in a white way. And he has begun
to tell the white man that he must no longer place himself in the position
of determining what is best for the Negro.

Keeping that in mind, let's say that you've decided to work with the
tutorial in Watts, although I'd like to make it clear that the lessons to
be learned are not necessarily limited to those of you who will be working
with Negroes or as tutors.

If I were to ask you what your motives were for going into Watts,you
would probably respond that you feel you have something to offer the Negro
community and that that community has something to offer you; that it will
be fair exchange, a sharing process. Such a response is admirable, but
do you really believe and understand what you have said.

Suppose you have a Negro high school sophomore as your tutee and you
decide that it might be good to stress the importance of doing well in
high school so that he can go on to college and then on to a better job.

Have'you considered what going to college involves for this student?
One thing it means is that he will have to leave the ghetto, he'll have
to leave all his friends on the street corner and cut himself off from his
world, maybe never to return.

What have you done? You've manipulated the tutee to accept the middle-
class culture; you have not lived up to your bargain of a fair exchange,
of sharing. You've put yourself in a position of determining what is
best for that Negro (i.e0 college) without considering his interests.
What you should be doing is aiding the tutee to deal better with his world
within his own cultural framework. To do that,you must first understand
his world and culture, and secondly, you must respect it.

There is the story of the Negro boy who remarked that one of the prob-
lems with social workers is that "they come.down into our community and
they want to give us things, they want to give us charity, but they won't
take from us. It is the law of the streets that if you take, you get to
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gi.ve; if you give, you got to take" In other words, you can't be on the
one way street of just giving.

What that Negro boy is saying is that he wants to be accepted and
respected for what he is -- not a culturally deprived youth, but a culturally
different indLvidual -- he wants to be respected as a human being.

And what does a simple relationship between.two human beings demend?
It demands that if you as a tutor give and he as a tutee takes, then he .

as a huneln being must give you something of bis own, and you as a human
being must accept it. This is the basis of all human relationships: that
if you take, you got to give; and if you give, you got to take. If you
believe and follow that then you'll look at the Negro as someone, who has
soNething equally important to shere with you as you have to share with
him.

Thus, the answer to my original question is yes, but it is a qualified
yes. We as students should be in the Negro ghetto todcy if and only if
we have the right motivations; if and only if we believe it will be a
fair exchqnge if and only if we seek to understand, to respect, and to
accept the Ne(6ro for what h2 is. For without the right motivations we
will be hindering the Negro revolution. We will be denying the Negro
his right to detereline what is best for hime,alf, we will be denying him
his dignity.

Now let me side-track for a mcelent and return to my discussion of the
Negro revolution. Black power people are telling us middle-class students
that if we are inclined to help so:alone then W3 should go into our own
neLghborhoods where discrimination comes from and work there, They are
telling us to stay out of the black com.Tunity. They are saying that the
black people of America will provide their OWIJ leadership, that if any-
one knows the problems of the Negro in the ghutto, it's the Negro who has
lived there all his life. They don't need or want the white man to tell
them what's wrong.

I agree with the black.power advocates who say that whites should
work with whites. I think that we, as college activities, can no longer
overlook the vast need of starting a dialogue in our white comminities
conceraing race relations. Although it is a job which is less "glamorous"
than working in the ghetto, it is a job which is just as vital.

I also agree that Negroes should provide their own leadership and
that they are aware of their problems better than anyone else. But as you

might have guessed, I violently disagree with those who arbitrarily tell
me to stay out of the black community. For although the Negro might be
best aware of his problems, he is often unaware of how to solve them. And
I am an individual whom if called upon by that community might be better
aware of how to solve its troubles, e.g. who should be called if a land-

lord refuses to fix a waterpipe or what should be done about a racist
teacher. It is my job to give the people the information they need to act.
I will not act as a leader, but as a catalyst and teacher in developing
the resources of the community. And as those resources develop, I will be
less and less needed until finally I can be thanked for my services and
dismissed.

I think black power people are throwing away what could prove to be
valuable resources when they request whites.and especially white college
students to stay out of the ghetto.
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It is also my feeling that one of the best ways the college student
can benefit the Negro community is through the tutorial. It is the tuto-
rial which can cause change in educational institutions and bring about
social reform, and it is a reform accessible to young people (i.e. the
college student) and one where community pressure can be effective.

I am talking about a tutorial which is run by the community, a tuto-
rial which experiments with new types of teaching, a tutorial in which
the college student is used and is not the user, a tutorial where high
school students tutor junior high students who in turn tutor grade school
kids, a tutorial which can blossom into an organization dealing with all
the problems of the community. I'm talking about a tutorial which will
not only benefit the individual tutors and tutees, but which can lead to
revisions in the current educational system, a tutorial which can help to
build an indigenous leadership, a tutorial which can become self-help orga-
nization for the Negro,

But with all this potential comes the all important and ever present
warning that the college student must have the right motives for working
in the black community...and believe in them. He must when working outside
his own environment, continually and critically examine the usefulness and
desirability of his presence in terms Of the development of that community's
resources. His role must be as a catalyst in the development of these
resources and not an actual force of leadership.

Several Interns wrote articles for newspapers or were interviewed.

The following article.was written by an Intern for her college newspaper.



OBSERVATION POST
City College of New York
Friday, S2c,ptember 22, 1967

In the Ghetto
by Rina Folman

There were 30 of us-- 30 wide-eyed, energetic, idealistic, typically naive
college students. People from all over the United States, brought together by
a National Studonts Association (NSA) sponsored Anti-Poverty program; a program
designed to pack a life of learning and growing into one eight week pressurized
summer.

Coming straight from House Plan Association's Sensitivity Training, I was
still on that caring aad loving high when I arrived in Detroit. For me Detroit
becazne the people I mot - the black family I lived with, the baby who cried when
there was no one to hang onto. It was the real sharp cat on Mack Avenue who
told me about street Jife in Detroit. Detroit was talking to people on the street
and watching boxing matches in the back alley.

Entering Detroit meant becoming part of a family of 30 diverse college stu-
dents - Hawaiians, Jews, Negroes, Atheists, Wasps. From a guy who lived lavishly
in the better part of California to Bob, who came from the poorest section in

Oregon. There was quiet, reserved, 25-year-old Steve, the teacher getting close
to Ron, the 17-year-old shrewd Detroit Black Nationalist. There was a girl from
a town having only one black famia.y, and guy from Alabama - a guy whose parents
were Birchers. They were a group of people about to realize their own naivete,
but a group of people willing to live eight weeks of turmoil.

Every day in Detroit was a unique experience. The program itself was a
pioneer leadership training experiment, and the people in it weren't the run-
of-the-mill City College student types. Most of us were up tight that first
day, but after the first week of T grouping and sensitivity training, we learned
to be cpmfortable with each other, love, care and be open and spontaneous. We
talked a lot about the people around us and we became aware of the over-bearijig
tight power structure mechanizing and dictating the lives of a city.

Gradually we lost faith'in our ability to affect the moderate white church
people directing the east side social action. We opposed becoming a part of
patronizing letters to the Mayor and we felt for the Black person in Detroit -
the guy constantly being shown he had no role in determining his own life.

After living in a sensitive lab atmosphere, moving into the black neigh-
borhood and working directly with the teenagers, I began interpreting the
Black Power message according to what was happening to me as part of the Detroit
scene. I saw myself, the 29 other college students, and the community being
swallowed dp by the bureaucrats miles away who were deciding what's best for the
poor ghetto people. Nobody ever questioned the role bhe black resident had in
discussing, planning, and, depending on his own abilities, to decide and do what'
best for him.

No. The coMp1acent middle-class was able to sit back and assess average
incomes, housing developments, and rates of legilation. The average man could

.be satisfied knowing that the Negro in Detroit lived more middle class than his
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brothers in other ghetto areas. That is, he was satisfied until his poor, help-
less children revolted.

What the Negro in Detro4 needs more than reforms and appeasement is the
feeling that he is capable of doing more than rioting - that the words he has
to say and the problems on his mind are important enough to be listened to;
that people will care enough to h.q,lp him implement his own programs; trust him
enough to let him learn through his own experiences of failure ali3 well as success.

Black leaders cried racial tensions - but in Detroit the process was still
the thing and the white social worker was the Man. The Negro in Detroit needed
to know he could affect other people - that he had a potential, people trusted(
an& believed in. Nobody in Detroit ever said riots are a panacea for racial
problems. Nobody ever said the resulting hostility and tension is a healthy
atmosphere.

But maybe the people in Detroit need a little more discomfortable, a little
less security, a little less protection by big white brother, and a little more
responsibility to each other. There's a pride that needs developing and as long
as Negroes are spOn-fed legislation, housing and innocuous summer anti-riot pro-
grams - then that's how long Detroit Negroes will feel they have nothing of their
own to lose by rioting.

The 30 of us felt the futility of working on a grass roots level. We knew
a too select and limited group were decidTimg the fate of too many. When the
riots broke out Detroit became a different world. The guy on 12th Street yell-
ing "Burn, baby, burn" might start making Detroit look at the 60% of its teen-
age population being pushed out of school because there's no room for them. The
guy crashing the windows and looting the stores he hung around all summer had no
job because money and programs were mysteriously lost somewhere in Detroit.

Now the white middle-class.with the power is reacting to the destruction.
The Black, strong voiced leaders are becoming more militant. The grass roots
can't implement ideas without the support of the power structure; the power
structure can't keep providing programs without tuning in to.and utilizing com-
munity resources. Two interdependent groups are losing touch, talking rhetoric
and ignoring the needs of individuals.

There isn't much you can do with sensitivity training once riots break loose.
It's amazing how ludicrous traditional social aid programs seam in the midst of
an internal war. It's amazing and shattering to be thrown back into the ghetto
of a college community, where hundreds of wide-eyed, energetic, idealistic but
naive college students are still talking about loving and caring. Where text
books are a cop out, for experiencing and talking is replacing doing.

It's ironic coming back to the College, hearing about people grooving and
doing their thing, getting rid of hang-ups - but not daring to open their eyes
to the wprld outside Finley's gates.
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CONCLUSION

A concluding section to the ITD report would have to be divided

into two parts. One would deal with the changes that have occured in our

thinking and the things that we have learned about training tha :. are dif-

ferent than the theory and structure expressed by the Appendixes of this

report. The other section would dell with the conclusions we make re-

garding the changes in the Interns. We have chosen to not write the first

section of the conclusion because of the length of the discussion neces-

sary to do justice to it and because of the diverse audience of this

report. There are mlny areas where we could discuss changes, but without

a more through understanding of training theory, and learning theory,

etc., and more time to spend debating the nuances of environment, timing,

individual personalities, etc., they would be meaningless to most readers.

For those readers who have a burning desire or professional interest in

pursueing this discussion, we are more than willing to make time avail-

able.

The second section of the conclusion raises the same problems as

writing a report on the affects of the Institute on the Interns raised.

The best conclusions and evaluations on the Interns' changes are those

you make from reading the report. Some of this has been done in the

text of the report and for the most part, readers will have to see the

changes in the text as they occur and interpret them as they see them.

There are few general things that we can say about the changes in

the Interns. We can say specific things about an individual, but those

Changes wouldn't apply to another Intern; We can say that five of them

joined Vista so that they would be able to work full time on the problems
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that they once volunteered to work on for two hours a week. We can say

that some of the Interns who had not spoken to their parents for the last

two or three years began to see the problems that thicr parents were facing

and have resolved problems of independence that they might not have if

they hadn't changed because of training. On the other hand, there are

Interns who, after the summer, felt that they just could not agree with

their parents and left home. In all of these Interns, we can posit that

the Institute gave them a greater sense of confidence and independence,

but it would be difficult to quantify this or to even show that the In-

stitute was the variable that effected the change.

We can however, make the following concluding statements. We con-

clude:

- - That for training people to be independent, trainers have to

allow them to be independent.

-- That to train people to learn how to learn, they must be helped

to earn themselves and that they are their best teachers.

- That the T-grouPs formed strong bonds between dissimilar indivi-

duals that hold them together during extremely difficult times.

- That work on inter-personal relationships and training in inter-

personal skills are essential to any training program.

That field work with supervisors who have a great deal of other

work to do doesn't prove adequate.

- - That field supervisors should be as skilled as the training staff

in principles of human growth.

- - That with field work, relationships have to be extremely clear

between field supervisors, trainers and trainees. Otherwise, the

situation arises where there are three parties talking two at a time

and chaos and hostility result.

- - That using a hotel in the inner city is a successful way of deal-

ing with entry problems and culture shock as well as providing a

satisfactory environment for T-groups.

- - That the staff has to have never-ending faith in the ability of
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the trainees to solve, their problems and to survive.

- - That the ghetto experience is so overwhelming that trainees lose

their interest in seminars and studies because the real problem is

all around them and there is no time to theorize.

-- That living in the ghetto is essential and that finding out that

your bus stops running at 11 p.m. and that your salary will not allow

a movie and taxi and that the movie isn't over until 11:30 or that

to get to your work by 9 a.m., you have to catch a bus at 7:30 because

you have transfer three times is the best way possible to understand

the transportation problems of the ghetto.

- - That to buy hamburger at the torner store after the supermarket

closes for 14 a pound or more than the supermarket in the suburbs

and then to find that it is rotten is the best way to understand the

problems of the consumer in the ghetto.

- That living with families is valuable but that local people often

house you with the most affluent of the area (the CAA director, minis-

ter, etc.).

-- That communal living is valuable and doesn't affect working in

the community.

-- That training done on college campuses and in retreat centers is

bankrupt as far as training people to be effective in the real world

is concerned.

-- That the staff has to tred a narrow line between being too autho-

ritative and withholding information and that this role may change

as the program progresses and the trainees develop their own inde-

pendence.

-- That the success of training is based on nuances in the persona-

lity of the staff, in the environment, in the events of the day and

that no plan or style of training is going to be fullproof and that

probably, the succes of any style of training will rest on the ability

of the staff and the trainees to adjust to new information as it

occurs. (The charisma of one person might make an event successful

while the same action would be a miserable failure if attempted by

someone else.)

- - Finally, that the most important element of successful training

is honesty between the staff and the trainees and the development

of a climate of trust and mutual support. No matter how bad the

situation, honesty will unite the staff and the trainees around an

issue in a mutual attempt to resolve it, whereas, had an issue re-

mained in the hands of the staff, divisions would have occured re-

sulting in mistrust. Even more important however, the trainees

would never have had the chance to solve a problem that concerned

them and the staff would never have had the opportunity to trust

the trainees to solve problems.
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THE DEDICATION

I remember the first night we spent together..."and I can't help but
wonder where I'm bound." Such ridiculous first judgments we all made about
each other. The Earle -- I went and sat in the lobby and looked at all the
strange people -- those I will work with for eight weeks -- which ones will
I dislike -- how could I know I would cry at the thought of them leaving.
T-groups vicious and probing -- I died several times that week -- thank god,
you people gave me a new life. I helped pack the car that took us to our
field assignment living areas, away from a thousand years in a week and
into another thousand. We exchanged data on our various living places.
Then the reception at Wayne -- all dressed up -- good paintings and fancy
food -- happy birthday Bob L. Much dissatisfaction with various work
assignments -- should those social workers know us, know peo0.e, did they?
What are we in a social agency? Meetings, meetings; hours, hours. Group,
group; real people -- occasionally cry. Feel, feel, feel, feel. Dick
Strothers came to teach us; I would not permit myself to play any games
like regular life games. But he didn't ask for games -- he saw us, me --
he was real and he knew we were real. First Parish Field. There were
flowers for the hair -- but bugs too -- the food. Back to Detroit. Dawson,
Patty, Linda, Jean, Lily had party -- Snidely Whiplash here -- drunk -- I
love you all.

My God! Is there really a riot -- I refuse to comprehend that -- get
off off off off to Hayes State -- phone home before both you and your people
back home are dead. Wnat tutorial papers? To goddam hell with them. Where
is me, what can I say I am. Shit. Reject, reject -- Withdraw -- Love.
Back to Detroit -- exhaustive, ineffective, soothing work -- haul a box,
haul a box. The Directive, Jesus I can't possibly make it through all
th: . Please leave me alone. 'Rush machine works to get it all in before
we kiss Pltroit good-bye. The Parish Field week -- climaxes are agonizing.
Cry, tight, cry, cry, this is real real real real. Ride it, beat it, succumb
to it, hate it, love it, embrace it, caress it, smash it, kiss it; for god's
sake, don't lose it.

Goodbye for New York and Chicago. A few days of ITD extracurricular
activity -- extracurricular because we didn't always want to cry and laugh.

To Washington. Goodbye Bob L. What the shit is a Congress? We're

in it. The real people we know are stars widely dispursed within a vast
vast sky. You got to look at those stars -- they make you feel good. But,

oh my God, they're going away. How do you hold on to a star? The stars
must go -- but they can't. We'll do a hell of a lot of crying. Even
thousands of years have an end -- how can that be so incomprehendable? A
split-second explosion of glory has an end too -- so incomprehendable. The
feeling, the love -- it can't be understood, it cannot, it cannot -- please,
please -- thank you. It can only be loved and cried about -- and infinite
sadness and joy. I love you people!

Saturday August 19, 1967
Richard Wood.Massi
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EVALUATION OF NEEDS

Appendix I

Indicate how much training you need tc, develop skills
useful to you as a tutorial director or staff member.

Circle your answer, please. Training Needed Relevant to me
None Intensive Yes No

I. A. Project Organization 0 1 2 a 4 5 6

B. Problem Solving 0 1 2 3 (4)5 6

C. Educational Theory 0 1 2 3S)5 6

D. Community.Organization 0 1 2 3(k:)5 6

E. Project Goals 0 1 254 5 6

F. OtherG:eneral Areas (List)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

O 1 2 3 4 5 6

O 1 2 3 4 5 6

II.A. Staff Recruiting

B. Staff Coordination

C. Utilization of Potential
Leaders

D. Ability to Delegate
Authority

E. Tutor Recruiting

F. Tutor Coordination

G. Tutor Activities
(Programs)

H. Tutor Orientation

I. Tutor Training
(Academic Skills)

J. Fund Raising

O 1 24 5 6
O 1 2 3S5 6

O 1 2 3 (i1;15 6

O 1 2 34' 5 6

O 1 2 3 4.L. 6
O 1 2 5.'4 5 6

O 1 2 3 4 )6
O 1 2 3 4 6

O 1 2 3

O 1 23.456
K. Consultant Utilization 0 1 2 (3:. 14. 5 6

L. Transportation 0 1 24 5 6 .

M. Evaluation 0 1 2 3 ilip 5 6

N. Library of Materials 0 1 2 (-371t 5 6

o . Special Equipment 0 1 2 3:r4- 6

P . Other Specific Tutorial Problems (List)

7,

0 1.2 j 4 5 6

O 1 2 3 45 6

0 1 2 3 14 5 6

Y.e.§. /7 No

Yes/7 No3

Yes fl No!

Yes /V No 7-

Yes/6, No3

yp /S-. Nor'

Y9q No 2-

Yes /j'

Yes N

Yes Re No 3

Yes No

Yes n No

Yes /el No /

Yes // No /

Yes /3-- No S.'

Yes /7 No 5

Yes / No 7

Yes e`c/ No /

Yes /-5-- No0

Yes K. No



Evaluation of Needs (Continued) page two

Training Needed Relevant tome
Intensive Yes No

*M.A. Relationship with

None

School System 0 1

B. Relationship with
Community Agencies 0 1

C. Relationship with
Parents 0 1

D. Relationship with
Indigenous Leaders 0 1

E. Relationship with
Other Volunteer Groups 0 1

F. Relationship with the
College of Education 0 1

2 ii4 5 6 Yesri No

0 4 5 6 Yes Pr No e

2 3® 5 6 Yes /T No/

2'.:-J' 4 5 6 YesP7 No/
L.,

.--N$2 365 6 Yes ?S' No 4

2 3 5 6 Yes/& No 3

G. Other Public Relations Problem Areas (List)

3 4 5 6 Yes / No

3 4 5 6 Yes:t. No
4,//r e.l.'-v.-w.s2;70 1 2

, kt 1 / .; : d 4'..S. 0 1 2

et.", /,:;:r.'11.%"*., 0 1 2.IMIIMmaIlamINIIMMIMM*Ia 3 4 5 6 Yes r No



Appendix II

Calendar of Seminar Topics

Week One -- Orientation

Week Two -- General Diseuss:ons: How the Interns wishad to conduct

themselves as a group; whether or not a field coordinator would

be necessary; how to handle the inequalities in Intern housing

rent.

Week Three -- Field Exercise: The task was to go into the community and

talk directly with the people about how "outsiders" like the Interns

are perceived.
Social Workers: People who lived or worked in the commu-

nity gave their opinions of how the Interns would be viewed in

tha community.

Week Four -- Community Organization: The Interns went to the headquarters

of the WCO (West Central Organization) and spoke with community

organizers.
Slugsn_t_Olzanizers: Wayne State students talked about working

with students and administration.

Week Five: Creative Tutorin,g: Consultant from TAC introduced the Interns

to some learning games to use with math and science and ideas of

how to excite tutors. Groups of Interns presented ideas on how to

tutor more effectively in reading.

Week Six -- Riot: New questions were asked: What is the value of a

tutorial? What kind of social and political action causes change?

What effective role can students take in promoting social change?

Week Seven -- Retreat at Parishfield: Talk about social change and indi-

vidual roles continued.



Institute for

T TORIAL EVEL PM
Sponsored by USNSA Tutorial Assistance Center, 2115 S Street, kW., Washington, D. C. 20008

by Contract with the Office of Economic Opportunity

Appendix III

INTERNS IN ACTION
The Tutorial Assistance Center of the U. S. National

Student Association announces the inauguration of the
Institute for Program Development which will provide
intensive, specialized training for tutorial personnel.

fhe Institute will have two separate but related com-
ponents which will provide the experience and education
necessary for tutorial project staff to make their projects
more effective when dealing with community problems.

The first will be a field component where Interns will
live and work in the co:nmunity. Interns will be assigned
to local community organizations and tutorial projects for
eight weeks as staff members.

The second cornpnent will deal with issues facing
all tutorial projects. Included will be consultations with
resouree people, sensitivity training, group-discussion, and
the production of a series of working papers to aid tutorial
projects in working ,,vith communities.

Thirty Internsten two-man teams and ten individ-
ualsrepresenting tutorial projects from throughout the
United States will be selected from a cros 3-section of
tutorial projects to participate in the Institute.

The Institute will be located in Detroit but assignments
will be made in small towns and rural areas as well as
the Inner City.

Interns will receive $50.00 a week during the eight-
week program to cover expenses.

Travel expenses to and from Detroit will be paid by
the Institute.

Housing will be located in or near low income
neighborhoods.

Applications may come from directors, staff, tutors,
tutees or community leaders who intend to return to their
projects next year and who will have leadership positions
in those projects.

Applications, when not from directors, must be en-
dorsed by the local project director.

DUE TO THE ANTICIPATED NUMBER OF APPLICATIONS

Request for application must be received by April 24.

Formal applications must be receivel' by May 8.

Applicants will be notified of selection by May 20.

The Institute will be in session from June 19 to August 11.

For more information call the Tutorial Assistance Center (202) 387-5100.
iv
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REQUEST FOR APPLICATION
rT S M F 1ST

1. Please type or priut.
2. Team members must submit separate requests for applications.

NAME MALE 5
FEMALE

AGE

PRESENT ADDRESS
,

ZIP

PHONE

SCHOOL CLASS

PROJECT NAME AND ADDRESS

DIRECTOR'S NAME

YOUR EXPERIENCE WITH TUTORIALS OR OTHER RELATED SERVICES

PRESENT POSITION WITH TUTORIAL PROJECT

ANTICIPATED POSITION WITH PROJECT NEXT YEAR

TYPE OF SUMMER EXPERIENCE THAT WILL BE MOST RELEVANT TO YOUR PROJECT
(Urban or rural; Negro, White or Spanish Community; adminiseration,

organization, etc.)

I AM APPLYING AS
EAN INDIVIDUAL,REP. D'ART OF A TEAM

OTHER TEAM MEMBER'S NAME

TUTORIAL PROJECT DIRECTOR'S SIGNATURE APPLICANT'S SIGNATURE DATE

PR 1 - 2/2



Appendix IV

INSTITUTE FOR TUTORIAL DEVELOPMENT

Sponsored By

USNSA Tutorial Assistance Center
2115 S. Street, N W
Washington, D C

By Contract With
The Office of Economic OppoTtunity

APPLICATION FORM FOR INTERN POSITION

1967

Since candi4tes may not be interviewed
until they arrive for training, please fill
out the applicable parts of the form com-
pletely so your application may receive
proper consideration.

Use the section designated for "Additional
Information" when more space is needed. If
this is not sufficient, attach additional
pages.



GENERAL INFORMATION (Please Print Legibly)

. .

OFFICE USE ONLY

LAST, Fillsr MIDDLE NAME OF APPLICANT . DATE OF BIRTH SEX

_Male __Female

CURRENT ADDRESS (Street, city, state and ZIP )

diassumenapra.rmaa,~.

PERMANENT ADDRESS

TELEPHONE (Area
aad local No.)

TELEPHONE (Area
and local No.)

WILL REMAIN AT CURRENT
ADDRESS UNTIL

SOCIAL SECURITY NO.

RACE
.

.
I'.

____,
I

MARITAL STATUS NUMBER OF DEPENDENTS
...SingleMarried OTHER THAN SPOUSE

ARE YOU AND
Yes

YOUR SPOUSE BOTH APPLYING?
No

ARE YOU PRESENTLY ENROLLED, EITHER FULL OR PARI-TIME AS AN UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT?
_Yes ...__No (If yes give month and year degree is expected)

LIST JUNIOR COLLEGES, COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES ATTENDED. LIST THE MOST RECENT FIRST.
Formal training other than college is to be recorded unCler next item.

NAME OF SCHOOL CITY AND STATE DATES ATTENDED FULL PART DEGREE2DATE RECEIVED
FROM TO TINE TIME MAJOR MINOR FIELD

.--.......

._------

11....11..7sommeftwearwow.n...x.r.....m.......e.m

CIRCLE THE GRADE AVERAGE WHICH MOST NEARLY
APPROXIMATES YOUR UNDERGRADUATE GRADE AVERAGE
AT.THE END OF YOUR LAST SEMESTER

A A- Bt B B- Ci-C C-

....m.....*
CIRCLE THE GRADE AVERAGE WIZH MOST NEARLY
APPROXIMATES YOUR MAJOR AVERAGE IN YOUR LAST
SEMESTER

A A- B-1- B B- C-1- C C-
......... --

LIST ALL TECHNICAL, TRADE OR OTHER SPECIAL TRAINING (CIVILIAN OR MILITARY) NOT COVERED IN
ITEMS. USE ADDITIONAL SHEET IF MORE SPACE IS NEEDED.

................_.......,....._,................................................... owArqw.s.........vserow.r.vene...110114...~..1.M..0....4.

NAME OF SCHOOL CITY AND STATE DATES ATTENDED FULL PART TYPE OF TRAINING
FROM TO TIME TIME DIPLOMA OR CERTIFICAID

. . .........................................

.



IARE YOU NOW, OR HAVE YOU EVER BEEN EMPLOYED AS A FULL TIME TIME TEACHER, SOCIAL WORKER

IOR COMMUNITY ORGANIZER? ____Yes __No Length of experience of 'yes.'

HAVE YOU EVER LIVED OR WORKED IN AN IMPOVERISHED AREA OR COMMU&ITY?
! (Specify type of area and/or location, plus circumstance, if 'yes.'

'DO YOU SPEAK SPANISH? yes If soq how well?

Yes No

LIST ALL ORGANIZATIONS IN WHICH YOU HAVE BEEN A MEMBER, SUCH AS FARM, LABOR, CIVIC, WELFARE,
SCHOOL, COLLEGE,'CO-OP CREDIT UNION, AND/OR SOCIAL GROUPS.

NAME OF ORGANIZATION HIGHEST OFFICE/POSITION NATURE OF ORGANIZATION DATES OF
MEMBERSHIP
To From

HAVE YOU EVER BEEN ACTIVE IN UNPAID ORGANIZATION WORK (Include full, part-time or spare-
time responsibilities) WITH COMMUNITY, SCHOOL, OR INTERNATIONAL SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS,
LABOR UNIONS ETC.? No If 'yes' list below.---Yes

NAME OF ORGANIZATION, TASK OR ASSIGNMENT PLACE OF DATES

CITY AND STATE ASSIGNMENT To From

WHAT SPORTS OR ACTIVITIES COULD YOU HELP COACH OR DIRECT? (Indicate by checking boxes below.

amu OR ACTIVITY PARTICIPATED - H S COLLEGE SINCE COACH/DIRECT

FOOTBALL
BASKETBALL
BASEBALL
RACK
SWIMMTNG
ART
DRAMATICS
.MIJSIC

AMPI.Nr;

SCOUTING



EMPLOYMNI RECORD --INSTRUCTIONS: List all the jobs you have had
your present or most recent job first.

since high school with

TITLE OF PRESENT OR LAST-POSITION SALARY AVG. HRS. UR WK. DATES OF EMPLOYMENT
Mo/Yr to Mo/Yr

NAME OF SUPERVISOR NAME OF EMPLOYER, CITY AND STATE

..--------.......

MAJOR DUTIES
.

TITLE OF POSITION SALARY VC. HRS. PER WK. DATES OF EMPLOYMENT
Mo/Yr to Mo/Yr

NAME OF SUPERVISOR NAME OF EMPLOYER, CITY AND 5TATE

MAJOR DUTIES
.

.

HEALTH ---Do you think you can pass a standard physical
If 'no', explain.

Are you physically handicapped?
If 'yes', explain.

exam? _____Yes No

Yes No

.

LEGAL INFORMATION ---HAVE YOU EVER BEEN
MILITARY OR OTHER LAW ENFORCEMENT AUTHORITIES,
LAW, COUNTY OR MUNICIPAL LAW, REGULATION
for which a fine of $30 or less was imposed.)
THEY WERE DISMISSED.

Yes

ARRESTED, CHARGED OR CONVICTED BY FEDERAL, STATE, 1

FOR ANY VIOLATION OF ANY FEDERAL LAW, STATE
OR ORDINANCE? (Do not include traffic violations

ALL OTHER CHARGES MUST BE INCLUDED EVEN IF

____No .

addressed to the Director, and marked "Legal con-
number, the specific charge, and a complete

and disposition. Include this envelope when sub-

(If 'yes', in a separate sealed envelope
fidential," give your name, social security
explanation including the date, place,
mitting this application.)

MILITARY STATUS
IF YOU ARE A MALE, WHAT IS YOUR PRESENT DRAFT CLASSIFICATION? SELECTIVE SERVICE NU1'

DID YOU RECEIVE A DISCHARGE FROM ACTIVE MILITARY SERVICE?

----------:..--...

SPECIFY TYPE OF DISCHARGE IF OTHER THAN HONORABLE

.

WAS DISCHARGE HONORAB
NOYES

SERIAL NUMBER

ix



BRIEFLY, WHY DO YOU WANT TO JOIN?

WHAT PROBLEMS DO YOU THINK YOU WILL ENCOUNTER?

USE THIS SPACE FOR ADDITIONAL COMENTS YOU WISH TO MAKE AND FOR FURTHER

INFORMATION TO ANY OF THE ITEMS ON THIS APPLICATION. (Indicate item

to which answers apply.)

CERTIFICATION

I CERTIFY THAT the information furnished in this questionnaire is true

and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief.

SIGNATURE OF'APPLICANT DATE

SEND COMPLETED FORM TO: TOM ISGAR, DTRECTOR
INSTITUTE FOR TUTORIAL DEVELOPMENT
475 Peterboro
Apt. 315

Detroit, Michigan
49270



Intern

INTERN INFORMATION

School Location

Appendix V

Team or
Indiv.

Financial
Aid

Bankhead, Ed

Benham, Ken

Dawson, Bob

DeJaegher, Lili

DeWitt, Linda

DiPietro, Dan

Folman, Rina

Fujise, Jean

Godfrey, Wes

Guthrie, David

Tuskegee Inst.

Cabrillo

Claremont

Mt. Marty

Valparaiso

St. John's

CCNY

Hawaii

Tuskegee Inst.

Claremont

Justice, Caroiyn Temple

Klassen, Jo Ann Portland State

Lewis, Bob

Logel, Judy

Lundy, John

Mailloux, Susan

Massi, Dick

Ritter, Pam

Robin, Susan

Shapiro, Lynn

Skinner, Steve

Portland State

Marian

St. John's

Marian

U. of Alabama

Texas Christian

Pembroke

U. of Michigan

Tuskegee, Ala.

Aptos, Calif.

Claremont, Calif. T

Yankton, S. Dak.

Valparaiso, Ind.

New York, N.Y.

New York, N.Y.

Honolulu, Haw.

Tuskegee, Ala.

Claremont, Calif. T

Philadelphia, Pa. I

Portland, Ore.

Portland, Ore.

Indianapolis, Ind. T

New York, N.Y.

Indianapolis, Ind. T

Tuscaloosa, Ala.

Ft. Worth, Texas

Providence, R.I.

Ann Arbor, Mich.

William and Mary Williamsburg, Va. T

Sindorf, Steve U. of Michigan
(Wilmette)

Surgalski, Betty U. of Detroit

xi

Chicago, Ill.

Detroit, Mich.

$30.00 subsidy

W/S

So.



Tretin, Marc

Uren, Patt

Waki, Lena

Wilkinson, Cissy

Williams, Ron

Wright, Manni

CCNY

Lindenwood

Hawaii

William and Mary

Central High

U. of New Mexico

New York, N.Y. T

St. Charles, Mo. I

Honolulu, Haw. T

Williamsburg, Va. T

Detroit, Mich. I

Albuquerque, N.M. I

,

MO

Oa

ONO



Evaluation of the Week of Orientation

Name: Appendix VI

Not Halpful Very Helpful
5 6I. Speakers 0 1 2 3 4

Comments:

(Average Result: 3.5)

2. Field Trips
Supervisors 0 1 2 3 4

Detroit at Large 0 1 2 3 4

Comments:

(Average Result- Supervisors - 4
Detroit at Large - 3.5)

3. T-Groups 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

Comments:

(Average Result: 5)

4. General Sessions 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

Comthents:

(Average Result: 3.6)

5. Earle Hotel 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

Comments:

(Average Result: 4.3)

6. Trainers and Staff 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

Comments:

(Average Result: 4.7)

1



ORTENTATION EVALUATION

Comments

Antagonism -- object lesson in how to cope with variety...I hope on

more than just my part.
Oa

The group helped me learn to understand (and grow fond of) different

types of people. I am aware now of looking for others' feelings. As for

myself the group proved that I'm still stuck with my same problems as

far.as communication.

I didn't go for the kids in my T-Group, was resentful of being sup-

posed to talk and had very little to say except ome criticism, Altogether,

found it frustrating and very disappointing. I found that I can relate

better with one or two at a time and only with people I have feeling for.
11NI 11.6

T-Grouping was probably the most beneficial asliect of orientation

week. I may have exaggerated its effects, but I do have an awareness,

sensitivity to others, and conscious knowledge of myself, my abilities and

limitations. With this in-depth perception, I think I can be more effective

in my communication and relations with others.

General Sessions

In retrospect, the generil sessions served a very important function.

They made me see that the group could not function as a unit. At the time,

this was very frustrating. But, later, I tried to find the reasons for

this. Lack of respect for the 30 individuals, not listening, trying to

persuade and others are the reasons I came up with. Realizing these things

has made it possible for me to function more effectively in our group, but,

'more important, it made me able to recognize the flaws in community groups

that I am and will be working with.

The general sessions were not helpful in the context that resulted

in group decision-making, but they made me think. It created a general

drive for group communication that placed the responsibility on each indi-

vidual member of the group. General sessions served as frustrating learn-

ing experience.

They were awful but from these we learned compromise, paying close at- .

tention to speakers, how to define the problem at hand and that sticking to

it is the only way to make a (group) decision.

xiv



Earle Hotel

I'm not afraid of slums or run-down areas as much. Still, there

are things to fear, but not just on basis of being poor, dirty, or

crude.

The atmosphere of the Earle was perfect for orientation and prepa-
.

ration. It was not a direct plunge into poverty, but certainly was dif-

ferent thaa my middle class environment.

Trainers and Staff

Staff should not be so adamantly tolerant.

I think the staff's non-directive role was not clearly enough under-

stood and caused undue confusion. Had it been better clarified, I think

there would have been less objection to it.
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Appendix VII
(continued)

GUIDE TO MAP

A. Franklin
Rina Folman
Wes Godfrey
Judy Logel
Richard Massi
Susan Robin
Steve SkinJer

B. Brainard
Ken Benham
Linda DeWitt
Bob Lewis
Patty Uren
Steve Sindorf

C. Jeffries
Ed Bankhead
Jo Ann Klassen
Lynn Shapiro
Lena Waki

The wide lines bound the ribt area.

indicates where the ridt started.

D. Saint Anne
Bob Dawson
Lili DeJaegher
Jear Fujise
Cis.v Wilkinson
Manni Wright

E.
Dan DiPietro
Dave Guthrie
Carolyn Justice
John Lundy
Pam Ritter
Betty Surgalski

F. Ron Williams

G. ITD Office

H. Seminar Meetings

I. Tom & Susan Isgar (staff)



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF FIELD PROJECTS

Franklin Settlement

Rina Folman
Susan Robin
Judith Logel

Wesley Godfrey
Steve Skinner
Richard Massi

Appendix VIII

Through Franklin Settlement, the Interns worked on home consultation

and in the SWEEP program (Summer Weekend Evening Program).

Early in the training, Wesley Godfrey became dissatisfied with the

SWEEP program and started his own program for getting dropouts and push-

outs back into school.

Steve Skinner also dropped the SWEEP program after several weeks to

begin organizing a tutorial in a Boys Club. His plans were interrupted

by the riot.

Community Youth Services

Susar Mailloux Mark Tretin

The Interns were responsible for setting up and making functional a

community tutorial which they did with such success that the tutorial was

still running after the riot.

St. Patrick's Parish

Ken Benham
Bob Lewis
Steve Sindorf

Linda DeWitt
Patty Uren

Through the community agent who worked out of the Girl's Catholic

Central High School, the Interns worked on the newly started community

paper, taking a local census, and on building a food co-op in an Appa-

lachian Vhite area.



Morley School

David Guthrie
John Lundy
Betty Surgalski

Carolyn Justice
Pam Ritter

The girls worked through the school on community programs which .:.n-

cluded a Spanish-English community newspaper. The fellows did not feel

this program was useful experience for them, so they spent some time

working with the Housing Commission. When Steve Skinner initiated his

project to start a tutorial in the boys' club, Dave and John joined him.

Commission on CommuaitLielations

Dan DiPietro Bob Dawson

The Interns worked as facilitators for community programs, handled

the writing of one consititution and acted as advisors to a youth project.

St. Anne's Parish

Lili DeJaegher
Cissy Wilkinson

Jean Fujise
Manni Wright

Interns gained contact with the Spanish comnunity through the child-

ren ia a recreation program. Their activities extend.ed into the evenings

when they often acted as chaperones for dances and social events. The

girls gave swimming lessons and worked with a .community newspaper.

Jeffries Pro.tect

Jo Ann Klassen
Ed Bankhead

Lynn Shapiro
Lena Waki

Lynn and Lena worked on creating a tutorial project for the low-in-

come, high-riSe housing that would use the college students in the project

and other interested people as tutors for children needing help in the

project. Ed started Business League for teenagers, and Jo Ann worked

for SWEEP.
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Addendum I
(Proposal)

SUMMER INSTITUTE

The tutorial has established itself as a productive agent of change. The

impetus provided by tutorials for involving people in education has led to change

in the attitude of entire communities toward education, the way the schools are

run arid the kind of education provided for children of the ghetto. Tutorials

have served as a focal point for community action, involving indigenous students

as tutees and tutors and including parents as tutors and project staff. Tutor-

ials, after involving local people, expand from homework help to questioning as-

pects of education normally found in a poverty community. Foremost among these

is the development of an awareness of the problems of the educational system.

Awareness causes people to question the school system--who controls the system

and how much voice do parents have? A minority group may question the composi-

tion of the lcical board and demand their ethnic group be represented. They may

question the adequacy of the schools--physical facilities and personnel. Is the

building adequate; do children receive supplemental services to which they are

entitled? The tutorial provides a positive, constructive thrust around which a

community can organize.

The Tutorial Assistance Center feels there must be come mechanism for

shortening the period of time r.quired for change. Even more important than

shortening tt... time, is the need to insure that tutorials become community ac-

tion projects. During the past year, TAC has speut a portion of its time in an

intense effort to change the emphasis of a number of tutorials from homework

help to community education. The year has shown one important thing: a change

in leadership and even the type of leadership seldom alters the function or the

goals of a tutorial. This gives rise to the hypothesis: once a tutorial assumes

a community action attitude, it will retain this approach.



It is our proposal that tutorial directors spend a sammer experiencing

intense association with theory and practice of community action in order to

successfully orismt their programs toward commuaity action. In a few cases this

year, tutorials have chang.ed as a result of the director's participation in an

intensive one week seminar developed by TAC. However, only two of twelve dir-

ectors wexe able to make observable program changes. In addition to that semi-

nar, extensive discussions with their respective programs preceded chP 3e. In

a number of cases during the first year after the tutorial changed its emphasis

to community action, the community accepted the responsibility for the program..sI

Community action tutorials also have advisory boards and staff members from the

community.

Since most effective community action tutorials have been started and

directed by college itudents and since most tutorials are manned by students,

it is proposed that primarily student directors be included. In addltion, com-

munity adults and promising high school students will be encouraged to apply.

Many college directors are from poverty backgrounds as are many of the tutors.

This number is increasing as both Work:Stu3y and Neighborhood Youth Corps be-

come interested in tutoring as a preferred activity. In all cases, efforts

will be made to recruit directofs from poverty backgrounds.

TAC proposes to conduct a summer program which will accomplish the

following:

The program will provide the experience necessary for project directors

to develop a community action tutorial. This experience will be in actual com-

munity involvement and intense discussion of the theory and philosophy of com-

munity action.

The program will be a model for developing skills needed by directors
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to become capable of shifting the emphasis of a traditional program to com-

munity action.

The program will produce a corps of people, skilled in training, able

to transmit their experience to others through workshops and training sessions.

The program will produce at least one majt,r document dealing w'th

training for community action and the type of experience necessary to develop

skills for community action. In addition, the program will produce a series

of shorter documents dealing with tutorials, leadership skills community pro-

blems, etc.

The program will be divided into two separate but related experiences.

The first will be field wo-k and the second cognitive education. Consultations

with the Peace Corps and National Training Laboratories have aided in the pre-

paration of the education component and further cooperation has been offered.

Field work experience could coma from working on the staff of a com-

munity organization, working in a settlement house, working for a welfare

department or a number of other occupations. The participants will live in

the community where they are working; this, in itself, will provide a great

*deal of insight into the community. This will also provide the participant

opportunity to function in the community outside the role established by his

job.

The field work assignments will be selected on the basis of the ability

of a local project or agency to provide the participants concrete experience

in working with residents of a poverty community, social welfare agency staff,

local government representatives and fellow staff.members. Projects providing

participants oppor.tunities for experience in supervision and program planning

will recelve high priority. As often as possible, the assignments will be with



organizations run by local resid.ants with strong community action orientation.

Education Component

The education component will run concurrently with the field work. It

should .take three to four hours per day. The goals of the education component

are related to the creation of an attitude of open inquiry, When this is ac-

complished, the participants will be able to overcome stereotypes; learning will

be much easier. A related, and more practical, set of goals for the education

component is the acquisition of knowledge which the participants can transfer

to their own projects. To enable the participants to acquire an open attitude

and to function within this conceptual framework, the following program is pro-

posed.

The participants will receive one week of intensive leadership and

community action training under the guidance of a professional trainer. They

will spend the next six weeks in small groups deal:mg with a number of topics.

The final week will be spent under the guidance of a trainer in a laboratory

situation in preparation for return.to Campuses. Throughout the eight wesks

participants will meet people whose specialty is some aspect of community or-

ganization or community education. The participants will be presented infor-

mation which they can discuss and evaluate in relation to their field experi-

. ences and individual backgrounds. As a result of theme discussions, partici-

pants will be expected to produce a series of papers dealing with community

action, community education and tutoring. They will cooperatively produce one

major paper dealing with the preparation of individuals for work with community

education and community organization. The participation in discussions and

preparation of papers will serve at least three functions. First, papers use-

ful. in local projects will be within. Second, a major training document will
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be produced. Third, the participants will articulate their perception of com-

munity actoin. Possible topics for consideration are middle-class attitudes,

community organization methods, local control of local programs, attainment of

community goals, cooperation with local agencies, project administration, cur-

. riculem, recruitment and training. In addition to this series of papers, the

participants will be involved in an ongoing critique oE the summer experience.

Evaluation and Follow-Up

Throughout the summer, the staff and participants will examine the pro-

gram and restructure as fallacies appear. Consultants will be asked to observe

thu program throughout the eight weeks and report on the change in participant

attitudes between the two laboratories.

The director will require all participants to submit a detailed des-

cription of their individual projects before the summer program. He will use

these to evaluate changes they implement. If possible the director will match

the programs of the twelve selected participants with similar programs of non-

participants. This will prov.ide contral by which to measure the amount of

change in the programs as a result of the s mmer program. If the jypothesis is

correct, he will observe a.shift in the projects toward community action and

community education attributable to the summer program.

Project Site

The site must have enough community centers, block organizations, etc.,

to provide administrative or staff positions for each participant without

overburdening the local structure. However, the role of the participant will

be such that he cannot assume responsibility that would cause the organi7ation

to suffer when the summer ends.



Participants

Special emphasis will be placed on recruiting participants from poverty

environments. This will be done by concentrating on colleges which draw stu-

dents primarily from poverty areas. Participants will be selected on the basis

of their location, experience, and a statement of intention. The statement must

indicate intent to remain with a program through May, 1968. Participants may

be selected from any of the floolwing three categories: 1) directors or staff

members of continuing projects; 2) tutees or tutors who have shown outstanding

potential and are recommended by the project director; 3) community people who

have worked with a project and are recommended by the project director.

Staff

Director: The Director will be responsible for the operation of the program

(public relations, recruitment and selection of participants, hiring, etc.).

The Director will be responsible for selecting 12 participants from different

locations for further study. Beginning in September the Director will visit 12

projects to evaluate changes in the projects which are results of the summer

training. He will aid the participants in carrying out community education

programs and doing additional training in their communities. The Director will

be responsible for submitting a report at the end of th year. Job duration:

April 1, 1967 to March 31, 1968.

Field Ccordinator: The Field Coordinator will select, with the assistance of

the Director, the training site and the field work assignments. He shall be

responsible for negotiating with the consigners and overseiing the trait-es'

field work during the summer. He will act in the capacity of assistant dir-

ector. He will be responsible for preparing a report after the training. His
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job will run from April 1, 1967 until September 30, 1967.

Trainer: The Trainer will be responsible :or the two leadership labs. He

will assist in planning the curriculum.

Secretaries: General secretarial work. One from April 1, 1967 until March 31,

1968.

Cirriculum Consultant: A pecialist in the areas of work with the disadvantaged,

training, small group method, etc. He will be hired if necessary to assist the

Director in planning the educational component. They will be selected on their

knowledge in the particular area,

Contentafsialists: Content Specialists will be used in each subject area cov-

ered in the educational component. They will be selected on their knowledge in

the particular area.

Time Table

1. The project will begin April 1, 1967.

2. A director will be se1ecteC prior to this date.

3. All staff will be nired by April 15.

4. Announcements of the program will be out before April 15, ane recruiting

will begin at that time,

5. A site will be selected by May 15.

6. Field work assignments will be arranged by June 15.

7. The summer project will begin June 15.

8! A report on the summer project and the selection of twelve participants

for follow-up will be due September 1.

A final report will be due April 1, 1968.
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Addendum II

GROUTH THROUGH GAINING INDEPENDENCE

(Learning Theory)

Forward: Emotion is a response to information affecting personal hap-
_

piness and security which is processed by the brain. The information

may not be valid in external reality, but for the person responding to

it, it is real and provokes the appropriate response or emotion.
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GROWTH THROUGH GAINING INDEPENDENCE

This paper is concerned with the process of growth of the individual.

Although gaining independence and being independent are not the only factors

encompassed in the traditional concept of growth, this discussion of growth

shall be limited to the process of gaining independence. However, I would

like to point and emphasize the fact that the ability to be interdependent

and self-discipline are very closely related. Interdependence, which is

a more sophisticated state than independence, is reached only when one has

the ability to give and receive help while at the same time remaining self-

sufficient. Independence is a prerequisite of course. It is also a pre-

requisite for self discipline, but gaining self-discipline and independence

ought to be intertwined. Often they are not, and self-discipline is

achieved only after independence, if at all.

Helping another to gain independence can be destructive if he doesn't

realize, concurrently, the need to impose restrictions on his actions. His

indepedence and self-sufficiency can lead to the undoing of others who are

not so independent. (All leaders or strong individuals are not just, and

some are unjust to the point of becoming even tyrants, despots or bullies),

In training a problem of promoting the awareness of the need of self-limi-

tation arises. We create a paradox when we demand, on one hand, that people

shake old limits to attain independence and on the other that they impose

new ones upon themselves. The difference that they have the ability to

define their own limits, must be clearly understood to be recognized.

Choosing personal limits requires that they take greater responsibility for

their own actions which in turn allows them greater independence. For ex-
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ample: by rejecting his parents' right to have any control, the child has

also relieved them of responsibility for his actions. He must then take

responsibility .7..or deciding how to behave within limits that are necessary

to function within society. He may decide to continue within the same

limits set by his parents, but he has chosen this course and therefore exer-

cised independence.

There exists an individual rational morality that helps the individual

resolve the dilemma of choosing limits. Unless he falls into the clutches

of the most extreme branch of predeterminism, there are few situations

where a person does not choose. Where the choices involve a moral issue,

the moral choice or alternative is obvious for each person. To gain in-

dependence he must choose the moral alternative where it exists and risk

the consequences. When he does not do this, he remains dependent on the

environment that caused him to choose a safe alternative over the one he

II ought" to have chosen. A distinction should be made between wise men

(prudence) and martyrs (foolishness). Often the personal "ought" is not

politically expedient and choosing it would be casting fate to the winds.

Nevertheless, we too often choose the politically expedient alternative,

even though rejecting It would not be fatal, rather than risk taking the

alternative that we know to be the best or moral alternative.

There is no simple rule of thumb for making choices. However, the

knowledge that political alternatives give us absolutely no personal in-

dependence and only the tenuous independence created by possession of power

should help make choosing alternatives easier. "Independence" dependent

upon power is shaky. Until alternatives are chosen that are personally



moral, as well as politically sound, the individual lives in fear of the

day that his power is proven inadequate. This is not independence. The

ability to create or Caoose alternatives is central problem solving.

Growth is a combination of intellectual and emotional change, not one

or the other, which develops independence.

For the purposes of this paper, gaining independence (growth) will be

considered as an increase in one's ability to find and implement solutions

to new problems. Two important differentiation in this statement are

new problems" as distinct from "recurring or old problems" and the differ-

ence between merely finding solutions and actually implementing them. The

reason for saying new problems rather than recurring problems is that they

require that risks be taken whereas recurring problems present little risk.

When we are faced with new problems, there are unknown elements which

are usually not present in recurring problems. Often, our uncertainty

about the validit3i of our solution is the unknown element which creates a

risk beyond out. intellectual control. Facing this risk in implementing

our solution causes growth. On the other hand, since most of the unknowns

have been eliminated in problems that we have solved in the past, we are

merely involved in a process of refining our techniques for solving those

particular problems. In implementing.solutions to these problems, there

will bc some additional learning but very little growth, because most of

risk is gone. For example: contrast your experience of driving in rush

hour traffic for the first time with driving in the same traffic today.

The first time rush hour driving was a new task requiring knowldge of
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the city and courage to undertake the trip.. You are aware of all the risks

and did not know if you could successfully naviate them. On the other

hand, driving in the rush hour traffic now is a familiar recurring problem

of probable greater danger(since you aren't as alert) which you face daily
I.

without concern for life or limb because you have successfully driven through

it before.

If it were possible to make total distinctions between learning and

growth, discussion would be much simpl:lr, but they are so interrelated, one

seldom exists without the other. Learning corresponds to finding a solu-

tion to a problem that it is a refinement of o an increase in possessed

knowledge, but it does not necessarily cause growth. In a sense, it is

simply adding another set of facts to a collection or rearranging fact al-

ready. Intellectual processes, i.e., discussion, reading, listening, think-

ing, writing, have little emotional involvement or risk that go beyond ego

games. They concern reality but do not involve the risk of reality. For

example: you may grow in an argument with the boss about company policy,

but the growth is a resuft of the experience (arguing with the boss) and

not the content (company policy) of the experience. You probably know most

of the facts determining company policy, but you did not know that you could

safely argue with the boss.

Finding a solution or making a decision, then, is an intellectual ac-

tivity involving little risk, therefore, causing little growth. However,

implementing the solution may require tremendous risk and cause growth.

Example: it is easy to decide that the boss must be told that he has bad

breath, but it is a great risk to do it. The risk that one takes in prob-

lem solving may not be apparent while finding the solution to the problem,

but it become obvious in its implementation.
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Decision Makin as Part of Problem Solving

The quality of decision making is proportionate to the accuracy of

the methods used to collect and synthesize data and skill in choosing alter-

natives. The validity of these elements is measured by their objectivity

and avoidance of stereotypes, past experience and use of resources.

Skill in decision making is determined by a complex set of relation-

ships between external information and internal characte'ristics, a combi-

nation of personality, experience, attitude, fears, interests, etc. When

faced with a problem, external information concerning the problem is received

immediately. The data come from observation, research, conversation, etc.

Regardless of decision making skill, data is received which will be sorted

and filed according to its inter-action with internal characteristics of

the individual receiving it. The inter-action will eventually produce a

solution and later implementation.

The ability to find a solution to a new problem requires having a

method for solving all problems. A method assists in systematically gather-

ing, interpreting and ynthesizing data into alternatives and thus, reduces

the uncertainty of a hap hazard approach. To improve this method one needs

to continually experience events where decisions must be made, solutions

implemented and their success evaluated: data collection is part of this

process.

An important factor in determining the accuracy pf data gathering is

the closeness of agreement of definitions between the decision-maker and

sources of his information. Reliable data, such as observable facts, trans-

mitted by an observer have validity for the decision maker in proportion to

the closeness of the agreement in views between the decision-maker and the

observer, as well as his skill as a reporter. Although an observer may
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report with 1007 accuracy, the decision-maker, if he has also been an ob-

server, might disagree with the observer's account of the phenomenon. Each

individual's past experience, skills, fears, etc., (internal characteristics)

are all variables that alter his perceptions of data, and he is the only

one who can know the effects of these variables when they interact with

external data. Therefore, the individual's only completely accurate data

collector is himself.

Data collected for an immediate problem is knowledge that will facil-

itate solving that particular problem. Specific data is limited in its

usefulness to the present problem with which it is associated and it cannot

be relied upon for solving future problems unless generalities have been

drawn from the specific. Uninterpreted, the data applies only in a specific

-set of circumstances and unless this is recognized, general problem solving

procedure cannot develop.

Ability to solve a new problem may be changed by the data on hand from

past problems, because it may not apply to the new problem. However, the

ability is influenced by the method used to collect and process data in

the past. Ability to collect pertinent data will increase if after each

decision, the collected data is examined to determine, first, what types of

data directly affected the decision and, second; the validity of the source,

and, thus, the accuracy of the process by which it was collected. The qual-

ity of the solution will be determined even more by ability to accurately

synthesize good data than by ability to collect it.

After data has been collected and synthesized and a solution developed

and implemented properly, the process used to arrive at the solution should

be abstracted. An analysis of the process.used to solve a specific problem



will definitely improve ability to solve similar problems in the future.

However, the ability to solve problems in general will improve only if

the process used is valid exclusive of the data. Like data, if the process

used is particular tc, a specdfic problem, it will be difficult to apply

geuerally unless it is abstracted from the original situation.

Improving decision making ability requires a continuing analysis of

the process used to reach decisions for current problems as well as an

analysis of the process used in the past. An analysis of the data is not

as relevant except, perhaps, in that it helps to recognize the differenc

between important and trivial data. Analysis of the process on the other

hand, is necessary to refine the process of decision making valid for the

individual decision maker.

Alternatives

Another important skill in decision making is the ability to see so-

lutions in terms of alternatives and to choose the best. There may be

several alternatives that will solve an immediate problem, but there is

usually one alternative (not necessarily the same one for everyone) that

will provide an opportunity for additional independence as well as a so-

lution to the problem. This is the alternative that a person "ought" to

choose; the one which is both morally and politically sound. For example:

we ought to meet deadlines. We accept this as sound, but too often we put

the work off and suffer with guilt until the last minute or until our guilt

overcomes us. Probably, we will have to do more work and will still miss

the deadlines.
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A situation arises where we cannot find safe and moral alternatives.

We choose to ignore the problem or to postpone it until we think the

circumstances are favorable. Many times when faced with situations where

a risk is implied, we defer the problem to a host of auxiliary decision-

making personnel, i.e., mother, policeman, teacher, politician, other guy.

They may come to our rescue, or they may have even foreseen the problem

and previously set us on a path that avoids all known hazards. Either way,

we do not have to make "hard" decisions. We choose the college we attend,

but society said that we should go to college.

Avoiding risks or choosing the painless alternative cannot always be

condemned. In fact, thinking in terms of alternative helps to avoid com-

plete frustration or confusion, for until a situation can be seen in terms

of alternatives, the situation controls us. When there is only one viable

alternative and it is not the moral alternative, choice is not available:

one is a e. wn in the game rather than a player. Example: The only viable

alternative for Sir Thomas Moore in a "Man for All Seasons" was to agree

with Henry VIII, but it was not his moral alternative so he had no control

over the outcome.

Ability to see alternatives and choose the one most immediately

profitable allows one to go through l comfortably and, in all probabil-

ity, to get ahead. However, constantly avoiding taking the moral alter-

native does not prepare one to create alternatives that are hot overtly

present in a situation. Taking the safe way all of the time evolves into

inability to take any risks, and creating an alternative not inherent in a

situation is a risk.
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The availability of alternati,,es presents a paradox: Alternatives

allow a degree of independence from failure in solving a problem. Alter-

natives prevent frustration and provide the opportunity to have some control

of th e. situations that affect us. On the other hand, the act of selecting

an alternative may, in fact, be an affirmation of personal dependence if an

acceptable but not "ought" alternative is chosen. Alternatives also prov-

ide ways around difficult situations and lessen the independem ,n indi-

vidual might gain had he choien the "ought".

The following is an example of a safe acceptable alternative which

allows no gain in independence: As a believer in Christian love, should I

condone the war in Vietnam? As a human being who is in danger of being

drafted and killed, should I condone it? Why do I? At this time condoning

involves less risk than resisting. I can choose not to condone the war but

also not act overtly on that de.cision. Intellectually, I have made a deci-

sion (I can do that) and it has eased my conscience. However, I was also

able to choose not to act on my deCision and by not acting, taking a social-

ly acceptable position -- silence. If I had to act on my decision, if I

had no alternatives, I might be destroyed (this is the unknown that pre-

vent me from acting). However, I have an alternative, and before I act,

the situation will have to increase in intensity until I think I no longer

have a choice, or the evidence that I will survive becomes overwhelming,

or enough others agree with me that I fee. secure.

Our skills and environment provide many acceptable alternatives which

allow us to avoid taking risks or the "ought" alternative. We are able to

find functional alternatives easily (an indication of a sophisticated and
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educated society). However, by creating a life where alternatives that

provide escape from the "ought" are not only available but also approved,

our environment fails to produce leaders (those people who can grow with

little support and can make decisions in new situations) who can challenge

limits inadvertently set by society.

Risk Takins

Problems solving does not promote growth until the risk of implementing

the solution is taken. Implementation requires en additional internal

characteristic (confidence) normally developed by synthesizing past ex-

ternal data and experience. The vital difference between those who can on-

ly find a solution and those who can also implement it is the ability to

act. This is the difference between leaders and followers who seem to have

similar talents and characteristics. To be able to act intelligently and

by choice depends on the possession of data and how well it is integrated

to arrive at a solution. The characteristic necessary for action which is

not necessary to solve a problem theoretically is self-confidence; this may

be only additional seI ,-tonfidence, because some confidence was required

to attempt to solve the problem.

The more extensive the collection of data concerning the new problem,

the easier it may be to act. However, no amount of data or intellectual-.

izing will settle the feeling in your stomach as you approach new experi-

ence. The only way to overcome the fear of the unknown is to act. At

some point, regardless of data, one must act. If the decision-making pro-

cess is valid and implementation precise, the problem will be solved. If

they are not, the action will provide new data, reliable for the individual,
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with which the decision-making piocess can be refined.

The fear of the unknown in a leadership position is the same fear or

hesitation you have felt as an individual just before entering a new school

(church, bar) or before trying snails (pot, liquor). It is the fear that

an act initiated by you and for which you are responsible will have a

harmful effect, physical and/or psychological, on you. This fear is the

anathema of confidence. Fear, however, is logical when there is an ele-

ment of the unknown in a situation. People grow when they overcome fear

or make a decision in a situation that involves an unknown and act on their

decision regardless of the unknown.

People grow when they are able to express themselves either verbally

or physically in areas they had avoided or where they had previously felt

restricted (fear). People grow when they take a risk.

In summary, due to his individuality, each person is the most valid

source of information in a situation requiring him to act. The only way to

improve his ability to act is by acting and evaluating the action. Data

is important but static, the individual is the most important element in

determining the success of his action. With experience, he can become his

major source of information (data gather) and be able to act intelligently

with very little new data. Decision making and acting on problems are

dynamic processes which can be relAmed by continuous evaluation of the qual-

ity of actions and examination of the process that lead to the actions.

Evaluation

Successful decision making is not always necessary to growth but it

helps. If one fails when he takes a risk, he will probably survive, but he

may need someone to point out that he has survived.
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Failure can produce as much learning and growth as success if it is

examined. Most people, however, are not prepared to look at failure in

terms of learning. The problem solving process which resulted in failure

is seldom examined for mistakes and frture alternatives. If it is exam-

ined at all, it is seen as a mark of inadequacy. Examination of failure is

an important part of problem solving and may actually be the beginning of

the problems solving process. First, the fact that the individual survived

the failure becomes clear. Second the problem itself is never more apparent

than when it has met failure.

Failure may be the result of misjudging environment or personal abil-

ities. When This happens, information and the process used to obtain the

solution need to be examined in order to initiate a revised solution base.d

on the data gained from the failure. The revised solution may be to with-

draw, not quit.

Failure is most destructive when unexamined, and the individual quits

not knowing why he failed., A problem must be seen as a unit that ends

either by success or failure. After failure it becomes a new problem.

Examination of failure gives the freedom to begin unburdened by the guilt

of past failure which will aid in solving problems.

Traininn for Action

In training people to act intelligently, a necessary consideration is

how to instill or develop self-confidence. The problem can be approached

in many ways and is most effectively solved by concurrent use of several

approaches. One'approach is sensitivity training. In the T-group, the in-

dividuai can look more closely at himself and receive feedback form others

about the accuracy of his perceptions. It aids him in understanding per-
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sonal hangups and in many cases, resolves the hangups as being based on

ungrourided fears of failure and rejection. The T-group provides an op-

portu..-.ity for its members to express themselves openly and honestly in an

accepting environment. This experience provides the individual with a

more accurate picture of himself and his interactions with others and

allows him to interact with others more freely. This knowledge helps to

develop confidence to act, at first, in the'immediate T-group environment

and later in post T-group situations.

A second approach for developing confidence is to create a structure

within which people who have been allowed to experience new behavior in

T-groups can receive support but still must choose their own direction. In

this situation, direction is sometimes choosen out of frustration or even

as an act of rebellion against the directionless structure. Withy the

sti:ucture, most individual action is initiated by the participants. Some

initiation from trainers takes place only in the face of external demands

(often tim3 pressure). At first, the quality of the decisions and action is

generally low, but it is a beginning at taking responsibility and does im-

prove with time. Opportunity for examination of the process of making de-

cisions and acting must constantly be provided so that the process may be

refined. Even when processes go unrefined, successful action builds con-

fidance.

Discussion between participants inwork and living situations helps

build confidance, also. The trust and openess developed by the T-group

should engender an intense level of discussion. This coupled with indivi-

dual action brought about by the non-directive structure should promote

constant in-depth sharing of experiences and analysis of actions. This
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informal analysis or evaluation provides new insights that apply to the

problem solving process which can be tested in following actions and then

re-analyzed. Continuing this procedure helps develop more sophisticated

processes for solving problems.

Role of Environment

In the past, there were elements in the environment that caused people

to take risks, to overcome risks, and to grow because of them. These risks

were taken to fullfill needs that are discussed in freshman Psychology --

food, shelter, love, self-esteem. For most of us, the needs we have are

for psychological and not physical survival, therefore, the risk that we

take are psychological and not physical. I'm not suggesting that we long

for the frontier, but I am suggesting that the frontier helped develop

people's emotional security since it caused them to develop their physical

security, which they could easily evaluate The frontier was similar to

the environment faced by a person in today's world who functions in a posi-

tion that threatens him in ways other than intellectual i.e., teacher,

organizer, nurse, etc. People in the normal course of their lives, are

able to avoid situations that force them to take risk and make decisions

without all of the information; situations where they would have to rely on

their abilities only and risk failure on their shoulder or in their guts.

However, people find themselves requfred to do just that when they function

as leaders. The question is how do we in today's society, help people

develop the necessary self-confidence to act when unaccustomed to risks?

Role of Authority]Eigure or Trainer

Debate continues about the value and/or necessity of trainee partici-
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pation in planning their own learning situations. Trainers kid themselves

about the authority relationship when 1.:hajige to have participants

take a major role in planning an exercise. Planning alone doesn't add

greatly to one's growht. Planning is an intellectual exercise and is

often little more than fantasy. It adds most to growth when the plan is

being implemented because of the risk present and the participants' commit-

metn to the plan which forces him to take the risk.

In my opinion, the ordinary implementation of even a major program

does not add greatly to growth, because once the plan is chosen and the

guidelines for implementation formulated, environmantal protectors usually

take over and comfortable alternatives can be taken. For example: You

may spend a lot of tim3 selecting the college or occupation that you wish

to pursue, but once you have made the decision, you will find that every-

thing else has already been decided. The college has a required course

of study, and the occupation has its set of mores by which you are bound.

Similarly, sometimes, we are in positions where others take the risks

of implimentation and we are responsible only for the planning (director,

supervisor, foreman, trainer, etc.).

How do we (as trainers) grow aud help others grow? Part of the answer

lies in how we make decisions and implement them and how we relate to others

as they make decisions. Can an individual act on somono else's decision

and still grow? My answer is "yes", but the emotional growth is limited

and there is little intellectual growth. The decision is made for me and

it is my responsibility to act, however, failure is not completely my res-

ponsibility because someone else's decision was invalid. If you make the

decision then I am dependent on you and you retain the respons ibility for



the decision, thereby, most of the responsibility for the success or

failure, and I remain only a pawn in your game.

Intellectually, some of the information gained from implementing

the decision may transfer but not nearly as much transfers as would have

if I had worked through making the decision myself. The danger that comes

from succeeding in a situation where I do not make the decision is that

the result will have a great impression on me. My lack of planning will

not be obvious, and I will be deluded into attempting similar problems

without adequate preparation. Failure will be more harmful than success

rewarding. If I implement your decision, success will be uneven. Most

of the laurals will go to you, becuase all I did was follow instructions.

However, if I fail, the responsibility will be less clear and some of the

guilt will be mine regardless of my precision in carrying out the instruc-

tions.

In a modified situation where a trainee makes th e. decision and asks

the trainer for his judgement and he approves, they share the decision

and the risk involved in implementing it. The risk for the trainee is

lessened even though the plan and implimentation are his alone because he

got "expert" approval. If the trainer disagrees, the trainee may end up

implementing the trainer's decision mainly because he is the authority

figure and the trainee is dependent once more. A trainer should try to

prevent the trainees from giving him any responsibility for his actions,

but general encouragement or agreement and positive comments take the form

of positive reinforcement and eventually give the trainee enough confidence

to attempt implementation without the trainer's advice. The length of

time it takes for the trainee to gain independence will be determined by
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the amount of responsibility the trainer allows or forces him to take.

I believe that to grow, one must make a decision on his own and then im-.

plement it, taking all of the risks that it might fail but also receiving

all of the laurels if it succeeds. The sooner a trainee takes responsi-

bility, the sooner he will gain independence.

Non-Directed MbetinrYs as Learning Experience

Non-directed meetings where all participants share responsibility

for the conduct of the meeting provide an excellent specific situation

for gaining independence through problem solving, improving their problem

solving ability, and becoming more aware of individual "oughts" of them-

selves and others. The frustration of making decisions about what they

want to learn leads them to define problems, set up tentative solutions

and begin to act upon the proposed solutions. Examination of how problems

are being solved is necessary to bring problem solving practice from un-

conscious exercise to meaningful 1.earning. The task orientation of meetings

focuses attention toward a pracLical end. At first, however, participants

should not be concerned as much with completing a task as With evaluatirg

and improving their abilities to handle the problems created by the tasks.

Evaluation of a meeting in which no goals are achieved will sharped

the awareness of the group's (each member's) failure to see and define

problems, and act accordingly. Evaluating a success is equally profitable.

A note here on the basic similiarity between group and individual

handling of problems might help emphasize the importance of individual

.participation.

First, a valid group decision calls for individual decisions. Each

member must examine the group's problum as if it were his alone. He should
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know his position and possible solutions at all stages of the problem's

development.

ContributiDns made by the other mc-mbers of the group should be treated

as data, relevant or irrelevant...all worthy of examination...which could

alter the member's basic personal decision on the group problem.

Accepting another member's data (opinion, idea, etc.) and using it

to modify one's own basic decision is difficult. It does not mean that

one is necessarily easily influenced and, therefore, easily controlled.

The group decision will be high quality if each individual has made his

owu "quality" decision and used the constantly refined data supplied by

the other members to reach the best possible solution attainable in that

group.

To ignore data from other members of the group once the individual

member has reached his own decisions, is the same as ignoring relevant

data to any individual problem outside of the group. For example: When

buying a used car, there'are a multitude of facts to consider before you

have enough knowledge about that car to decide that it is good or bad.

It would be foolish to decide to buy it because you like the color and

purposefully ignore the information you have about its mileage, gas con-

sumption, accident history, etc. Chances are you'll regret your decision.

In a group, other members' inputs are information as vital to your best

decision on the group's problem as the statistic concerning the car are

in its purchase.

By not seriously considering.all relevant data, the individual is

crnating additional problems and is operating out of context -- on a pri-

vate level -- which leads to frustration for all involved because of the
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missed communication. Refusal to accept relevant data that the rest of

the group has accepted and used to create a modified version of the pro-

blem builds frustration and opens the way for hostility.

Constant evaluation of a meeting as an exercise of problem solving

ability is the only way to improve that ability and, ultimately, the

meeting. Although the tasks of the meeting are immediate, a quick solu-

tion is not necessarily the best. One's goal is to learn how he reaches

a solution, because "how" he solves the problem is of lasting value while

the "what" that is solved or the problem itself is comparatively short-

term in importance.



Addendum III

NOTLS ON THh: ITD MOVa

by

TOM ISGAN

The ITD is a unique training experiment, fundod

by OE:0-CAP 207, aimed at further-Ing the role of the

volunteer as an agent of change in Amoricr;n society.

The Instte is a first attopt in providing traininu

for tutoriztl directors and stv.ff. Althovoh some of

the achievomonts and high points of the moveffent have

boon reported in national maga.%ines and newspapers,

the hiF,tory of tutoring in the U.S. is std11 being

written. A few organizations have attertptod a

written historylto dte, of the movoloont, but their

results are frac,Nontc:d. For more information on the

history of tutorials write thc Tutox'ial AssAstanee

Center, 2115 S Street, N.W., Washinton, D.C. 20003.

One major need of tutorials Wls been for skilled

and continuing leadership. The dedicated corn of
,

stucl.ents who provided the present leadership have

been makin history, but they aro working mainly in

isolation and witho.ut trainilig. The TAC has hv.d

so= affect on reclueinG the isolation with bulletins

covering nationwide project news, but the need for

skilled lorAcro remains in local projects.

DOCCLU0 of the demands of college, studmt lead-

ership ha been teml)orary and 1ackin3 in experience.

This has, in part, been due to tho absmIce of any

articulate goal for tutorials and of means for de-

veloping lo,ttdorship. The latter is a probleLl every-

whore and is CONMon to all new program areas. As a

solution to tit° lack of leadership, the Institute fo:i:

Tutorial Dovolopm:::=ILt is a natura?. oceurance in the



maturation of the tutorial movement.

The ITD has existed for two or three years in

the minds of some of the farsighted leaders of the

tutorial movement. It was proposed a year ago but

was tabled in the face of more pressing demands.

The present Institute was conceived early in the

w_nter of 1966 and became a reality ln April 1967 as

a part of the TAC contract with 0E0-CAP 207.

After the signing of the contract, one of the

first steps in the development of the Institute was .

the selection of a location. Detroit was the choice.

The diverse ethnic groups, social service agencies,

favorable political structure and comparatively mod-

erate racial tension makes it an ideal c...ty for the

Institute's methods of training. A lesser but import-

ant factor is the co- incidence of the closing of the

public schools and the beginning of the Institute.

The Institute's.goal is strengthing leadership

of tutorial. programs. Interns will be guided toward

this goal through leadership txclining, field exper-

ience, theory and fact input in the realm of educate

tion and organization, and sharing of their exper

iences gained as leaders in the present movement,

The design,of the Institute deviates from the

norm in a number of ways. It is the first poc,7.ram

designed for training tutorial project directors and

staff. The program will be a combination of diverse.

elements of training end education. There will be a

blending of formal education (seminars), job-training



(field work) , sensitivity training (labs), research

and reporting (model tutorial) and, throughout the

program, opportunities for the Intern to assume lead-

ership roles. To encourage this, the Institute

will maintain a non-directive structure that will

allow the Interns to influence its content and dir-

ection. The philosophy of the Institute is that of

a community of leaders as well as a community of

Inte:cps.

The thirty interns, male and female, will be

the most important resources of the Institute. They

will be drawn from alJ areas of the U.S. and from all

backgrounds. There will be Negro students from

Tushoge, Institute in Alabama and White students

from the University of Alabama. Students will coma

frou Brooklyn, South Dakota,

and points in between.

on Work-Study programs

Now Mexico, California

Some of the Interns will be

from their colleges. Their

ages range from 17 to 25 and their backgrounds vary.

economically, socially, and in e7:perienco with tut-

orials. Two Interns will be settino up their first

tutorial in September while other Intcrp have beell

involved in t'utorials and similar projects for

to five years and are paid tutorial staff moberc,.

The Interns will receive a scholarship of $50.00

a week and transportation to and from Datroit. The

mony is not a salary, since the Institute is not

providing jobs, but is providing an opportuvlity to

learn and grow for a select population.

The eight-week Institute, Juno 19 to August 11,
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will be divided into the following segments. For

the first week thirty Inters, six trainers and three

staff will live in an inner-city hotel. This week

will be used for orientation and will inVolve sens7

itivity training, discussions with Detroiters on

what is to be expected, and familiarization with the

neighborhood. The sensitivity training will be under

the guidonce of trainers from the University of Mich-

igan who received their training at the National Train-

ing Laboratory in Bethel, Maine. Community familiar-

ization will entail discussion with local resource

people and tours of the neighborhoods where the

Interns will be working.

The first weekend will be used for the Interns

to move to their respective neighborhoods and meet

their host families.

The next six yeeks will be similar to the

following in format.

The week will be divided into three major com-

ponents. The first component, will continue through-

out the following six weeks. It will e a field

placement made at the end of the first week. The

placements h-tve been arranged by the staff in accord

with the needs of the Interns as specifipd on their

applications. In general, a3l of the assignevts

w:111 be with Drivate or city social service agencies.

The assignments will entail work with adolescents,

many of whom ill be referral from juvenile coilvt

frequent contact with the parents and with referral

and service agencies. The actjvities :in the field



placements will vary with the assignments and the

skills and interest of the Interns. The field work

will be conducted formally Thursday.througjh Saturday

of each week, however, the Interns will be e::pected

to continue their activities inforiaally all of the

time they are in their areas. This may include

Sunday and evenings. An important aspect of field

work will be the relationships-established and

maintained with the host family and other residents

of the community.

The Interns will receive supervision in the

field placements from the professionals with whom

they are working in the agencies.

They will be able to ehoo,e thelr field assign-

ments in areas that will provide experience most

relevant to their projects. They can elect to work

with Mexican, Negro or White youth or in an integrated

situation. In some cases the Interns can choose

between urban and rural.

Another aspoct of the field placement will be

the training of a young person selected from the

community for his leadership potential by each Intern.

By doing this tbe Interns will be able to benefit

the community by leaving ccne local lemlership, and;

at the same tinie, benefit themselveri from the oppor-

tunity to identify coad train leaders.

The sonond aspect of this componeAt will be

the establishing of a tutorial in Detroit. The Interns

will deal with all of the problems of a tutorjal
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project. They will spend one day a week planning

the program, tutoring and evaluating. This will

relate directly to their independent study.

The third ceEponent of the six weeks will be

six two-day seminars. The seminars will be held

Monday and Tuesday of each; additional time ydll

be allocated if it proves desireable.

A general format for the seminars will be;

input from resource people, analysis of the topic

by Interns and reports or papers on the topic by

selected Interns each week. The content outline for

the seminars will be: three seminars dealing with

cultural and ethnic differences and approaches to

community organization and three dealing with problems

of volunteer projects, i.e., group administration,

record keeping and curriculum. The specific topics

and designs of the seminars will be decided by the

staff and Interns.

Midway throuc;h the six weeks one weekend Ill

be used for a retreat. The retreat will bring the

Interns together for additional sensitivity training

and will be used to raise specific ciuestions :,nd to

either desie;n or redesi6n the reinder of the

Institute.

T110 fial week will be ur:d for further aen.5,

itivity tr;A1llin,..3, to sumLiarize the Institute, to

evalvate and make rece:nmendations.

Two or throe days of this iol wAll be used
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to discuss the application of the Institute to the

cacopus project. Fall and winter projects can be

discuoeed aTid planned with other Interns and staff.

Further training for Interns will be discussed.

The possibility of the Interns receiv-Ang

further training in a number of fields is very good.

An important goal of the In.:Aitute is that the Interns

will have new shills with which to train their staff

and tutors. In addition, it is possible that the

Interns will be called on as individuals or in small

groups to aid in staffing other training programs.

TI/ss
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Iftroduction

An introduction to this report on the Institute for Tutorial De-

velopment wouldn't be necessary if the report itself could give an

accurate, quick impression of the summer's training. However, the

data processed and rc,ady for use at this time is limited. For informa-

tion to be available, beyond the structure and chronological account

of the training, the Interns' Journals and other writings, staff tapes,

and follow-up information must bc evaluated.

The account that follows is incomplete, because we have not de-

fined the exact causes for people changing as much as they did: why

they were and still arc excited about those changes; why they are

stronger people than they were before the training; aid why some have

gone into Vista rather than back to school. The intensity of the sum-

mer is missing, too, but that existed because of the Interns and their

serious, sincere attitudes toward the training as well as the style of

training itself and the unsual environmental interventions, i.e., the

Detroit Riot.

The aim of the Institute, to build strong leadership in tutorials,

was successfully met and surpassed, but it is difficult at this point

to pin-point the personal characteristics distinct form leadership

ability which were also developed. However, these personal gains gave

the greatest satisfaction to the Interns and now reinforce theit strength

as leaders.

The learning theory behind the training format, basically, that

people learn b6st and most easily by exposure to the subject and by

actiong in accord with reality. Many times, facing the reality which

destroyed some hopeful preconceptions of the training for the Interns.

They were pressed to carry out actions which they had only talked about

before. (When the question arose about how they would be received
in the community, they were asked to go into the community and find

out rather than sit in the seminar room and project.)

Discovering chat he could work successfully handling harder

question (i.e., race, sex, etc.) on this reality level was one of the

wst exciting points in the training for the individual Intern.

The ITD was a unique experience for all concerned. Anyone who

associated with it became deeply involved; the five people who trained

sensitivity groups and consulted from time to time throughout the eight

weeks became excited and enthused by the deep involvement developinL;

interpersonally on a whole group level. However, great amount of trust

and honesty the group developed and used to support its individual mem-

bers was difficult to accetp as real, even for people used to the results

of T-groups.

The new level of interpersonal relationships was a necessary as
well as satisfying byproduct of group trust. Extensive individual in-

teraction was licessary to provide the support that: the unstructured

training format did not give. The Interns' ability to hOp one another.



build strengths and overcome weaknesses was one of the major reasons for
the training's success. Their ability to see persons as resources has
also helped reinforce their changes back on their campuses.

The learning and chaflenge the environment provided, the demand
that no issue be avoided, and the support the Interns learned to pro-
vide each other to help meet the erunronment caused them to leave
different people than from when they entered training. They are mote
open, tolerant, understaudking, kinder, stronget, and essentially
wiser people than before. They have learned to listen to get directly
to the essence of problem,40 and to take the responsibilty of making
a der.ision.

By making these people better leaders, the ITD has helped develop
better tutorials. It would not matter if a great amount of information
on tutorials was given to fhe Interns if they could not use it forcefully.
Instead of pat answer:7, the Interns were helped to find the flexibility
and creativity which would allow them to meet any problems they might
have in their tutorials and find own answers with resourcefulness and
confidence.



Recruiting and Selection

A flyer announcing the ITD was sent to 1000 tutorial projects and
campus work-study directors in early April (Appendix III). Interested
students returned a request for the final application (Appendix IV),
and then those whose interest held up through the long application
returned the final application. About 200 were received.

.1t was not possible to personally interview the applicants, so
they were selected on such arbitrary criteria as experience, age, sex,
area of the U.S. from which they came, and the quality of their ans-
wers on some questjons about tutorials and their reasons for wanting
to attend the Institute. The selection was geared toward obtaining
a cross-section of Interns in each of these areas. The applicants
selected had from no experience to 3 or 4 years, with the average
around 1 or 2 years. They ranged in ages from 17 to 26 years, average
age being 19 years and were divided evenly between male and female.
Their origins were from Hawaii to New York City (Appendix V).

A number of Interns came as a member of a team representing one
campus with the eeams ranging from working with well-established tutor-
ials to one which would be going back to a newly-started project,
(see Appendix V, also for origins of the teams).

Introduction to Trillina

Following the philosophy that strong leaders can build strong
projects, the eight-week training program emphasized building leader-
ship qualities rather than presenting a volume of information on tutor-
ials. Bringing together 30 tutorial leaders created a larger body of
tutorial knowledge than had ever been assembled before. The Interns
provided their own best content resources.

Because of the riots, the full eight-week training shcedule was
not completed. The first week was orientation to the Institute and
Detroit and wns followed by six weeks of seminars and field experience.
Ihe eight week was to have been devoted to evaluation and discussion
about applying what bad been learned during the summer to the Interns'
home tutorials. The last week of field experience and the formal
week of evaluation c,ere partially lost in Oe confusion of the riots.

Orientation to the ITD

Orientation was held in the Earle Hotel (22 (lm;:lotte Street) ,

a mediumsi7.ed, old hotel in the heart of the red-lit,ht district jur,t
off Woodward, Detroit's main street. Its atmocThere and alien environ-
ment into which the Interns were dropped were important elowents in the
eventual cohesion of the group into a self-supportin group.

(The final report will contain a more detailed sescription of the
Interns' rertet.iont; to their total irmorsinn into poverty awl th:! learn-
ing they gained). In their written evaluations, they noted Earle as ono
of the best parts of the orientation. These orientotion evrduations,
completed by the Interns, have not yet been fully cootplied.



Monday and Tuesday were devoted to introducing the Interns to
Detroit's physical and sociological layout and to some of the social
agencies that wore known to have extensive if not effective, prca-irams.

Wednesday through Saturday morning were used for sensitivity groups
and planning by the Interns for the first week of field work. Sat-

urday afternoon the Interns moved to their Detroit homes.

The sensitivity groups (conducted by John Lohman and S. Wittes,
University of Michigan, Pamelle Dickson, Tutorial Assistance Center,
and Al Recourd, Student Stress, NSA, all with training form National
Training Laboratories) was one of the Strongest factors in influencing
the group to become self-supporting.

The Interns were divided into four groups with one permanent
staff member in three of them. They met regularly in these small groups
and often with the group of 30 which met to work with real issues as
well as with exercises in group communication. The two groupings allow
them to recongize similarities in problems with communications on the
two levels.

The experience with the T-groups and 3ith the large group reveal-
ed io most of the Interns the difficulty and importance of complete
communication. Since communication is an intrinsic part of leadership,
recognition of its importance and how often it is neglected was pro-
bably the most important key to learning received by the Interns. A
more complete evaluation of tapes and written material should substan,

tiate this conclusion. At this point, however, it will have to be
supported by the fact that communication became one of the main concerns
of the Interns as a group and individuals as the summer progressed.

Many individual problems emerged and were dealt with on a primary

level, at least, in thesensitivity, groups. The apt handling and gent-
leness with which these problems were met helped to create a trust which
was respected among the members of the groups and that grew through the

summer to provide an atmosphere in which the Interns could draw on one

another for support.

TraininA Schedule

The basic schedule for each week during the si?c.-week period of
seminars and field work used Monday morning to evaluate and discuss the

previoUs week's field work. Mbnday afternoon and Tuesday were used

for seminars. Appendix 1V contains a calendar of topics as they were

taken up. Wednesdays served as time for further discussions to work
out problems and for additional seminars. Thursdays and Fridays

were spent in the field working with established agencies, and, in
some cases, on the Interns' own projects. These are briefly described

in Appendix VII.I.

and Uousing

The Interns were encouraged to spend their free time in the
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neighborhoods, which they did the first weekends. However, the meeting

demands of the Institute and work committments with the field place-

ments increased as the summer progressed and cut into their time for

casual acquaintance with the neighborhoods where they lived.

Detroit provided a variety of ethnic communities throughout

which the Interns homers were scattered. Six lived in the Del Rey area,

which is Spanish and European; four, in St. Anne's parish, a mixture of

Negro and Spanish; five, in the Appalachian White area; four, in a low-

income housing project occupied mostly by Negroes; and eight, in a

strictly Negro neighborhood in the area surrounding the Franklin-

Wright Settlement (Appendix VIII).

The staff had hoped to have each Intern or groups of Interns liv-

ing with host families. However, when final arrangements were made,

only half come under this plan. The other half, who felt they were

able to benefit just as much from living in the communities as those

Interns living with families, lived in apartments in the areas where

they worked.

Except for two cases, all of the Interns lived in pairs or larger

groups. One boy from Detroit lived with his family, and one girl lived

with a Spanish family. Most of the Interns lived with other Interns

working in the immediate area.

The average rent was $5.00 per week, ranging from $7.50 to free,

in both the homes and apartments. The Interns devised and maintained

by themselves a system for equalizing their contributions toward rent,

so that each was paying the same amount toward their collective rent.

The benefits of having the Interns living and working together

in such close contact for eight weeks haven't yet been completely com-

piled. However, from.our experience this summer it is easy to project

that this was an important eleMent of the prGgram.

During the first five weeks, the Interns depended entirely on the

bus system for transportation, Through extensive travel to and from

the seminars, by bus, and in visiting each other, the Interns got to

know the city quite well.

Rental cars were used in the following weeks because of the number

of retreats and the need for private transportation during the riot.

Retreats

Two major retreats were planned: one in order to provide a week-

end out of the city where the Interns could relax and pull away from

their work and the poverty to do some evaluation; the other was to

work on producing papers on five major areas of tutorIals (administra-

tion, tutor orientation and training, creative tutoring and community

organzation).
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The first retreat, July 15-16, was to the Epif,coral Conference

Center (Parishficld) near Brighton, Michigan. John Lohman and his wife

Anita, a clincial psychologist form the University of Michigan, and Cy

Wittes came as resource people to facilitate anY discussion groups

that might develop.

By this time, having had to take charge of the content of this

seminars and make other decisions concerning thc-ir actions as a group,

the Interns were choosing their own direction. They decided in a meet-

ing with the Lohmans and Cy Wittes that chey did not want to plan to

achieve any particular goal but would rather let the weekend develop as

it would.

Ultimately the Interns called upon the consultants more as indiv-

iduals rather than as a group and talked on a one to one or one to two

basis. The rest of the time they spent in physical activity.

A week later (July 24-25) the Institute wont to Hayes State Park

about 60 miles from Detroit to work on producing final drafts of five

papers dealing with tutorials. The particular dates of the retreat

were not arranged by staff planning but by.the availability of the Out-

door Center at the park. As the staff drove out of the city on the

Edsel Ford Freeway, we saw several large columnsof smoke rising a few

blocks from the highway and one large fire on Grand River.

The Detroit Riot's Affect on the ITD

The tentatively planned schedule for the Institute ended abrupted

at this point, but the experiences which followed helped cause the

changes and growth the Interns underwent.

Many extremely difficult events and problems had come up and

were dealt with before. (These will be detailed in the final docu-

mentation). However, the riots and the implications of the riots

proved to be the culmination of all the problems and doubts that the

Interns were having concerning the good that present social agency

programs (and tutorials) are doing toward promoting social change.

The first reports of the riot came over the radio the evening we

arrived at Hayes. All of the Interns were greatly troubled, because

they fet that they should have been in Detroit to be with the people

they knew. Thew were afraid of appearing as if they were running out

on them.

Six of the fellows went back into Detroit when the riot wore

reported to have quieted down to determine whether or not it was safe

for the group to return, and to chock on the safety of onc Intern's

grandmother and the Intprn from Detoit wtio had reioained with his

family during the riots.

They reported that several food distribution centers had been set

up in ravaged areas where stores had been destroyed, and people were

need to help in them. The danger was minimum according to their reports

and the radio news, so those Interns wishing to return to help were

allowed to do c.o. Al)out half left Hayes while tho others reialined
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until the regularly scheduled departure the next day. The Interns who

returned to Detroit all moved in with one Intern who shared the upper

floor's of a house on lower 14th Street in the quiet Spanish area. When

the rest returned from Hayes, they joined the first group in the large

house.

The staff's decision to move everyone into a safe area was not

disputed. Some of the previously safe living quarters were obviously

now to risky to reoccupy. However the decison to leave Detroit was

greatly resented.

Parents of Interns had called steadily throughout the riots to

Hayes Park Check on their sons and daughters' safety and expressing

their concern about the Institute's return to Detroit. The number of

calls, the staff's own questions as to the safety of staying in

Detroit with a possibility of the riots flaring up again at any time,

the Interns' feelings of futility in working in food centers (because

they weren't needed), and the knowledge that there would be no field

work possible that 6th week of the schedule, made the risks, which

were not clearly measureable, unwise to take.

The Interns were unhappy and angry because they felt that the

decision to stay or go should have been theirs.

It was difficult, if not impossible, for the staff to gracefully

retake the reins of decision-making power when they had adamantly re-

fused to do so in the past. Over and over ihe staff had refused to

make decisions thus forcing the Interns to depend only on themselves to

make decisions and enjoy or suffer the consequences of those decisions.

Through the summer's experience, the self-confidence they had gained,

and the responsibility they felt for taking charge of their lives, the

Interns had come to expect to.be .trusted with decisions and felt that

they had been duped when responsibility had been taken from their hands

without their consent.

The Institute moved to Parishfield on July 31. There the Interns

spent nine days evaluating and talking among themselves. Although this

informal and fairly unstructured time was not planned for it may have

served to draw the summer together better than the formal week of eval-

uation and re-entry.

The first five days each member of the group worked 3-4 hours

doing work for the caretaker of the conference.center, to take care

'of room and board since funds were short. In the afternoon, small'in-
formal discussion groups met to talk about whateVer was important at
the time. It was through these groups and, perhaps, more so through
the individual contacts between Interns and Interns and staff on a
one to one basis that really helped them to begin to synthesize what
they had learned du'ring the summer.



Close of Institute and Post-ITD Activities

Although the official time of the eight-week session came to a
close at Parishfield, the Institute did not end until about a week

later. NSA and 'EU leadership invited the Interns to tho 1967 Student
Congress at the University of Maryland to be resource people for fret,

room and board.

The Congress provided an excellent place for them to use their

new skills. The in) staff saw them participating in meetings where
they proved to have the best grasp of the problems at hard and facilit-

ated profitable discussion. They in mlny cases, organized administra-
tive details and were the most reliable workers on the Congress staff.

Most revealing, however, was their willingness to take the responsibil-

ity of initiating discussions on tutorials.

Evaluation and Follow-up

A more complete study of the summer will help separate the impact

of the unusual stzains placed upon the group form the effects of the

schedule of the regulr training. These strains include, for example,
the fact that during the first week the only Negro staff member, the

field coordinator, was fired for incompetence and indiscretion, a fact

which left the Institute understaffed and increased the amount of neg-

otiations the Interns had to do for themselves when difficulties came
up with their supervisors in the field work. Many field work assign-

ments were unsP.tisfactory to the Interns because they felt ineffective.

However, even the poorest assignments proved to he valuable in sharpen-

ing their critical sense of effective and ineffective social work. The

riot frightened the Interns more psychologically than physically by

causing intense strain cqld forcing the Interns to re-evaluate all of

their ideas on how to cause social change which theY had just gotten
through re-evaluating or were in the midst of doing for the first time.

The most useful resource for evaluation of the training we have

available are the Intern's Journals. The day the individual Interns

were notified of their selection, they were asked to begin a journal
which would record their expectations for the Institute before they

came, first impressions, surprises, and thoughts, problems, activities,

etc., throughout the eighr-v7eek training period.

The journals were handed in about twice a week and intended mainly

for use at the end of the summer for.evaluation. However, although the

staff members said that they wouldn't road the journal until the end in

order to promote complete candor, we found that the Interns expected us

to and often used the journals as means for approaching problems they

wanted some support on from staff that they found too difficult to

personally mention first.

The frank approach and honesty with which these journals were

ritten mkes them our most vqluable resource for evaluatine, the Insti-

tute. The final report will be produced, -largely, from the information

we gather from the jounals.



Twelve of the Interns will receive follow-up visits from the ITD

staff; the others will be visited by TAC Field Coordinators. From these

visits (and through correspondence with the othersY, we will be able

to judge the affects of the leadership training on strengthening the

projects and also to evaluate the degree of permanence of the positive

change we saw in the Interns this summer.

We expect the projects to become more community-oriented, hope-

fully to the point of development reached by two of the Interns in their

field work project this summer.

They were place solely in charge of creating a tutorial for 80

boys between eleven and sixteen who were second and third-time juvenile

court offenders. They knocked on doors, phoned people, and made other

personal contacts with the members of the community until they had

enough human resources to run the program. After orientation for the

tutors, and interested leaders had emerged, the Interns stepped back

and allowed the tutorial to be completely community run. It was still

going after the riots.

Summary,

From the positive response of the Interns to the ITD training, it
is easy to say that the Institute was successful in reaching all of its
goals. It went beyon expectation in the intensity of the experience it
provided for individuals involved.

The Interns lived and worked in the communities. There they
learned to move and work with those communities to help make them
independent of outside help and to see the need to stimulate interest
in action.

They shared ideas on methods of operating tutorials and evolved
more sophisticated programs based on this sharing while t the same
time questioning the existence of tutorials as an aid to social change.

Above all, they became stronger individuals with well-developed
leadership abilities.
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